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Executive Summary 
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A Metroliner Service train speeds 
through the Northeast Corridor 
over continuous welded rail laid 
on concrete ties. The Northeast 
Corridor is the busiest und fas te st 
segment of railroad in Amer ica. 
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EXECUTIVE SU!.fMARY 

The No-rtheo.st Co-rr>ido-r Imp-rovement P-roject (NECIP) in its size, com-
plexity, cost, o.nd successful outcome -- -rep-resents the la.-rgest Pede-raZ 
investment in inte-rcity -ro.iZ passenger> se-rvice in this centu-ry. This -repo-rt 
desc-ribes the NECIP, a~sesses its accomplishments, and off eris a. pe-rspective on 
the futu-re of Amt-rak's se-rvice in the Co-r-rido-r. 

BACKGROUND 

In the 1960's, the No-rtheast Co-r-rido-r (NEC) -region, st-retching f-rom 
no-rtherrn Vi-rginia to souther>n Mo.ine, housed the densest popula.tion in the 
United Sto.tes. Its met-ropolitan a-reo.s had g-roZJn so close together>, their> 
social, comme-rciaZ, and indust-riaZ activities ha.d become so closely linked, 
tho.t some obse-rve-rs discer>ned the outlines of a super> city, a "mega.lopolis," 
ZJhich in its immensity faced the same t-ranspo-rtation congestion on the -region-
al level as its component cities did on their> 1-oco.l level. T-ro.nspo-rto.tion 
expe-rts in the NEC bego.n to look to -regional ro.il t-ranspo-rto.tion as a viable 
alte-rna.tive to the ove-rc-roZJded ai-r o.nd highZJay modes linking Boston, NeZJ Yo-rk, 
Phi l adelphia, Washington, and the impo-rtant cities in betZJeen. 

The Pennsylvania. o.nd NeZJ Ho.Ven -rail-roo.ds ha.d, since the nineteenth 
centu-ry, invested miUions of doUo.-rs of p-rivo.te capital in a passenger> roU-
-roaa along the No-rtheo.st Co-r-rido-r. The Pennsylvania (PRRJ, ZJith its fo-rme-rly 
vast -resou-rces, ha.d ma.de its NeZJ Yo-rk -- Washington 1-ine a shoZJpiece; it ha.d 
installed multip1-e heavy- duty t-racks, added eiectr>ic t-raction, -rea1-igned 
cu.rives, built g-rade-sepa-rated junctions anaiogous to the clove-rleaf s of moder>n 
highZJays, o.nd e-rected g-rand stations. 

Since the 1940's, the financial dec7,ine of the No-rtheaster>n mil-roads ho.d 
sta-rved the NEC main line of capital, and led to the deter>io-ration of its 
physical components and se-rvices, ZJith consequent declines in r>ide-rship and 
fino.ncial -results. P-roponents of imp-roved high speed -rail in the NEC he 7,d 
that Fede-ro.Z investment in capitaZ imp-rovements 1.Jould help not just to -reve-rse 
the dete-rio-ration in the once-p-roud facility, but to inc-rease its capabili-
ties, po.-rticula.-rly in te-rms of scheduled t-rip times bet1.Jeen Nel.J Yo-rk, 
Washington, and Boston. As the yea-rs of planning and discussion sped by, the 
faci lity itself continued to dete-rio-rate; inflation ca.used const-ruction costs 
to bo.lloon; the management of co-r-rido-r se-rvices o.nd the 01.Jne-rship of its 
facilities, fo-rme-rly in the ha.nds of ti.Jo p-rivate companies, became mo-re and 
mo-re f-ragmented among commuter>, f-reight, o.nd inte-rcity passenger> entities ZJith 
conflicting p-rio-rities. By the time Cong-ress ha.d outho-rized o.nd funded the 
p-rojec~ the physical facility that had held so much p-romise had lite-ra1-ly 
begun to disinteg-rate o.t its no-rther>n and souther>n te-rmini . So advanced 1.Jas 
the physico.Z deg-ro.dation that the ti.Jin goals of achieving substantial t-rip 
time -reductions o.nd -resto-ring the Co-r-rido-r to its best capabilities of the 
1940 's ha.d., parodoxically, become cont-radicto-ry. The fo-rme-r couid be done 
compietely, but onZy by tempo-rizing on essentio.l maintenance items; the latter> 
couid be accomplished, but onZy by omitting many t-rip-time imp-rovements. 

Ove-rcoming all these institutiono.Z, enginee-ring, and f inancial complexi-
ties, the NECIP succeeded in p-rovi ding the co.po.bility of offe-ring a t-ranspo.,._ 
tation p-roduct in the NEC that constitutes the Nation's fir>st ro.pid t-ransit 
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system on a riegional scale. This rieporit documents tha.t achievement, and looks 
a.t the f uturie. 

THE ACHIEVEMENT 

AB a cooridinated set of impriovements to the fixed riailrioa.d plant, the NECIP 
has enabled Amtriak to off eri fasteri, morie rieliable, and morie comforitable serivice 
betZJeen Boston, NeZJ Yorik, and Washington. (See Table ES-1.) Amtriak itse7,f has 
capitalized on its exrxznded capabilities by acquiriing new equipment and by 
off eriing the public an imprioved triansporitation prioduct. 

The Federial Railrioad Administriation (FRAJ of the U. s. Depa.ritment of Trians-
poritation ZJas riesponsible f ori the generial mana.gement of the NECIP, f ori which 
DeLeuw, Catheri/Parisons wao the engineeriing management contriactori. Amtriak rxzri-
ticipated substantially in both the planning and the constriuction phases of the 
Prioject as the priincipal operiatori and constriuction contriactori. 

THE PRODUCT 

By 1986, at a cost substantially below that authoriized by Congrieas, the 
NECIP will have ma.de possible triip times of 2 houris, J6 minutes between New 
Yorik and Washington with fouri interimediate stops -- fouri minutes fasteri than 
the legislated goal of 2 houris, 40 minutes. Between New Yorik and Boston, triip 
times in 1986 ZJill have imprioved friom theiri 1976 levels by up to 10 pericent. 
Amtriak will have achieved these tighteri schedules ZJhile imprioving on-time 
perif orimance. Accomrxznying these schedule and rieliability accomplishments ha.s 
been a cooridinated efforit by the NECIP, Amtriak, and local authoriities to up-
griade everiy aspect of "f'G.il rxzssengeri convenience and comforit. New and rieno-
vated pariking gariages, interimodal connections, station buiZdings, and triain 
equipment ha.ve enabled rxzssengeris to riea.ch the "f'G.il system comforitably and to 
enjoy theiri triips. 

FIXED PLANT IMPROVEMENTS 

The fixed plant impriovements constituting the NECIP have ma.de possible 
Amtria.k's sZJifteri and morie rieliable schedules, have contriibuted to passengeri 
comf orit, and have rienovated many a.ntiqua.ted system components fori morie econom-
ical maintenance a.nd opero.tion. The fixed plant impriovements arie listed in 
Ta.ble ES-2 and deacriibed beloZJ: 

Wa.y and Str>Ucturies 

The NECIP has priovided a rieconfiguried, high-quality rioadbed fori safe, 
efficient, comforitable operiation at rieduced triip times. Wherie economically 
feasible, the NECIP has riationa.lized the triack Zayout of the Coririidori to 
rieduce congestion among all serivices. The ZJorist conditions in tunnels and 
briidges have been coririected. Impriovements to the trio.ck striucturie, many of 
which riepriesented technical a.dvances in the United States, forimed the larigest 
single element of the NECIP, and have priovided the stability and geometriic 
priecision that arie essential to economical, safe, and comforita.ble high speed 
operiations. 
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Vhot is the NECIP? 

Vhot tJOS its schedu1.e: 

I/hat r.iill it ochisvs? 

rABLE &S-1 

THE NECIP IN BRIEF 

The Northeast Corridor Improvement Projsct (NECIPJ is 
o $2 .19 billicm Federal investment in upgroded 
i11tercity Nilroad passeng~r servies cm Amtrak's mai11 
line between Bostcm, Nsw York, and Vashi11gtcm. The 
upgrading hos tmho.11ced all aspects of Amtrak's NEC 
facility: "'ay ond stl"Uctu,.es, powsr and co11trol, 
fe11cing aiid g'l'Q.ds c,.ossi11gs, service facilities, aiid 
statio11e. 

Handated in the Rail,.oad Revita1.iaotion and 
Regulato,.!J Reform Act of 1976, the P,.oject beg= i11 
that yea,., "6achsd its co11structio11 height i11 1980-
81, a71d was substa11tially complete by the siid of 
calendar 1984. Remaining r.iork, i11cluding some im-
porta11t trip-tims rsductions, "'ill co11tinue th,.ough 
1986. 

The NECIP r.iill hovs give11 Amtrak ths fixed facilities 
necessary to achieve si(11'1ificant tl"ip time reductions 
betr.issn rrcjo,. cities, for 4J;ralllpls: 

Tl"ip Time (Hou.,.s:Hi11utes} 

Bsti.>esn Ner.J York and Voshi1lgto11: 
1976 1986 Pe.,.ce11t Imp.,.ovement 

Via Het.,.o1.i'll8r Ssr-vics 
Via Co11vsntio11Gl Ss,.vics 

3:00 
3:40 

2:36 
2:5? 

12 
18 

Bst:rJse11 Nsr.i Yo,.k and Bosto11: 1:21 3:5? ? 

Via Hst.,.ol i'll8,. 
All trai11s combi11ed 

While speeding up its schedulss, Amt!"l:Jk 1ia$ imp.,.oved 
its .,.sT.iabilit!(. 

Pe,.csnt of Trai11s 011 Tims 
1976 1986 Pe.,.csnt Imp.,.ovsms11t 

SJ 
?I 

89 
85 

36 
11 

1'he NECIP r.iill hovs also upg~d ;;,sss~e,. 
ccmvenis11ce and comfo,.t. Fo,. IU.llmP,e, 1.t haB 
snha11ced o,. Nliuitt 1J statio111J aiid spa.,.ked po.,.ki11g 
odditio11s. It ha• also 1't2,.ksdly upg~ed th" !"id" 
quality of trai11s, 

111 1976: 111 1986: P'1.,.cent Inc,.ease 

N1411be,. of pa,.king spacss 
close to NEC stations 6119 ?909 

Federal Rols: 

Amt!"l:Jk 1 s NlB: 

The bottom line: 

1'hs u. s. Dspa,.tment of T1'0nspo'l"tatio111 Fsdsral Rail-
,.oad Admi11ietratio'11 plannod. coordinated, ma11Ggsd, 
and funded th'1 Bl'ltiroe Poroject. It supervised ths 
pl"ime enginesl"i119 ma11Ggsme11t co11t1'aCto,. (DsLeuw, 
Cathe,./Pa"f's07ls} and 11Bgotiatsd implsmsnting ag,.ee-
ms11ts with Amt!"l:Jk and ths many i11te,.'1stsd Stats, 
local and F41deraZ. ag'1nciu. 

Amt!"l:Jk OW711J and opeNtee the NEC and 1ia$ contl"ibutsd 
to ths NECIP's SUCC'1se by mantl{/i119 th'1 ma.jo,. po,.tion 
of ths co11et,.ucticm1 by pa..ticipati71(1 iri pla.n11i119 of 
both imp.,.OV'1mBl'lt'1 and '1'!11lated operatione, and by 
Upfr1•adi119 its oi.m '1quipms11t and /Nl,.k'1ti71(1 ths ssr-vics. 

A wo.,.ld claes facility ••• a me<Um, sfficitmt 
Npid tNnsit system which liriks ths improved public 
tNnait and commute,. "1iL '1yst'1ms of the conatitusnt 
m'1t,.opolito:n "6gi071'1. 
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Section Improvements: 

Tunnels: 

Bridges: 

Track lmprovcmonts: 

Electrification: 

Signaling: 

Grade Crossings: 

Service Facilities: 

Stations: 

0 

Table ES-2 

FIXED PLANT IMPROVEMENTS CENTRAL TO THE NECIP 
(Status as of project completion) 

WAY AND STRUCTURES 

Curves realigned at 22 locations 

o 36 in1erlockings (croS$over poinn) built new or reconfigured, 7 interlockings removed 

o Roadbed drainage improved or restored throughout NEC 

0 

0 

0 

In Baltimore & Potomac Tunnel, Baltimore: complete track replacement and 
structural improvemenn including new drainage facilities. Track rehabilitation 
in New York City tunnels. 

202 bridges rehabilitated (including 10 movable bridges); 10 bridges replaced 
(including 2 movable bridges). 

Concrete ties installed in 410 track-miles 

o 735,000 wooden ties installed in 650 track·miles 

o Continuous welded rail installed in 535 track-miles 

o 634 track-miles resurfaced for high-speed operation 

o Track structure rchebilitation of 65 interlockings 

o Advanced equipment provided to meet Amtrak's future track upkoep and upgrading needs 

0 

POWER AND CONTROL 

Between Queens and New Rochelle, New York: Conversion of power supply to 12.5kV, 
60Hz, with major rehabilitation of catenary system 

o Between Queens, New York, and Washington: Selective repair of critical elements of 
existing catenary system 

0 64 mechanically-locked interlockings converted to all-electric operation 

o Proportion of track-miles signaled for bi·directional operation increased from 25 percent 
to 56 percent 

o Centralized traffic control introduced between Washington and Wilmington, and in 
Boston vicinity. 

0 

0 

OTHER ESSENTIAL PROJECT ELEMENTS 

Two-thirds of NEC highway grade crOS$ings extant prior to NECIP eliminated, including 
last remaining public crossings between Washington and New Haven 

New, renovated, or augmented facilities installed at Washington, Wilmington, New York, 
New Haven, and Boston for all levels of equipment repair, inspection, storage, washing, 
and servicing 

o Four new maintenance-of-way bases constructed to support Amtrak's track upkeep 

0 Three new stations constructed (Providence, RI, Stamford, CT, New Carrollton, MDI. ten 
existing stations improved or rehabilitated 

o At existing stations: improvement of passenger safety, comfort, processing, and platform 
access; rehabilitation of essential building systems and repair work to assure continued 
occupancy; and provision of access to handicapped 

o With shared state/local funding: improvement of commuter facilities in 12 stations, 
parking additions at 6 stations 
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POLJer and Control 

The NE~IP has performed essential work on the electrical catenar>y system 
between Washington and New York, and is rebuilding the f>OWer supply o:nd catenary 
between New York and New Rochelle. Between Washington and Wilmington, Delaware, 
and between C1'0.nston, Rhode Island, and Boston, the NECIP is installing a cen-
tralized traffic control system and replacing the antiquated mechanical appa'Y'-
atus of interlockings with moderrn electrical devices. Essential signal reha-
bilitation and replacement has taken place throughout much of the rest of the 
Corridor. 

Grade Crossings and Fencing 

Between New Haven and Washington, a joint Federal/state program partially 
funded by the NECIP has eliminated all "f'(J.il/highway gr'(llle crossings. North of 
New Haven, eleven public grade crossings remain. Congress has required the 
retention of five additional crossings in Connecticut. Vhere essential for 
public and 1'0.ilPoad safety, the NECIP has pPoVided fencing of the .,.f,ght-of-way. 

SePVice Facilities 

To supporrt economical upkeep, the NECIP has constroucted maintenance of way 
bases at Odenton and PePPyvil7.e, MaPyland, Adams, New JePsey, o:nd PPovidence, 
Rhode Island, and has upgraded OP built equipment servicing faci7.ities at 
Boston, New Haven, New YoPk, Wilmington, and Washington. 

Stations 

The NECIP has built, "f'estored, OP reehabilitated thiPteen stations thPough-
out the Corridor f OP mo,-e efficient opePations and impPoved passengeP comfoPt. 
In the proocess, the pPoject aPchitects won ten prestigious design awaPds testi-
fying to the scrupulous aesthetic care devoted to the station efforts. 

OPERATING RESULTS OF NEC SERVICE 

The $2.19 billion PedePal investment in NECIP has pPovided for signifi-
cantly improved rail service and has enabled Amt"f'ak to compete mor>e eff ec-
tively with otheP modes. Rail ridership has only r>ecently r>eacted stPongly to 
the impPoved service. The delay in this reaction stems partial7.y f Pom price 
competition with otheP modes; f Pom the faPe policy that Amtrak has chosen to 
adopt in OPdeP to meet mandated Pevenue-to-cost raatio goals; and from the time 
it has taken the public to r>ecognize the improvements in Amtrak's NEC pPoducc 
afteP several yeaPs of constPuction-Pelated service distuPbances. Also, other 
economic factoPs, such as the stPength of the national economy, have impacted 
ridePship levels. 

Although slow to appear, the ridership incPeases have proven to be sub-
stantial. For example, in FY 1985, patPonage in the New York -- Washington city 
pair alone was 23 percent over PY 1983. In the New York -- Boston market, where 
Amtrak has erpePimented successfully with creo.tive fares, tY'O.ffic gPeW by 41 
percent over the same two-yeaP span. As the improved product, coupled with 
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Amtrak's marketing initiatives, continues to enhance t1"0.ffic vo7-umes, the posi-
tive implications of the NECIP for Amtrak's revenue base UJiZl become apparent. 

BENEFITS BEYOND AMTRAK SERVICE 

NECIP has contributed to many benefits that <]f) not pertain directly to 
inteT'city passenger 1"Q.il transpo.,.tation: the enhancement of roail.,.oad freight 
and commute.,. seT'Vices; uT'ban T'ede velopment; minority cont1"0.cting and employ-
ment; and gene1"0.l employment leve7-s. 

RailT'oad F'T'eight and Commuter Enhancements 

The NECIP has invested hund.,.eds of mi7-iions of <]f)llaT's in t1"0.ck and otheT' 
facilities shaT'ed by inteT'city passenger, commuter, a:n.d freight trains. Exem-
plifying these sha.,.ed imp.,.ovements is the major reconfigu1"0.tion and simplifica-
tion of the troack and signa.l layout in South Philadelphia, UJhich has made all 
1"0.il services thT'ough the aT'ea faster and moT'e T'eliable. 

Urban Redevelopment 

The NECIP's station pT'og1"Q.m has spa.,.ked or complemented major urban T'ede-
velopment effoT'ts in such cities as PT'ovidence, Stamford, Wi7-mington, and 
Baltimo.,.e. 

MinoT'ity Cont1"0.cting and Employment 

Almost 18 pe.,.cent of thB dolla.,. va7-ue of controacts fo.,. NECIP UJOT'k UJent to 
minority cont1"0.ctors, an achievement commended as UJOT'thy of "special r>ecogni-
tion" by the U. s. Commission on Civil Rights in a repoT't UJhich it has T'ecent-
ly T'eleased. In addition, betUJeen 28 and 38 pe.,.cent of the employees UJOT'king 
on the PT'oject UJe.,.e membeT's of minority gT'oups. 

GeneT'O.Z Employment 

At its peak, the NECIP pT'oVided ove.,. 3,000 jobs, mostiy in the NEC 
T'egion. OVeT' the life of the pT'oject, the NECIP gene1"0.ted a total of app.,.oxi-
mately 26,000 man-yeaT's of effoT't. 

THE POTENTIAL 

Despite its success in pT'OViding Amt.,.ak UJith a physical basis upon UJhich 
to ope1"0.te modern inte.,.ci ty se.,.vice in the NEC, the NEC IP has not sought to 
T'ehabilitate compZetely every component of Amt1"Q.k's fixed plant and to T'ealize 
all feasible tT'ip time T'eductions in the COT'T'idoT'. Amt1"0.k UJill theT'efoT'e need 
to conside.,. tUJo types of fixed plant investments: fiT'st, T'ehabilitation p.,.o-
jects that UJould T'educe operoting and maintenance costs and sustain se.,.vice 
quality, safety, a.nd T'evenues; second, fuT'the.,. trip time imp.,.ovements, the 
justification fo.,. UJhich UJiZl depend on AmtT'ak's ride.,.ship groUJth, the demo-
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gr>aphic, economic, and commer>cial tr>ends in the Cor>r>idor>, and wor>sening conges-
tion in other> modes. 

NEAR-TERM INVESTMENT CHOICES 

The two lo.r>gest r>ehabilitation items r>ema'Z.mng on the NEC o:pe the r>e-
placement of the existing power> gener>ation and supply system and the complete 
moder-nization of the signal system. 

Electr>ification 

The antiquated 25 cycle power> supply system in the NEC continues to 
deter>ior>ate. If left uncor>r>ected, this deter>ior>ation will lead to excessive 
maintenance costs o.nd could ultimately engender> ser>vice inter>r>uptions affecting 
Amtr>ak and the local commuter> author>ities. Amtr>ak and inter>ested agencies at 
all levels of state and local gover-nment could jointly under>take a thor>ough 
engineer>ing and economic study of Amtr>ak's New Yor>k -- Washington power> system 
to assess the total public costs and benefits (both oper>ationa.l and fina.ncial) 
of alteY'YUJ.tive electr>ification str>ategies. Such alteY'YUJ.tives could include: 
maintena.nce of the status quo; r>enewo.l and moder-nization of the existing 25 
cycle system; and r>eplo.cement of the pr>esent system with commer>cial f r>equency 
power> at 60 cycles. The study could also addr>ess potential funding sour>ces for> 
electr>ification impr>ovements. 

Signalling 

An old electr>o-mechanical signal system r>emains in place in many of the 
most complex and densely used se tions of the Cor>r>idor>. To r>educe futur>e 
maintenance costs, and to enhance ser>vice r>eliability, Amtr>ok and the agencies 
concer-ned could initiate a long-ter>m, cooper>ative study of the signal system 
and of the complicated tr>ack layouts that it contr>ols. The study would deteri-
mine the Likely futur>e ser>vice needs of NEC user>s, the optimal pr>ogr>o.m of 
truck layout and signalling modifications and r>enewo.ls to meet those needs 
safely, the most efficient means of scheduling such impr>ovements under> the 
str>ess of NEC oper>ations, and funding options. 

Fr>eight/Passenger> Separ>ation 

To pr>eser>ve r>ide qua1.ity on the NEC at a r>easonable cost, and to upgr>ade 
still fur>ther> the safety o:nd r>eLiability of inter>city passenger> oper>ations, 
Amtrak may wish to facilitate the r>emoval of some or> all thr>ough fr>eight 
ser>vice fr>om the Cor>r>idor> south of New Yor>k. Any such changes in fr>eight 
oper>o.tions would r>eflect car>efully consider>ed business decisions by, o.nd would 
r>equir>e ver>y close cooper>ation among, Amtr>ak, the NEC fr>eight oper>o.tor>s 
(Conr>ail and the Delawar>e & Hudson), the Chessie System, and possibly other> 
car>r>ier>s. 
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TRANSPORTATION TRENDS AND PROJECTIONS IN THE NEC 

Amtr>ak, with its enhanced ser>viee capabilities in the NEC, now has the 
oppor>tunity to pr>ove whether> impr>oved high speed r>ail can become a. major> eon-
tr>ibutor> to the tr>anspor>tation of ver>y lar>ge masses of people. Such eoner>ete 
pr>oof is now beginning to emer>ge: in four> key eity-pair> mar>kets, passenger> 
volume was higher> by 23 per>eent in the fir>st seven months of FY 1985 than in 
the same per>iod two year>s a.go. To confir>m the potential of roil, continued 
r>ider>ship gr>owth is all the mor>e neeessar>y because demogr>aphic and economic 
tr>ends offer> ambivalent indications about the futur>e. While population and 
income in the EasteY'n Seaboar>d r>egion ar>e expected to gr>ow thr>ough the year> 
2000, the long-ter>m population gr>owth r>ate of some metr>opolitan r>egions lying 
at the hear>t of the NEC mil mar>ket slowed between 1970 and 1984. Yet conges-
tion in other> modes is gr>owing at those ver>y same locations, and the FAA 
for>ecasts incr>eases in oper>ations a.t major> NEC a.ir>por>ts of fr>om 60 to 75 
per>eent by 1990. Sueh eontr>adietor>y tr>ends under>line Amtr>ak's need to build 
on its r>eeent pa.tr>onage iner>ea.ses if still fur>ther> tr>ip time impr>ovements ar>e 
to be justified. 

OPTIONS FOR PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT 

Impr>ovements to the NEC pr>oduet beyond 1986 levels may eome about in two 
ways: (1) mar>keting exper>iments and vehicle initiatives not r>equir>ing fixed 
plant investments; and (2) enhancements of the fixed plant for> tr>ip time pur>-
poses. 

Amtr>ak alr>eady has much fr>eedom to adjust its tr>ip times, fr>equencies, 
passenger> amenity levels, and far>es. It has some flexibility to alter> equip-
ment scheduling and, over> a longer> ter>m, to adjust its fleet composition. In 
var>ying combinations, these fr>eedoms could eontr>ibute to a pr>oduet that is at 
onee mor>e attr>active to pa.ssenger>s and mor>e r>emuner>ative for> Amtr>ak. For> 
example, in 1986 Amtr>ak could theor>etiealy oper>ate a nonstop tr>a.in between 
Washington and New Yor>k on a 2 hour>, 22 minute schedule with no additional 
fixed plant investment. ('fhis assumes two locomotives and, if appr>oved by the 
FRA Offiae of Safety, a 125 mph speed limit.) 

A f ina.neial ana.Zysis of a r>ange of fixed pZant impr>ovements suggests that 
additional tr>ip time savings would roise pa.ssen er> tr>affie volume by J to 1 J 
per>cent in total, but that the r>esultant impr>ovements in Amtr>ak's pr>ofitabil-
ity would not pr>ovide a mater>ial financial r>etur>n on the initial eapitaZ 
investments r>equir>ed (Table ES-3). Between New Yor>k and Washington, these 
investments would be r>elatively lar>ge per> minute saved because the NECIP has 
alr>eady per>for>med vir>tually all the lowero-cost, time-saving fixed plant im-
pr>ovements in the southeY'n half of the Cor>r>idor>. Nor>th of New Yor>k, some 
oppor>tunities still exist to impr>ove tr>avel times at a comparotively low east 
per> minute saved. 

The for>eeasts ar>e essentially extr>apolations of Amtr>ak's histor>ical r>ider>-
ship and cost patter>ns; if Amtr>ak is able to scor>e dr>amatie patr>onage incr>eases 
and cost r>eductions in the coming year>s, the pr>ospective financial and r>ider>-
ship benefits of additional fixed pZant investments wiZl impr>ove mar>kedly. 'fhe 
NECIP has given Amtr>ak many tools with which to effect sueh r>ider>ship and 
eff ieieney gains. 'fhe r>est is up to Amtr>ak. 

ES-8 
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COll~onents of alternative 
Alter- New Yor - Vas~ln~lon 
native Trip 
Nulllber Description Tfme 

A No inves~ntb 2:36 

B No inves~ntb 2:36 

c Inexpensive recon- 2:29 
figurations/realign-
trnts 

D Costlier curve 2:23 
realign1rnts 

E 16D mph system 2: 16 

TABLE ES-3 

FlNANCIAL AHALYSIS CJ= FIXEO PLANT TRIP Tiflf: lNVESTMENTS 
(Dollars are constant 1985) 

C~arison with Alternative A (No 
Forecast Year I995 

in each half of NEC lnithl Increase I11provement fo 
Aew Yori - Boslon Capital 1n Passenger Operating 

Trip Costs Miles Results 
Descri ptfon T1 Ille ( $ Mfl 11 ons l (Percent) ($ Mfllfons) 

No investmentb 3:58 0 0 0 

Upgrade New Rochelle 3:40 60 JS 5 
--New Haven 

Electrify New Haven 3: 14 512 4 
--Boston 

Electrify and realign 3:09 932 2 
New Haven -- Boston 

160 11ph system 2:51 4620 131 29 

a Discounted cash flow at 101 interest over 20 years. Both initial capital inves~nts and annual operating results are 
included in this calculation. 

b That is: nothing beyond the existing $2.19 billion NECIP . 

Inves~ntb) 
Net prssent 
Value 

Better or (worse) 
than Alternative A 

($ Millions) 

0 

(86) 

(449) 

(808) 

(2992) 



REPORT MANDATE 

Excerpt from Railroad Revitalization and Regulatory Reform Act of 1976, as 
amended: 

Sec. 703. The Northeast Corridor improvement project shall be implemented 
by the Secretary in order to achieve the following goals ... 

(1 )(E ): Within 2 years after the date of enactment of this Act, the 
submission by the Secretary to the Congress of a report on the financial and 
operating results of the intercity rail passenger service established under 
this section, on the rail freight service improved and maintained pursuant to 
this section, and on the practicability, considering engineering and financial 
feasibility and market demand, of the establishment of regularly scheduled and 
dependable intercity rail passenger service between Boston, Massachusetts, and 
New York, New York, operating on a 3-hour schedule, including appropriate 
intermediate stops, and regularly scheduled and dependable intercity rail 
passenger service betweeen New York, New York, and Washington, District of 
Columbia, operating on a 2 1/2-hour schedule, including appropriate 
intermediate stops. Such report shall include a full and complete accounting 
of the need for improvements in intercity passenger transportation within the 
Northeast Corridor and a full accounting of the public costs and benefits of 
improving various modes of transportation to meet those needs. If such report 
shows (i) that further improvements are needed in intercity passenger 
transportation in the Northeast Corridor, and (ii) that improvements (in 
addition to those required by subparagraph (A)(i) of this paragraph) in the 
rail system in such area would return the most public benefits for the public 
costs involved, the Secretary shall make appropriate recommendations to the 
Congress. Within 9 years after the date of enactment of this Act, the 
Secretary shall submit an updated comprehensive report on the matters referred 
to in this subparagraph ... 



INTRODUCTION 

In the 1960's and early 1970's, population growth and burgeoning intercity 
travel demand in the Northeast Corridor (NEC) -- the Nation's most densely 
populated area, stretching from Boston to New York and Washington -- was threa-
tening tu outstrip the capacity of the highway and air systems. Meanwhile, the 
transportation mode capable of accommodating the increasing demand in an 
environmentally beneficial way -- intercity rail -- was steadily deteriorating 
physically, operationally, and financially. The Federal Government addressed 
this paradoxical situation in the Railroad Revitalization and Regulatory Reform 
Act of 1976, which established the Northeast Corridor Improvement Project 
(NECIP), <l coordinated set of improvements to tl1e fixed plant of Amtrak's Boston 
-- New York -- Washington main line. Ultimately funded at $2.19 billion and 
managed by the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) of the U. S. Department of 
Transportation, the NECIP, in conjunction with new equipment and other 
improvements under Amtrak's direct jurisdiction, was intended to provide Amtrak 
with the physical capability to operate a fast, reliable, comfortable, and 
economically sound rail passenger service in the Corridor. 

Although some work remains tu be done, the NECIP as a whole is now 
substantially complete. This report, responding to a Congressional mandate, 
offers an account of the achievements of the Project and a perspective on the 
future of intercity passenger transportation in the Corridor region. 

The achievements of the NECIP (addressed in Part I) are impressive from 
many viewpoints. Since improved passenger service, rather than physical 
improvements and expenditures for their own sakes, motivated the NECIP and the 
associated Amtrak investments, Chapter One evaluates the Project's accomplish-
ments from the passenger's point of view. Chapter Two then specifies the 
NfCIP's engineering achievements in some detail. Chapter Three reviews the 
ridership trends in NEC services; these trends reflect not just the benefits of 
the NECIP but also the national economic picture and Amtrak's own efforts to 
improve its ratio of revenues to costs. Finally, the NECIP addressed goals 
outside the realm of intercity rail passenger service: Chapter Four measures 
the NECIP's performance in urban development, minority participation, and 
general employment levels, as well as the effects of the Project on rail freight 
and commuter services. 

Part II of the report scrutinizes future passenger transportation needs in 
the NEC, both rail and non-rail. The Amtrak main line from Washington to Boston 
dates back to the mid-nineteenth century, and its physical condition at the 
outset of the NECIP necessarily varied significa_ntly from one component to the 
other (track, bridges, signals, and the like) and from place to place. In 
adhering to its $2.19 billion budget, the NECIP had to replace and rehabilitate 
components selectively, in keeping with the Project's goals. Chapter Five lists 
major investments that were not of sufficient National priority for inclusion in 
the NECIP, but that may eventually merit the attention of Amtrak. The last two 
chapters assess the justifications for and the costs and benefits of possible 
improvements in Amtrak's NfC product beyond the level made possible by the 
NECIP. In large measure, the NEC improvements represented a Federal reaction to 
demographic and travel patterns as planners projected them in the 



1960's and 1970's; it is therefore reasonable to ask whether the patterns in all 
modes have confirmed those expectations, and whether they are likely to do so in 
the future (Chapter 6). In conclusion, Chapter Seven responds to the specific 
Congressional request for an appraisal of the costs and benefits of reductions 
in rail trip times beyond those achieved or achievable under the NECIP. 



Part I: The Achievement 

The NECIP has pPovided AmtPak with the ability to offeP a pa.ssengeP sePvice 

in the NoPtheast CoPridoP that exploits the potential of the rail mode f oP 

Peliability, convenience, and pa.ssengeP comfoPt. While enhancing on-time 

pePfoPmance in all sePVices, AmtPak has alPeady substantially raeduced scheduled 

troa.vel times, paPticulaPly foP tPavelePs on conventional (lower>--faPe) tPains. 

Between New YoPk and Washington, the NECIP will have made possible a 2-houP, J6-

minute trip time (with fouP stops) -- fouP minutes betteP than that PequiPed by 

CongPess -- at a cost substantially below the authorized level. Station and 

troa.ck impPovements undeP the NECIP, coupled with transit and pa.Pking investments 

by local authorities and AmtPak's own advances in tPain equipment and 

infoPmation sePvicea, have enhanced the comforrt and aesthetics of the tPavel 

enviPonment ezpePienced by the Co'M"idoP rail pa.ssengeP. UndePlying these 

advances in pa.ssengeP convenience and comforrt have been $2.19 billion in 

physical impPovements to the fixed plant of the NEC: way and stPuctuPes, poweP 

and contPol, sePvice facilities, and stations. Many of these investments encom-

pass innovations in ruilPoad technology with applications faP beyond the COPPi-

doP itself. The effects of the investments in physical impPovements on roa.il 

ridePship and Pevenues in the NEC aPe beginning to appeaP. Finally, the PPoject 

has contPibuted to bPoadeP benefits such as UPban Pedevelopment, minoPity paPti-

cipa.tion, incPeased employment, and enhancements to rail fPeight and commuteP 

se'l'Vices. 
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Chapter One 

THE PRODUCT 

In choosing a mode for an intercity trip, a prospective traveler must weigh 
a host of factors, both quantifiable and subjective. To attract and retain 
passengers, therefore, intercity rail must offer not just competitive trip 
times, on-time performance, and departure frequencies, but also a comfortable 
and aesthetically pleasing environment at every stage of the journey. The NECIP 
has succeeded on both fronts: scheduled trip times are both shorter and more 
reliable, and the passenger environment has advanced to twentieth century 
standards. 

TRIP TIMES AND RELIABILITY 

Door-to-door trip times significantly influence a traveler's selection of a 
mode. Because the NEC stations have strategic locations at the center of major 
cities, -- in particular, because Amtrak is the only intercity mode with 
unencumbered high-speed access to the heart of Manhattan, -- rail has always had 
an inherent time advantage over other modes for center-to-center, short- and 
medium-distance trips. In essence, the NECIP has extended that inherent time 
advantage to longer distances by reducing station-to-station travel times 
considerably. Just as important, the NECIP has enabled Amtrak to adhere to 
these swifter schedules with a high degree of reliability, and Amtrak has 
extended the benefits of high-speed service to many more trains serving economy-
mi nded passengers. 

TRIP TIMES 

Of all the criteria applied to the NECIP, station-to-station trip times 
have received the most public attention and generated the most controversy, even 
though many other factors strongly influence ridership and economics. This 
section assesses the NECIP's trip time achievements, which have been 
substantial, in light of the rail travel market. 

Marketing and Geographical Factors 

The Passenger Railroad Rebuilding Act of 1980 specifically established 11potential ridership" as a prime criterion for choosing amon9 trip time 
improvements in the Corridor: "those activities [benefiting] the greatest 
number of passengers [were to be] completed before those involving fewer pas-
sengers.11 Table 1-1 sets the stage for an evaluation of the NECIP's trip time 
achievements in light of this criterion; it shows the key city-pair markets in 
the Corridor in descending order of passenger-miles generated. (It is assumed 
here that current ridership is the best surrogate for "potential ridership" in 
the range of trip time reductions presently contemplated for the Corridor.) The 
table also shows distances involved in each city pair. Of the 17 city pairs 
generating 78 percent of Corridor ridership, the nine pairs south of New York 
produce 60 percent of the passenger-miles; the five pairs north of New York 
account for 13 percent of the passenger-miles; and the three pairs crossing New 
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TABLE 1-1 

AMTRAK NEC RlOERSHlP AND DISTANCES BY CITY-PAIR, 1984 

Percent of 
Passenger Mi 1 es Percent Distance (Mfles) 

This of NEC South of North of Across 
Cftl-Patr Pair Cu!lll 1 at he Passengers New York New York New York 

New York a - Washington 22 22 12 224 

New York - Philadelphia 16 38 23 89 

Washington - Philadelphia 8 46 9 135 

Balti1110re - New York 7 53 5 184 

Boston - New York 7 60 4 231 

W11•fngton - New York 3 62 3 115 

Providence - New York 3 65 2 188 
~ 

I Boston - Washington 2 67 455 N 

Trenton - New York 2 70 5 57 

Phfladelphfa - Balti1DOre 2 71 2 95 

Boston - Philadelphia 2 73 320 

Trenton - Washington 74 167 

Wil~fngton - Washington 75 109 

New London - New York 76 l 126 

8oston - New Haven 77 156 

New Haven - Washington 77 299 

New Haven - New York 78 75 

42 Next Flows Below ii but 12 90 21 
greater than 0.1i (Av. 0.30S 
each) 

311 Other Flows (Av. 0.04\ each) 9 100 7 

NOTE: Excludes multiride passengers 
a/ lncludes Newark 



York result in only 5 percent of the passenger miles. 

These marketing facts reflect demographic and historic realities. The 
Corridor, for better or worse, is divided into two parts (Figure 1-1). South of 
New York, the population density is greater and the major cities (New York, 
Newark, Philadelphia, Wilmington, Baltimore, and Washington) are arrayed in an 
almost perfectly straight line, so that trip-time improvements benefiting one 
city pair usually benefit others. North of New York the population is less 
concentrated and, unfortunately from a rail standpoint, the cities are arranged 
in a parallelogram, only the southern portion of which coincides with the NfC 
main line. Historically, the non-linear arrangement of population centers in 
New fngland combined with the economics of railway location and the vagaries of 
corporate relationships to force the principal rail line between New York and 
Boston to follow an indirect route via Providence with an extremely difficult 
alignment along the Connecticut coast. Neither the present main line, nor any 
other feasible main line in New fngland, would have been able to serve as many 
high-volume markets simultaneously as does the New York -- Washington route. As 
a result of the inability to concentrate markets, the high cost of curve 
realignments along the Connecticut shore, and other factors, the New Haven 
Railroad had neither the justification nor the wherewithal to bring the northern 
half of the Corridor up to the standards achieved by the Pennsylvania Railroad 
south of New York. Therefore, at the beginning of the NfClP, the total cost of 
achieving air-competitive schedules in the northern half of the Corridor was far 
higher than in its southern half. Moreover, whereas Amtrak owns and operates the 
entire NfC south of New York, it has complete control only over the New Haven --
Providence segment in the north. Physical and operational control by Metro 
North and the Connecticut Department of Transportation between New Rochelle and 
New Haven, and ownership of the NfC in Massachusetts by the Massachusetts Bay 
Transportation Authority (MBTA), add institutional complexities to the inherent 
geographic and demographic restraints on Boston -- New York trip time 
reductions. 

Results 

For the eight city-pairs generating over two-thirds of the passenger-miles 
on the NfC, Table 1-2 traces the trends in trip times between 1976, the last 
year before major NfCIP construction, and the reference year 1984. (Scheduled 
trip times have increased in some cases between 1984 and 1986. However, these 
increases reflect primarily institutional factors noted above, and not the 
capability of the improved facility.) Trip times in 1980 are included to show 
the effects of Corridor construction at its peak. These increased trip times 
hurt ridership, and are discussed further in Chapter 3. As the final elements 
of the NfCIP are placed in service, and as Amtrak judiciously alters its product 
in the NfC while maintaining reliability, schedules can become better still. 
For this reason, Table 1-2 includes an estimate of trip times at project comple-
tion, based on Amtrak's 1984 schedules minus an allowance for trip time improve-
ments which can occur between October 1984 and project completion. Table 1-3 
shows the derivation of this estimate. Whether Amtrak reflects all the trip 
time improvements in its schedule, or simply uses them to assure still better 
on-time performance, is an Amtrak management decision. 

Between Boston and New York, Amtrak may be able to achieve materially 
better times than those forecast while preserving acceptable on-time 
performance, if and only if Metro North {the commuter service agency operating 
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TABLf 1-2 

TRIP TlMf SAVlHGS our TO HfCIP lH HIGHfST-VOLUHf MARKfTS 

Scheduled Trill Times Percent Reauctions in Average Tri11 Times 
Percent of Project Project 

HfC Actual 1976 Actua I 1980 Actual 1984 Corn11 let ion Ac tua 1 1984 Com1->let ion 
City-Pair Pa ssen2er-Hi I es a Best Av2 . Best Avg. Best Avg. Best Avg. vs . 1976 vs. 1976 

New York - Washington 22 
Metrol 1ner 3:00 3:02 3:38 3:49 2:49 2:53 2: 36 2:40 4.9 12 . l 
Conventional 3:40 3:50 4: 10 4:21 3:10 3:21 2:58 3: 10 12 .6 17.4 

Hew York - Philaael11hia 16 
Metrol iner 1: 15 1: 18 l: 29 1:36 l: 11 1: 14 l :04 l :07 5.1 14. l 
Conventional 1:30 1:40 l :44 1:50 1:24 1:28 l: 17 1:21 12 .o 19. 0 

Ph1ladel1'hia - Washington 8 
Hetrol iner 1:42 1:44 2:03 2:07 1:38 l :40 l : 29 1:31 3.8 12.5 
Conventional 2: 10 2: 10 2: 26 2:29 l :47 1 : 52 1:38 1: 41 13.B 22 .5 

New York - Baltimore 7 
Hetroliner 2:24 2:27 2:57 3:04 2:17 2:21 2:05 2: 09 4 .1 12. 2 
Conventional 3:00 3:08 3:25 3:33 2:37 2:44 2:25 2:32 12 .8 19 . 1 

....... Boston - New York 7 4:25 4: 40 4:45 4:57 4:09 4: 31 3: 58 4:20 3.2 7. 1 I 
<..]'I 

Hew York - Wilmington 3 
Metroliner 1:34 1:36 1:48 1:54 l: 30 1:32 l : 23 1:25 4.2 11. 5 
Conventional 1 :47 1:59 2:01 2:09 1:41 1:47 l: 34 l :40 10. l 16.0 

Providence - New York 3 3:21 3:37 3:56 4:02 3:33 3:38 3: 19 3:24 none 6.4 

Boston - Washington 2 8: 15 8:33 9:15 9:23 7:34 7:57 7:07 7:30 7.0 12 .3 

a Passenger-miles are ex1->ressea on a metro11ol i tan area basis; i.e., New York incluaes Newark ana Metro1Jark; Washington inc 1 uaes New Carrollton. Tri I' 
ti mes, however, are between the 11rinci11al stations. 

Source: Oerivea from Amtrak timetables. 



TABLf 1-3 

TRIP TIMf fSTIMATfS AT PROJfCT COMPLfTION 

Schedules for NfC trains fall exclusively within Amtrak's purview. For 
analytical purposes, this report has adopted the following method for projecting 
Amtrak's schedules at project completion. All times are in hours:minutes. 

Number of Intermediate 
Stops Assumed: 

Actual Amtrak Schedules 
as of 10/28/84 

Less: Anticipated effect 
of trip time improve-
mentsa, to be completed 
between 10/28/84 and 
project completion: 

fstimated Amtrak schedules 
at project completion: 

New York 

Metro liners 
nest Avg. 
Time Time 

4 5 

2:49 2:53 

0:13 0: 13 

2:36 2:40 

- Washington 
Convent1onal Boston - New York 

Trains (Single Service) 
Best Avg. Best Avg. 
Time Timeb Time Timeb 

6 7 4 8 

3: 10 3:21 4:09 4:31 

0: 12 0: 11 0: 11 0: 11 

2:58 3: 10 3:58 4:20 

Further details appear in Appendix B. Times for other city-pairs in 1986 
have been estimated in accordance with the above procedure. 

a Source: Trip Time Report, November, 1983, prepared by FRA and Deleuw, 
Cather/Parsons with input from Amtrak. 

b Average times are the average of northbound and southbound. Average times 
for trains other than Metroliners exclude the overnight "Night Owl.~ 
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the New Rochelle -- New Haven segment of the NfC) provides appropriate levels of 
maintenance and efficient, equitable dispatching for intercity trains serving 
the citizens of southwestern Connecticut, Westchester County, and New York City. 
Between November 1982 and April 1983, Amtrak attempted to operate a New fngland 
Metroliner service on a 3 hour, 55 minute schedule. Although reliability was 
very poor at the beginning, the trains averaged 79 percent on time during their 
last two months of operation. (As a yardstick for comparison, on-time perfor-
mance for the NfC as a whole averaged 83 percent in the third quarter of 
ca 1 endar 1984.) 

South of New York City, Amtrak operates two services dedicated to two 
distinct market segments: for time-sensitive passengers, primarily business 
travelers, Amtrak provides premium "Metroliner" service at a higher fare and 
with more amenities; for cost-conscious travelers, Amtrak offers a conventional 
service. Because these services south of New York constitute different products 
from a marketing standpoint, Table 1-2 and similar Tables indicate the times for 
each. North of New York, in keeping with the lower volume and the inability of 
rail to compete with air trip times, Amtrak offers a single service only. 

Between 1976 and project completion, the NfCIP will have enabled Amtrak to 
improve its average trip-times in key markets south of New York by 11 to 14 
percent for Metroliner service, and by 16 to 23 percent for conventional trains, 
which have already attained the best schedules in their history. North of New 
York, however, the trip time benefits are expected to be far more modest (6 to 7 
percent). 

The schedule improvements shown in Table 1-2 understate the benefits of the 
NfClP to NfC train operations: Amtrak between 1976 and 1984 not only achieved 
the trip time savings discussed above, but also improved reliability and comfort 
dramatically, as detailed in the next section. 

Rfl IAB I LI TY 

"You always have the idea with troins that you'U be late, you'H get 
stuck, the schedu7.e won't wor>k out." This complaint, uttered during an attitude 
survey of NfC travelers in 1970 [1]* exemplifies the public image of rail 
service prior to the NfCIP. The survey concludes: ''Cr>iticisms of r>ail tr>avel 
wer>e mor>e often off er>ed with a note of bitte'Y'Yless than wo~ the case for> any 
o ther> mode. The anger> •.. can be given a positive inter>pr>etation. It is ... a 
demonstr>ation that [t roveler>s] believe that better> things ar>e possible." 

In the 1970's, the public had good reason to consider rail travel 
unreliable. As Figure 1-2 shows, on-time performance of both Metroliners and 
conventional trains between 1974 and 1976 was often below 80 percent. Public 
bitterness over this unreliability had a firm basis as well, since rail in the 
NEC has always had a potential for all-weather reliability that no other mode 
can match. When the plant and equipment are properly designed, maintained, and 
operated, intercity rail -- with its unique self-steering mechanism, its cen-
tralized control capabilities, its exclusive right-of-way, and its independent 
portals to the great cities -- can often operate when other modes cannot, as it 
did in the great snowstorm of 1983. 

* Footnotes appear at the back of each chapter. 
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Photo 1-1 
RAIL'S POTENTIAL FOR All-WEATHER RELIABILITY 

Source: Amtrak Annual Report for 19-93. 



The NfCIP, in concert with Amtrak's new equipment, has better enabled 
Amtrak to exploit rail's potential for reliability. Contributing to this 
enhanced reliability has been Amtrak's train planning unit, a mechanism for 
coordinating intercity passenger, commuter, and freight train scheduling with 
all Corridor users to assure achieveable timetables. Figure 1-2 shows the 
improving on-time performance of Amtrak's Corridor services in recent years. 
Between 1976 and 1984 this improvement has been dramatic, ranging up to 36 
percentage points for Metroliners and 10 percentage points for conventional 
trains [2]. 

Thus, as a result of the NfCIP, Amtrak has succeeded simultaneously in 
improving trip times and upgrading on-time performance, a far more difficult 
task than meeting trip-time goals, or reliability goals, alone. 

FRf QUf NCY 

Frequency of train service in a given city-pair market affects the compe-
titive position of rail vis-a-vis other modes. Table 1-4 shows how train 
frequencies have changed in the most important city-pairs. Between 1976 and 
1984, Amtrak reduced its Metroliner frequencies, but added some conventional 
trains. The number of stops for many trains has grown as Amtrak has opened a 
new station at Baltimore/Washington International Airport, Maryland, and has 
reintroduced intercity service to such locations as Aberdeen, Maryland and 
Newark, Delaware, which the Penn Central Railroad had effectively deleted from 
its timetable. 

THf PASSfNGfR fXPfRifNCf 

Trip times alone do not make a marketable transportation product. 
passengers judge a mode by their entire experience with it: from their 
for schedule and fare information, to their journey from home or office 

Instead, 
inquiry 
to 

station, to their processing and waiting time at the station, to their 
surroundings and comfort on the intercity vehicle, to their disembarkation at 
the station of arrival, and to their local trip to ultimate destination. These 
stages in a journey constitute a chain of experiences presented by the mode to 
the traveler; a failure in the efficiency or comfort level at any link in the 
chain will detract from, or sometimes even destroy, the marketability of the 
entire product, however fast the mode may travel. Because travelers discuss 
their experiences with each other, a mode may develop a poor reputation based on 
such weaknesses that may take years to remedy. 

Such was the case with intercity rail in the NfC before the NfCIP. Al-
though travelers complained about slow service and delays, it was the 
substandard quality of the entire passenger experience that aroused the most 
vehement reactions in a major 1970 survey of travelers by all modes in the NfC 
[l ]. "Getting se.,.vice o.,. infoPma.tion st.,.uck some Pespondents as nea..,.ly 
hopeless. Delays wePe said to bPing no apologies or" explanations • . . If 
getting to the 'Y'O.ilPoa.d station is fai.,.ly difficult, o.,. pa.,.king is expensive o.,. 
absent ... those a.Pe powe.,.ful -,.easons fo.,. finding a diffe-,.ent mode . .. The 
most salient association to -,.ail t-,.a.vel involves di-,.tiness. The number' of 
-,.espondents who used the wo-,.d 'di.,.ty' OP even 'filthy' in ta.7,king about thei.,. 
tmvel was so la.,.ge that no list of selected quotes could exp.,.ess the extent .. 
The seating in tPains, gPossly inadequate tempemtuPe contPol, and jounci ng and 
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TABLr 1-4 

RAil FR£QUrNCl£S IN KfY CITY-PAIR HARKrTS 

Av~rage Trd1ns !Jer Weekday Percent Increase 
(f Clch Direction) (Decrease l 

ActuCll Ac tu Cl 1 Actual Pro)ect in Frequency 
C lty-pa 1 r 1976 1980 1984 Co111plet1on Project completion vs 1976 

Boston - New York 8 10 9 9 13 

New York - Washington 

Metro l 1 ner 13 13 10 10 (23) 

Conventional 10 14 16 16 60 

New York - Ph1laael1J'1ia ....... 
I ....... Metro l 1 ner 13 13 10 10 (23) ....... 

Convent1onala 18 22 24 24 no change 

a lncluaes New York - Phi ladel!Jhia ·c 1 ockers '' 1J 1 us New York - Washi ngton conventionals. 

Source: A111trC1k timet<1bles 



bumping we're all ha'f'shly c'l'itfoised." 

The NECIP -- in conjunction with Amtrak's own significant efforts and those 
of local agencies -- has addressed the old weaknesses of rail travel in virtual-
ly every aspect of the passenger experience. Table 1-5 summarizes those 
achievements, and the balance of this section elaborates on them. 

INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

"The ai'f'lines a'f'e the ones that a'f'e cate.,.ing to the people •• • But call 
~ion St~tion and tT']J to get inf o'f'mation about the t1'(J.ins1 you get spotty 
t.nfo'f'mat-ion, even g7'Uff t'f'eatment. 11 • • • "When was the last time you saw a 
trrain ad?" [1 J 

Since the passenger experience in most instances begins with a phone call, 
Amtrak's progress in improving its national information/reservations network has 
benefited its NEC services directly. A national toll-free number, 1-800-USA-
RAIL, enables residents anywhere in the NEC region to gain 24-hour access to 
fare, schedule, and train arrival/departure information. The quality of real-
time information on the computer will increase as Amtrak places in service its 
new centralized traffic control system, as well as the fiber-optics commu-
nication system, undertaken by private enterprise under the aegis of Amtrak and 
the NECIP (see Chapter 2). Thus, no longer will inaccessibility of information 
hamper passenger entry into the system. 

Amtrak's nationwide program to provide better access to ticketing has also 
made travel in the NEC easier: the number of travel agents authorized to sell 
Amtrak tickets has increased from 3,000 in 1976 to 11,181 in 1984, and Amtrak 
has negotiated with selected airlines to provide information, reservations, and 
ticketing access through the airlines' computer systems installed in travel 
agency offices. Finally, Amtrak's advertising budget in the NEC, $225,000 in 
1976, had grown to $2,600,000 by 1984. These Amtrak initiatives make it 
possible for the public to know that Amtrak has a product to sell. 

ACCESS TO/EGRESS FROM STATIONS 

In the NEC, travelers spend a relatively high proportion of their door-to-
door travel time in getting to and from stations and airports. Hence, the ease 
and speed of access to and egress from line-haul station facilities will 
influence travelers' choices among modes, particularly for trips under 250 
miles, which constitute the bulk of NEC travel. Although rail is well situated 
at the heart of the NEC's cities, several of which are experiencing a resurgence 
of downtown residential and business activity, -this inherent advantage has its 
limitations. First, for anything other than downtown-to-downtown trips, a local 
access/egress trip of some length at one or both ends of the journey will be 
necessary. Second, downtown locations are by definition crowded, placing 
parking at a premium; unless well-located parking is provided, access to the 
rail mode may prove an obstacle for many travelers. Of course, parking 
shortages and uncertainties also affect the other public modes, including air. 

The NECIP has cooperated with local and ~egional authorities and with 
Amtrak in a comprehensive effort to capitalize on the inherent access advantages 
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Aspect 

INFORMATION 

ACCfSS TO! 
f GRf SS FROM 
STATIONS 

STAT ION 
fNV I RONMfNT 

ON-TRAIN 
f NV IRONMfNT 

p = projected 

TABLf 1-5 

THf fVOLVlNG PASSfNGfR fXPfRlfNCf lN THf NfC 

Before NfCIP 
1976 1984 After NfCIP 

Amtrak's advertising budget in the NfC 

$225,000 $2,600,000 $2,500,000P 

Number of parking spaces close to Amtrak 
stations 

5149 5360 7907 

Number of Amtrak NfC stations served 
directly by urban rail mass transit 

4 6 7 

Number of Amtrak NfC stations constructed 
renewed in the past 10 years a 

2 10 16 

Percent of revenue passenger equipment 
built since 1971 

20'1 a5i a5i 

or 

a Includes stations not receiving NfCIP funding. 
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Cause 
of Change 

Amtrak's 
intensified 
marketing 
efforts 

50/50 NfCIP/ 
1 oca l funding 
of access 
improvements 

Local/UMTA 
projects in 
Washington and 
Boston; NfCIP 
New Carrol l ton 
Station 

Most involved 
combination of 
NfCIP, l oca 1, 
and Amtrak efforts 

Amtrak has 
replaced much of 
its 1976 fleet 
with modern 
equipment 



Photo 1-2 

2 HOURS AND 49 
CIVILIZED MINUTES 
To WASHINGTON. 

STRATEGICALLY-POSTED BILLBOARD IN NEW YORK CITY exempl i fies Amtrak's 
aggressive approach t o marketing its improved transportation product 
in the NEC ... 
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of intercity rail. Specific arrangements and accomplishments have necessarily 
varied from one metropolitan area to another, and are discussed in Table 1-6. 

THE STATION ENVIRONMENT 

Question to NEC t't"(lveZers in 1970: On a scaZe of 1 (VB-,.Y unt-,.ue) to 7 
(ve111 t-,.ue) how wouZd you 't"(lte a.ir, 't"(liZ, and bus on the foZZowing questions? 

EvB-,.ything a.bout the terrmina.Z wi ZZ 
seem nvder-n and up-to-date 

Everything in the terrmina.Z will be 
clea.n 

VERY UNTRUE 

2 3 4 

VERY TRUE 

5 6 

2 3 4 5 6 
I liJOuld have • • • surroundings in 
the ter>minal that would mzke me feeZ 
I r.us somepla.ce specia.Z bu6]. 

2 
;air • 
5 6 

ConcZusion: "RaiZroad sta.tions are ·perceived as bei ng dirty or dingy ••• 
dirty stations a.re resented and cont..,..-i,bute to negative feelings about 1UiZroads 
a.nd ra.iZ tra.veZ ••• " [1 J 

Studies preparatory to the NECIP estimated that the average passenger 
spends on the order of 20 to 30 minutes per trip inside railroad stations (3]. 
These minutes come at strategic points in the passenger experience -- just 
before and after the line-haul trip. For this reason the station environment 
constitutes a crucial link in the passenger's perception of the rail mode; it 
sets the tone of the journey and is the last memory of the rail system per se. 

The NECIP, together with associated projects of local agencies and Amtrak, 
has transformed the station environment. For deterioration, oppressiveness and 
inefficiency, the NECIP has substituted modernity, cheerfulness, and expeditious 
passenger processing. NECIP has rehabilitated old stations, restoring their 
former grandeur and making them urban showpieces; it has renovated newer 
stations; and it has built new stations in cooperation with local authorities. 
The numerous design awards (Table 1-7) won by the project architects testify to 
the success of the NECIP in its station upgrading efforts. The following pages 
describe the site-specific improvements to the station environment on a station-
by-station basis. 

THE TRAIN ENVIRONMENT 

"Trains a.re old -- wear and tear>. Pla.nes a?"e new." [1] 

Passenger comfort on board a train encompasses all the senses: the visual 
environment, from decor to cleanliness to lighting; noise levels; tactile 
sensations, such as seating, ambient temperature levels, and ride quality; even 
smell and, for longer journeys, taste. A transportation system that neglects 
any one of these environmental factors will have difficulty in marketing its 
product. 
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Metroiiolltan Area 
(Station na9e if different) 

Washington, D.C. Area 

(Union Station) 

(New Carrollton) 

Baltimore (Pennsylvania) 

Wil•ington 

Philadelvhla (30th Street) 

Trenton 

TABlf 1-6 

fNHANCfMfNTS TO RAil ACCfSS18lllTY lN TH£ NfC 

Parking Svaces 
Adoed by C0111vletion with 

NfCIP Cooperation 

0 (Ste Note A) 

900 

0 (see Note Bl 

517 

0 

lntereodel Access lllflrovell!nts 

New Metrorall syste•, with direct access to Aatrak at both Un1on and New Carrollton 
Stations, ~rovldes ra~ld trenslt throughout the Washington area. 

Construction of new vark1ng gar•9' on a llQrtion of the existing Washington Metro surface 
varting areas. Adjacent to the Aatrak station . 

Re~irs to vavlng, welts end lighting. ~r•9' and 11ajor access i•vrove11ents have been 
vrovosed but are not funded. 

Re~alr to ~aving and sidewalk~ siOf'walk canovy Installed along Front Stre-et. Construction 
of ~arling garage adjacent to station. 

New Center City Connection exvands the r•n9' of co••uter stations directly accessible to NfC 
~assen9('~ vfa convenient transfer at 30th Street. New Afr~ort High S~d ttne ~rovides 
direct access fro• 30th Street to Ph!ladelVhia International Alrvort. 

Ch•n9'S to vehicular access around the station and reestablish•ent of direct access to the 
Market Street subway and renovation of co••uter rail vlatfor•s will be acco•vlfshed under 
future ~rojects with cost-shared funds. 

No chan9('s under NfCIP. 

No chan9('s under N£CIP. 

Newark, Net1 Jersey (Pennsylvania) 

0 

0 

0 Re~lace•ent of five stairs on Market St. to enable direct vedestrian access to ~Jatfor•s. 
l•vroved access to buses, taxis, and li•ousines with new entrances and flow J,>atterns, 
including gravhfcs and s1gna9('. Vehicular access i~~rovements have been turned over to NJ 
Transit for construction. 



Metropolitan Area 
(Station name i f aifferentl 

Hew York (Pennsylvania) 

Stamfora 

New Haven 

New lonaon 

Prov1aence 

Boston (South) 

Total Parking Spaces Added 
with NFCIP Cooperati on 

TABLf 1-6 (Page 2) 

fNHANCfMfNTS TO RAIL ACCfSSIBILITY IN THf NfC 

Parking Spaces 
Aaaea by Completion with 

NfClP Coo~erat1on 

0 

300 

430 

361 

250 

0 

2758 

lntermoaal Access llllfirovements 

Cost-sharea improvements to fac111tate access to subway ana rail . 

The construction of a new station, garage, ana fntermoaal facll 1ties reorganizes ana 
consoliaates access between rail ana bus, taxi, limousine, automobile ana peaestrians. 

The renovation of this station includes improvements to vehicular access incluaing specific 
areas for taxicabs ana local bus, as well as a parking garage. An intercity bus terminal 
ana airport 11~ous1ne service faci11t1es will be proviaea at the west ena of the station. 
The station 1mprove111ents wi l l serve cot1111Jter rail service. 

An expanaea parking garage ana revlsea vehicular circulation will service the New lonaon 
Transportation Center which contains railroaa, local bus, intercity bus ana taxicab 
facilities. Hew lonaon is unique since it is also aajacent to ana forms an intermoaal li nk 
to three ferry services to long Islana, Block lslana ana Fisher ' s l slana . 

Construction of a 400-car unaergrouna 9<1rage in front of relocatea new station (former 
station haa 150 spaces). Bus service will be prov1aea between the new station ana ola 
station (part of Kenneay Plaza 11evelop1111ent) . 

Vertical communication for access to Rea line ana air rights developments, parking, and 
interci ty bus facility . The latter improvements would be built under separate, non-NFC I P 
contracts. 

Note A: At Union Statton, Washington, the O.C. Government is now building a 1300-spdce parking garage to be turned over to the Union St ation Reaevelopment 
Corporation for management ana operdt1on. The allocation of those spaces to Amtrak passengers ana other users is to be deter•1ned. (This project 
1s inaependent of the NFCJP.) 

Note B: Under the rubric of matching HfCIP/local funding, the potential exfsts for aaa1t1onal parking facilities at Pennsylvania Station, BaltiMore. 



TABLE 1-7 

TRANSFORMING THE STATION ENVIRONMENT: 

DESIGN AWARDS WON BY NECIP ARCHITECTS 

Station 

Baltimore Pennsylvania 

Providence Station/ 
Capital Center Project 

Wilmington 

(Skidmore, Owings & Merrill) 

Year 

1984 

Award (Sponsor) 

First Avard for Achievement of Excellence 
in Historic Preservation and Architecture 
(Washington Chapter, American Institute of 
Architects) 

1984 Honorable Mention, Adaptive Re-Use 
Category, Interior Design Competition (co-
sponsors: Institute of Business Designers 
and Interior Design magazine) 

1984 Federal Design Achievement Avard 

1983 Design Excellence Avard, National 
Organization of Minority Architects (Leon 
Bridges Company} 

1981 Merit Avard for Achievement of Excellence 
in Historic Preservation and Architectural 
Design (Washington Chapter, American 
Institute of Architects) 

1983 Citation (30th Annual Progressive 
Architecture Awards Program) 

1981 Urban Design and Planning Award (28th 
Annual Progressive Architecture Awards 
Program) 

1979 First award for Achievement of Excellence 
in Historic Preservation and Architectural 
Design (Washington Metropolitan Chapter, 
American Institute of Architects) 

In addition to the honors listed above, the NECIP architects' work on the 
Providence and Wilmington station projects won awards from a panel of 
independent judges in the Federal Railroad Administration's design competition, 
"The Railroad and Its Environment," in 1980. 
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New Carrollton Station 

1-19 

The New Carrollton Station is a joint f:icility serving both Am-
trak and Metrorail. Wa~hington. D.C.'s rapid transit system. 
Part of the Northeast Corridor Improvement Project, the chief 
d1:sign goal was to provid1: for a contemporary am! efficient in-
tennodal transportation facility. Elements of this facility in-
cluded new 1:scalators. stair and clevawr access fur ham.Ii-
capped persons; installation of station directional and 
informational sign syst1:ms; and adequate parking. including 
dropoff and pickup and long-term parking spaces_ The parking 
structure will be jointly funded by Prince G1:orge's County. 
Washington Metropolitan Arca Transit Authority and the Fed-
eral Railroad Administration . 
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Balti1nore Penn Station 
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This station. placed on the National Register of Hi~toric Places 
in 1975. was designed hy Kenneth i'vt. Murchison and com-
pleted in 1911. The station is most noted for its two-story main 
hall with Sicilian and Pcm ell ic marble walls. a cci ling of three 
exquisite leaded glass domes. and combined waiting and circu-
lation areas in the concourse. The scope of the program for 
Baltimore Pennsylvania Station included the restoration and 
rdurhishrncnt of these and other significant architectural fca-
turcs, as well as the introduction ~f new clement~ to correct 
life-safety deficiencies and to provide complete acce~sibility 
for handicapped persons. Expanded ticketing f'aciJ iti<:s. new es-
calators and station directional signagc arc among the other re-
visions completed. Yet for all the irnprovement~ made to the 
station. the most significant aspect of the projel't is that this 
wonderful puhlic space has hcen restored to the community of 
Baltimore. The community began lo participate in the project, 
and thc City of Baltimore provided joint funding with the fed-
eral Railrm1d Admini~tration t<xccrtain site improvements. in-
cluding new street lights, sidewalk repairs an<l rec.lazing of 1he 
station canopy. ' ' ~ 



Wiltnington Station 
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Wilmington Station was thl.· last major ra ilroad facility to Ix: 
designed by Frank Furness. The cha! lcnge of the Federa l Rail-
road Administration and the design architect was to provide 
major functiona l changes to the station in order to meet modern 
requirements, as well as to restore its s ignificant architectural 
foaturcs and character. Wilmington Station was placed on the 
National Register of Historic Pl:Kes in J 976. Passenger and 
Amtrak sup1;ort facilities were expam.Icd and upgnidccl to in -
clude: improved pedestrian and handicapped access: l ighting 
and direc tional signage: improved sidewalk dropofl'and pickup 
areas: c nlar!!Cd lower level waiting area: cnlar[!cd and n:orga -
niLed ticketing and bag!!a!!e area~: and additi<)nal concession 
space. In addition. a p:(rking garage is being cons tructed adja-
cent w the station lo accornmodatc 520 vehicles. 



Philadelphia 30th Street Station 
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The Northeast Corridor Improvement Project includes im-
provements to Philadelphia 30th Strcet Station which will re-
rnrn the station to its rightful status as a major transportation 
and urban center. Designed by Graham, Anderson, Probst and 
Whice, the station opened in 1934 as the hcadquarcers for the 
Pennsylvania Railroad <ind was placed on the National Register 
of Historic Places in 1978. Richly appointed, the major interior 
feature of the station is the main concourse measuring 290 feet 
by 136 feet which has an ornament<il ceiling nearly 100 feet 
from the floor. Together with the cross-axial south arcade and 
the north waiting room the station is a striking reminder of the 
grandeur of early twentieth century railroad facilities. Major 
improvements by the F<.:deral Railroad Administration consist 
of the renovation of the mechanical and dcctrical systems, a 
new roof. and necessary structural repairs. Additional urchitec-
turnl renovation consists of improved lighting (including the 
complete. refurbishing of the main concourse chandeliers), new 
signagc, restoration of architectural finishes. new elevators to 
train platforms, and relocation of ticketing facilities. Relocat-
ing the ticketing facilities to their original location allows Am-
trak to open the entire ground floor to redevelopment as a major 
retail commercial center. These improvements are an integral 
part of an overall station program.iointly funded by the City of 
Philadelphia, Amtrak. and the Federal Railroad Administra-
tion. 
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Newark Penn Station 

/ 
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The Northeast Corridor I mprovcment Project has included res-
toration and renovation of Newark Pennsvlviinia Station. one 
of the few large Art Dern struct11res renrnfning in the country. 
In addi1ion to preserving the unique character of the his1oric 
struct urc, the design provided for reorganizing of the station's 
functions for greater efficiency and more attractive passenger 
services. A monumental facility de.~ igncd by 1hc archite<.:tural 
firm of McKim. Mead and White and built in 1937. Pennsyl-
vania Station was added to the National Re~ister of Hi storic 
Plac:es in 1978. An:hitectural changes wilt rernove the many al-
terations to the original bui luing. replace missing clements. re-
furbish original significant features, and provide new clemcnb 
compatible with the original architect\ uesign. Key irnprove-
mcll!s will indude renovation of existing 1icketing facilities as 
well as the installation of new ones in the waiting room. the re-
placement of outmoded escalators to the platfor~11. and the n> 
placement of unattractive interior walls with new storefronts 
closely coordinated with the historic interior of the station. The 
Fedt:ral Railroiid Admini stration and its architects have 
worked wi1h Amtrnk to develop a program and standards for re-
lail tenant s that will support and enliven 1hc stat ion. 



New York Penn Station 
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A multi-modal lL'rrninal with facilities for Amtrak. New Jersey 
and Long Island commuters. and 1111dcrcround connections to 
four Ne~ York Ci1y subway lines. New York Pennsylvania Sta-
tion is the l;1rgest rail passenger terminal in the United States. 
Design goals of the Northeast Corridor Improvement Project 
for this stat ion arc primarily targeted towards improving 
pedestrian circulation and passenger orientation. These goals 
wi II he aecompl ished by improving plat form access. upgrading 
platforms and installing a ne\'.' ~ignagc and graphic sy~te1n as 
well as a new train information hoard. New :.lairs and escala-
tors. and improved lighting and public addre~::- systems will 
enhance the passenger experience. 
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Stamford Station 
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Swinford Station will be a major new intermodal terminal 
serving Amtrak passengers and commuters. The si te. spli t int o 
two parcels by an 80' right-of-way. is ICH.:atcd just south or the 
Connecticut Turnpike: thus it will be convcnicrHly accessible 
by car. Circu la tion for both vehicles and pedestrians wil l be en-
hanced as a new ovcrt r.ick strucru n:: rqila...:cs the lwo out1rnxkJ 
bu i !dings. ;\Jc4uatc park ing is lo be constructed. Passengers 
..:an proceed din:ctly from thei r vehicles into the station. The 
new station is also J c.signed Sll\.'h I hat it docs not preclude ex-
pansion of the railroad. Joint funding is being provided by the 
Federa l Railroad Administration. the Cit y of St;11nford. th'-· 
State uf Connccticur anJ the Urb;in Mass Transporra1io11 l\d -
rn in ist rat ion. 



New Haven Union Station 
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The Northeast Corridor Improvement Project will substantia lly 
upgrade and rev italize New Haven Union Station. which was 
added to the National Register for Historic Places in 1975. 
Changes to the station. in 'keeping with its historic character. 
arc to~i ndude modification of the ~x i sting undertrack passage-
way to trnin plmfonns and the inst;illation of new escalators. 
The overall renovation and restoration of other station spaces 
arc designed to create an attractive and funct ionally efficicni 
environment for a!I station patrons. Provision is also ma<lc for 
stat ion di re ct ion al s ign age and complete acccssibi 1 it y for 
handicapped persons. The uppa floors are being rehabilitated 
forc:ommcrc:ial use; a new parking ~tructurc will be built east o f 
the station. 



New London Union Station 
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Iluilt in 1886 anti clc.~igne<l by architect Henry Hohson Richar<l-
son. New London Union Station was placed on the National 
Register of Historic Plal:cs in 197]. This Romanesque-revival 
huittling was Richardson's last major work and the largest sta-
tion he designe<l during his career. As part of the Northeast Cor-
ridor Improvement Project, design goals for Ne\v London 
Union Station inclu<lcd preserving the hi~toric significam:c of 
the station and improving passenger comfort and safety. A new 
low-level platform anti new platform rnnopy more sympathetic 
to the ol<l station building were provided. Water Street was rc-
a ligne<l in front oft he stat ion to provide a rnon:: a<lequatc <lrnp-
off anti pickup an:a and taxi st anti. /\n existing parking garage 
was cxpan<led to accommodate 900 vehicles with funds from 
the City of New London and the State of Connecticut. The proj-
ect was completed in 198.l 



Providence Station 
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The Capital Center Project. an extensive urban revitalization 
plan for Providence. is an outstanding example of federal re-
sources coupled with local initiative to provide statiou site de-
velopment that complements city and state plans for the sur-
rounding area. The new station is to be located approximately 
600' south of the Classic State House; its image is respectful of 
that structure while establishing its own presence and impor-
tance. Rail travel is encouraged by improved pedestrian and ve-
hicular access between the new station and the community: an 
entry plaza will be constructed above the parking structun: 
with a station access drive. automobi le pickup and dropoff. taxi 
queuing and pedestrian walkways. A two-level. 400-space 
parking structure is to be provided. Landscaping will be exten-
sive. I rnprovcments for the Capital Center Project are being 
funded by the Federal Railroad Administration. Federal High-
way Administration. State of Rhode Island. Providence Rede-
velopment Authority and Capital Properties, In<:. 



Boston South Station 
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Thc coopaative t:fforts of the hderal Railroad /\dministra-
tion. tht: Ma~sadn1se!l~ Bay Transportation Authority. the L'r-
han Mass Trans it .'\uthority. and the f!oston Redcvdopment 
1\uthority havt: resulted in a co111prchensivc renovat ion of Uos-
ton South Station. Thi~ urban terminal wa" once the lan.!est 
railroad station in the country and. for a time. hand led a t;ltal 
annual patronagc or approx imatcly 38 mill ion. The first phase 
or this program will include relocat ing the tracks. rchahili-
tating the head house. and 1.kvcloping a ncw concourse. The re-
organization of the station wil I rc~ult in more efficient opera-
tions: hence. greater passerw.er conveniL~ncc. Provision for 
handkappcd a~t:ess and a u 11iform system of station graphics 
and directional signagc will suppon the design goals of the 
Northcasl Corridor lmprowment Projccl. In a second phase air 
rights devdoprncnt. int:luding an intcrt:ity '111d commuter bus 
facility. parking. and potential 1:0111n11:rcial use~. will he con-
st ructed. 



As a result both of far-sighted decisions by Amtrak and of the NECIP, the 
on-board passenger environment in the NEC has improved markedly. Amtrak has 
replaced hand-me-down equipment from its predecessor railroads with a new 
generation of locomotives and cars, and the NECIP has endowed Amtrak with the 
ability to maintain that advanced equipment at high levels of cleanliness and 
comfort. The NECIP has rebuilt most of the NEC track to modern standards, thus 
(in conjunction with better maintained vehicle suspension systems) assuring a 
smooth ride. 

Equipment Design 

In 1976 the Amtrak NEC revenue fleet consisted of 61 of the former self-
propelled Metroliners (average age: 9 years), 196 cars provided by Amtrak's 
predecessor railroads (average age: 26 years), and 147 new Amfleet cars. The 
old Metroliners, while successful in demonstrating the persistence of demand for 
rail service in the late 1960's and early 1970's, had inherent weaknesses: their 
electrical systems were sophisticated but unreliable, with frequent power, 
heating, and air conditioning failures; their weight (about 85 tons) and 
suspension systems, in reaction to a roadbed that fell somewhat short of geome-
tric perfection, yielded a ride quality that was worse than that of conventional 
trains; and their maintenance costs were excessive. The rest of the revenue 
equipment, much of which had initially been designed to high standards, had 
suffered from poor maintenance of passenger-environment (as opposed to safety) 
factors, and was showing its age. Faded, haphazardly repaired decor; shabby 
interiors ("the fi.,.st woY'd I think of is 'amea.,.11'"); steam heating and battery-
powered air conditioning systems that worked erratically; -- these formed the 
legacy of years of neglect. 

Amtrak took decisive action to reverse the situation in the NEC. It 
procured a fleet of 642 new Amfleet cars of which approximately 300 are avail-
able for Corridor use; these new cars incorporate some recent developments in 
transportation equipment design. Amtrak likewise acquired 47 reliable, high-
technology AEM-7 locomotives that permitted the complete replacement of the old 
Metroliners as well as older locomotives. 

The new fleet represents a revolution in equipment on the NEC. Between 
1976 and 1984, Amtrak reduced the average age of its NEC cars by almost 40 
percent, and of its electric locomotives by over 80 percent (Figure 1-3). With-
out Amtrak's progress in the equipment area, the fixed plant improvements of the 
NECIP would be futile because Amtrak would not have a modern transportation 
product to market. 

Service Facilities 

Without proper service facilities to perform cleaning, repairs, and over-
hauls of cars and locomotives, even the newest fleet would soon deteriorate. As 
described in detail in Chapter 2, the NECIP has provided Amtrak with just such 
facilities, thereby allowing the maintenance of equipment that will provide a 
high-quality passenger environment in the future. 
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Ride Quality 

Ride quality, as perceived by the passenger, is a function of track 
geometry (the proper placement of rail and ties}, vehicle suspension character-
istics, and train speed. Since a primary goal of the NECIP was to reduce 
station-to-station trip times, and since higher speeds at selected locations 
were required to do so. both vehicle suspension characteristics and track 
geometry had to be improved if the ride quality was to be maintained or up-
graded. Because the NECIP devoted considerable resources to the track 
structure, and to improved service facilities for vehicles, ride quality has 
improved dramatically, as illustrated in Figure 1-4 . For example, lateral 
accelerations over 0.3g were reduced from 60 per round trip in June 1983 to 30 
in September 1984. 
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RIDE QUALITY IMPROVEMENTS, 1983-85 
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER 1 

[l] The Needs and Desires of Travelers in the Northeast Corridor, prepared by 
National Analysts, Inc. for O.s.O.o.T .• February, 1970, published by National 
Technica1 Information Service PB Number 191027. 

[2] Trains between New York and Washington, and between New York and Boston, 
are considered on time if they arrive no more than 10 minutes 1ate. Trains 
covering 1onger distances (e.g., through trains between Boston and Washington) 
have slightly 1onger allowances. 

[3] Ana1ysis of the Locations and Functions of the Termina1 Interface System, 
prepared by Peat, Marwick, Livingston and Co. for O.s.O,o.T., December 1969 
(p.5.5.16). 
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Chapter 2 

FIXED PLANT IMPROVEMENTS 

At the core of any transportation system is its physical plant -- its 
vehicles and fixed facilities. It is the engineering achievements of the NECIP 
that have made possible Amtrak's swifter and more reliable schedules, that have 
made worthwhile Amtrak's investment in new locomotives and cars, and that have 
helped to set the stage for ridership increases (see Chapter 3). This chapter 
explores the transformation of the Northeast Corridor fixed plant in some 
detail, as befits the most intensive railway upgrading project in the Nation's 
hi story. 

As Table 2-1 shows, the project elements of the NECIP address five major 
functional areas: way and structures, including all project elements intended 
to redesign, upgrade, and better support the track in the Corridor; power and 
control, subsuming the electrical systems that move the trains and control their 
operation; separation elements isolating high speed operations on the NEC from 
their surroundings; service facilities, enabling Amtrak to maintain its new 
locomotives and cars and its renovated fixed facilities on an economical, timely 
basis; and stations, improving the convenience and comfort of passenger arrivals 
and departures. 

In several of these functional areas, the achievements of the NECIP went 
far beyond the actual physical improvements themselves. The NECIP fostered 
totally new technological developments in some areas and in others introduced to 
the United States advanced technology pioneered overseas. Details of these 
technological breakthroughs and new applications follow in the appropriate 
sections, but it is important here to note the variety and depth of the NECIP's 
engineering advances, many of which have applications to freight and passenger 
railroad operations throughout the country. Examples of these advances include 
the track laying machine, the wheel impact monitoring device, and the 
centralized electrification and traffic control system. 

The following sections analyze each of the functional areas of the NECIP in 
turn. An epilogue to this chapter discusses the lessons learned during the 
planning, design, and construction of the NECIP. 

WAY AND STRUCTURES 

The way and structures group, at $1.09 billion. accounted for over half 
the NECIP budget -- and for very good reason: the provision of a well-
designed, well-supported, high quality roadbed was indispensable to the relia-
ble, safe, and comfortable operation of trains at more competitive schedules. 
The section f•prove•ents project element dealt with the layout, alignment, and 
special characteristics of the way and subgrade on the 456-mile NEC; tunnels 
and bridges elements upgraded these critical supporting structures; and the 
track fq>rovement project element brought the track itself up to an unprece-
dented standard of construction and geometric precision. 
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TABLE 2-1 

FUNCTIONAL GROUPING OF NEC PROJECT ELEMENTS 

Group Function 

WAY AND Provide a reconfigured, high-
STRUCTURES quality roadbed for safe, 

efficient, comfortable operation 
at reduced trip times 

POWER Provide improved electrical 
& CONTROL systems to propel and direct 

train operations 

SEPARATION Isolate the NEC from its 
environment to protect train 
operations, neighbors. and 
motorists 

SERVICE Provide facilities for 
FACILITIES efficient maintenance of 

equipment, way, and structures 

STATIONS Improve quality of 
passenger experience in 
entering and leaving NEC 
system; enhance efficiency of 
station operations 

PROGRAM ENGINEERING ANO MANAGEMENT 

2-2 

Project 
Elements 

Section improvements 

Tunnels 

Bridges 

Track improvements 

Group Total 

Electrification 

Si gna 11 i ng and 
Co111nunications 

Group Total 

Grade crossing 
elimination 

Fencing 

Group Total 

Group Total 

Group Total 

Group Total 

TOTAL NECIP 

Funding 
( $ millions l 

169.2 

54.2 

178.8 

691.3 

1093.5 

85.1 

344.l 

429.2 

14. 0 

6.5 

20.5 

174.2 

191.l 

281.5 

2190.0 



SECTION IMPROVEMENlS 

The entire 456-mile right-of-way between Boston and Washington was divided 
into discrete sections; each section was analyzed for the following: 

o Opportunities to revise the track layout to expedite and simp1ify the 
complex routing and operations of the three users -- Amtrak, the commuter 
agencies, and the freight operators. 

o Opportunites to ease track curvature for higher speeds and a smoother 
ride; and 

o Opportunites to eliminate maintenance trouble spots of long standing, 
usua11y invo1ving drainage. 

Specifics on each of the above objectives follow, as we11 as examples of 
work done in important segments of the NEC. 

Track Layout Revisions 

Every time a high speed train has to switch from one track to another on 
the NEC, precious minutes are lost. Figure 2-1 shows why: the NEC consists of 
several tracks; trains can change from one track to another only at locations 
that are, on average, spaced five to six miles apart -- "inter1ockings." These 
interlockings consist of several switches and crossovers so placed that any 
train can usually move between any pair of tracks. The names of interlockings 
ordinarily represent nearby towns, settlements, or geographic features, either 
as they were called in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (when many 
interlockings were first installed), or as they are known at present. Often the 
interlocking name is a convenient abbreviation of the place name (examples: 
"Vern" for Severn, "She11" for New Roche11e). 

Whereas trains can run straight through an interlocking at normal speeds, 
they can divert to other tracks only at ·1ow speeds through the types of switches 
that are standard on the NEC. Thus, a 120 mile per hour train takes two to 
three minutes more to change tracks at an interlocking than to run straight 
through it. Before the NECIP, time-consuming diverging moves on the NEC 
normally resulted from two causes: 

o The established path for high-speed trains sometimes incorporated a 
diversion at a given location (see Location A in Figure 2-1, for example); or 

o Congestion among Metroliner. conventional intercity, commuter, and 
freight trains occasionally forced Amtrak to divert intercity passenger trains 
to normally low-speed tracks on an ad hoc basis. 

Both the deliberate and ad hoc diversions reflected one essential fact: 
The track layout inherited by Amtrak in 1975 from the Penn Central and its 
predecessor railroads evolved to accommodate train movements and service 
patterns that existed between 1900 and 1940. Over the years, Amtrak's 
predecessors abandoned many routes and altered their service patterns to meet 
changing requirements, but they did not change the basic track configuration. 
The result was unwanted congestion, speed restrictions. and time-consuming 
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diverging moves at interlockings. The track configuration in 1976, not 
including siding and "runaround" tracks, can be summarized as follows: 

o Washington to Wilmington: Double track with very long passing tracks 

o Wilmington to Newark, NJ: Four tracks (up to six tracks at locations 
of highest traffic density} 

o Newark to New Rochelle: Two tracks 

o New Rochelle to New Haven: Four tracks 

o New Haven to Boston: Double track with passing tracks 

In order to make optimal use of the capital investment available for high 
speed passenger service, the NECIP designated two tracks as high speed tracks to 
be used primarily by intercity trains. A complete operating analysis of high 
speed passenger, commuter, local freight and through freight train service had 
shown serious conflicting movements occurring between Washington and Wilmington 
(110 miles); over several miles in South Philadelphia; at a major junction 
(

11Harold11
) east of Penn Station, New York; at a major junction {"Shell") at New 

Rochelle; at New Haven Station; and between Canton Junction and Boston (15 
miles). 

In conjunction with the various commuter agencies, Conrail, Amtrak, and 
other interested parties, the NECIP developed a new track configuration. 
Between New York and Washington, where the Conrail freight yards were located on 
the east side of the railroad, the NECIP placed the two designated high speed 
passenger tracks in the center in four-track territory, with freight and 
commuter trains sharing the outside tracks. To reduce conflicting moves over 
the two and three tracks between Wilmington and Washington, the NECIP removed 
four interlockings, added three, and totally reconfigured 18 interlockings to 
place the two designated tracks on the west side of the railroad and the 
remaining freight tracks on the east side. Previously, a southbound freight had 
to cross over in front of northbound trains and mesh with southbound traffic to 
the next yard, where it again had to slow down and again cross in front of 
northbound trains. The complicated procedure was further aggravated by the 
limited clearances and gantlet track used in the Baltimore and Potomac (B&P) 
Tunnel in Baltimore. 

Plates I and II* show the track configuration (simplified) of the Corridor 
between Washington and Wilmington before and after the NECIP and the resulting 
changes in track usage by freight and passenger trains. A number of the 
interlocking changes were made to move switches and crossovers off curves in 
order to reduce high maintenance costs and provide a smoother ride for 
passengers. 

As is the case at high speed interlockings, track layout revisions at low 
speed station areas can have marked effects on trip times. Figure 2-2 shows 
why: a given speed increase in low speed ranges produces proportionately 

*Plates appear together in a section following this page. 
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greater time savings than the same increase at a high speed range. Thus, an 
increase in speed from 30 mph to 40 mph in a station area can save 20 seconds 
per mi 1 e. 

Table 2-2 shows some typical time savings achieved through the redesign of 
track layouts in both high- and low-speed areas. 

Prominent results of the section improvement program follow, in geographi-
cal order from south to north. 

Washington to Baltimore 

When the NECIP is complete, interlocking changes will have occurred at 
Washington Terminal, New Carrollton, Bowie, Odenton, and Baltimore. The changes 
at Washington Terminal will move crossovers off a curve, thus allowing speeds to 
be increased from 20 to 45 mph. In conjunction with the construction of a 
station at New Carrollton, the NECIP installed a gantlet track to provide extra 
clearances for freight trains. The NECIP reconfigured Bowie Interlocking to 
provide universal capability and move crossovers off a curve on the north end. 
Two interlockings at Odenton, both on curves, were consolidated into one located 
on straight track. In South Baltimore, the NECIP eliminated one interlocking 
and moved another interlocking away from a curve to permi t higher operating 
speeds. Where feasible and cost-effecti ve, alignment improvements occurred; for 
example, at Curve 401 in Anne Arundel County, Maryland, the NECIP work permitted 
the maximum authorized speed to be increased from 90 to 120 mph. All the 
section improvement projects included renewal of the drainage system to keep the 
track structure dry. 

Baltimore Station and Vicinity 

In the Baltimore Station area, a massive track reconfiguration (including 
the removal of many superfluous switches and tracks} will provide an alignment 
adequate for 40 mph operations instead of the present 15 mph. (See Plate III.} 

The NECIP completely replaced the track structure in the B&P Tunnel south 
of the station in a project that included the construction of a new concrete 
slab floor, the installation of an improved drainage system, and the 
repositioning of the gantlet track to the eastern track to facilitate freight 
moves. (The 11Tunnels 11 section, below, has further details.} 

Baltimore Freight Yards 

The Conrail freight yard, located about 5 miles north of the Baltimore 
Station, was a source of conflicting freight and passenger moves prior to the 
NECIP. Plate IV shows how the NECIP reconfigured the track to keep the 
passenger trains on the west side of the railroad. Conrail and the Chessie 
System assisted by relocating their freight car interchange; this eliminated the 
need for slow-moving freight trains to cross main line tracks. 
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TABLE 2-2 

TYPICAL TIME SAVINGS DUE TO TRACK LAYOUT REVISIONS 

TOTAL 
SPEED INCREASE TIME SAVED 

LOCATION ACTION FROM TO MINUTES 

Washington Terminal Move crossovers at inter- 20 mph 45 mph 1 
locking near station off a 
curve 

Baltimore Station Remove many redundant switches 15 mph 40 mph 3 
and tracks and simplify 
approaches to station 

Wilmington Install new Holly Interlocking 45 mph 100 mph 1 
to eliminate crossover move 

N for Amtrak trains at Hook I ...... 
0 

Philadelphia Total reconfiguration of old 
"Arsenal 11 and 11Bril1 11 inter-

50 mph 75 mph 1 

lockings south of 30th St. 
Station 

New York (Queens) Reconfigure Harold Inter- 30 mph 45 mph 3 
locking, shared with Long 
Island Rail Road 



Perryville, Maryland 

North of Perryville, the NECIP rearranged two very troublesome 
interlockings and moved them off curves to permit higher speeds for both 
passenger and freight service. Since only two tracks exist between these two 
interlockings, and since Perryville is the junction point with Conrail's main 
freight line from Baltimore to the west, these improvements materially reduced 
conflicts at a major bottleneck. 

Wilmington Station and Vicinity 

The NECIP reconfigured six of the seven interlockings in the vicinity of 
Wilmington to improve passenger train performance and reduce conflicting freight 
train moves. Plate V shows how the reconfigurations eliminated slow speed 
diverging moves for high speed passenger trains and eased congestion. The most 
significant improvement in running time (over one and one quarter minutes) 
resulted from the installation of Holly Interlocking, which eliminated a 45 mph 
crossover move for all Amtrak trains at Hook, and enabled trains to operate 
instead at 100 mph. 

These actions in the Wilmington area improved passenger train travel times 
by nearly 3 minutes. 

South Philadelphia 

Prior to the NECIP, a two-mile segment of the Corridor in South 
Philadelphia experienced severe interference among intercity, commuter, and 
freight trains. The Citis planned introduction of the Philadelphia Airport 
High Speed Line, making use of a portion of the Corridor in this troublesome 
area, would have exacerbated the congestion problem. Moreover, water stood 
continuously on the roadbed at the Brill area, and a major earth slide at 
Arsenal posed a chronic maintenance problem. FRA developed a comprehensive 
track reconfiguration plan (Plate VI) in the South Philadelphia area to permit 
efficient passage of the airport trains while at the same time obtaining better 
separation and more efficient routing of the intercity, commuter, and freight 
traffic. Accordingly, the City and FRA planned and implemented a cooperative 
construction program and shared equally in its $30 million cost. The new co-
nfiguration, now complete, replaced the old Brill Interlocking and most of 
Arsenal interlocking with a new interlocking at 54th Street (11Phil 11

}, the design 
of which specifically addressed the new traffic requirements. The work also 
included a long retaining wall to prevent the railroad from eroding into the 
river, as well as a drainage system to eliminate the water problem in the Brill 
area. 

Major benefits have accrued to all users of this facility. Faster trip 
times are now possible, and conflicts among the disparate operations have 
lessened. Amtrak has reduced its running times by 1 minute in each direction, 
and no longer has to share tracks with commuter trains. With the elimination of 
special curved crossovers at Arsenal, maintenance costs have declined and speed 
limits have improved from 50 to 75 mph. Commuter train speeds rose from 30 to 
45 mph at Arsenal and from 30 to 45 mph northbound at 54th Street. The new 
layout provided "pocket tracks" at 54th Street and between 54th Street and 
Arsenal to permit airport trains to pass each other and to facilitate funneling 
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the Marcus Hook, West Chester and airport services onto the two track commuter 
line leading downtown. The new configuration provided for more efficient 
freight moves at higher speeds, while the retaining wall eliminated alignment 
problems on the freight tracks at Arsenal. The reconfiguration of South 
Philadelphia therefore represents a jointly planned and funded NECIP/local 
effort that has paid off for all the agencies involved 

North Philadelphia 

Portions of Zoo Interlocking will undergo modification to eliminate diver-
ging moves by Amtrak trains without impairing commuter or freight services. The 
proposed elimination of North Philadelphia interlocking can occur whenever SEPTA 
reroutes its service to Chestnut Hill via the former Reading Railroad Line. 

Trenton Station Area 

The NECIP moved a portion of the interlocking at the north end of the 
Trenton Station (Fair) from a very low, wet, and unstable area with high 
maintenance costs and perpetual slow orders to a relatively high, dry, and 
stable area one-half mile north. To improve train operations and raise speed 
limits, one interlocking (Millham) was eliminated and a new interlocking 
(Fairham) installed. 

Metropark Area 

The Metropark Station in Iselin, New Jersey became more accessible to 
intercity trains through the installation of high speed crossovers from the 
center tracks to the outside tracks. This provided immediate access to the 
platforms and reduced trip time for all trains scheduled to stop at Metropark. 

Newark Area 

The NECIP installed a new interlocking, Bergen, on the double track main 
line between New York and Newark, New Jersey. Located adjacent to, and west of, 
the North (Hudson) River Tunnels, the new crossovers have improved the operating 
flexibility of this busy passenger railroad. 

New York City 

Harold Interlocking in the Queens section of New York controls the junction 
of the Hell Gate Line to New England and the Long Island Rail Road commuter line 
to Penn Station. It is a very large and complex junction, serving about 600 
trains per day, most of which are commuter trains. Many changes in traffic 
patterns have occurred since its construction in 1910. A cooperative effort of 
Amtrak, the Long Island Rail Road, and the FRA is resulting in a reconfiguration 
(Plate VII) that will reduce the number of diverging moves for Long Island Rail 
Road commuter trains and increase the speed of Amtrak trains to and from New 
England from 30 to 45 mph. The remaining Long Island Rail Road diverging moves 
will also increase in speed from 30 to 45 mph. The NECIP also installed a new 
interlocking, Gate, just east of Harold Interlocking. Gate enables Amtrak 
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trains to cross over between the two main line tracks five miles further west 
than they could previously. This new capability reduces train delays and 
increases operating efficiencies. 

As part of the rehabilitation of the Hell Gate Line through the Bronx, the 
NECIP removed Market Interlocking from its poorly drained, unstable, high-
maintenance location, thus eliminating a permanent slow order. A new 
interlocking at Pelham Bay, 4 miles to the east, provides Amtrak with the 
operating flexibility formerly available at Market. 

New Haven to Canton Junction, Massachusetts 

Relatively minor track configuration changes occurred at eight inter-
lockings to improve speeds or to reduce maintenance requirements. Changes at 
New London permitted all trains to stop on the track adjacent to the station and 
thus avoided the need for passengers to walk across the tracks to board east-
bound trains. The new Providence station necessitated the construction of two 
new interlockings in Providence, Rhode Island. 

Canton Junction to Boston 

The 15 miles from Canton Junction to Boston South Station presented major 
operational challenges as 150 daily trains over six different routes, as well as 
empty equipment using a nearby maintenance facility, funnelled into and out of 
South Station. The huge South Station complex (built in 1898) had been reduced 
over the years from 28 tracks to 13 tracks as its owners responded to traffic 
declines and cash shortages. For the same reasons, the owners had further 
reduced capacity by selling the Dover Street Yard to the MBTA for a subway 
maintenance shop. The 13 remaining station tracks thus also served as a storage 
yard for commuter trains. 

The Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) is designing and 
constructing improvements between Back Bay Station and the Forest Hills commuter 
station. This section of railroad was, for the most part, constructed on a 
massive earth-filled stone viaduct. Under MBTA's Southwest Corridor Project, 
this wall has been removed and the railroad depressed below the grade of 
adjacent streets and lots. In addition, MBTA is moving the rapid transit 
"Orange Line" into this same depressed section and dismantling the former Orange 
Line viaduct that dominates Washington Street. 

The NECIP is contributing $62 million to the Southwest Corridor Project and 
is funding all the railroad signals at a cost of approximately $6 million. The 
NECIP is also providing the funds for construction between South Station and 
Back Bay Station and between Forest Hills Station and the Rhode Island State 
Line. 

Plates VIII and IX schematically show the old and new track configurations; 
the extremely complex interlockings at South Station and Southampton Street Yard 
appear as simple circles. While this massive reconfiguration did not 
significantly increase the speed of Amtrak trains, it did reduce congestion by 
raising the diverging speeds of commuter trains at Canton Junction, Forest Hills 
and Jamaica Plain. The new track configuration for South Station includes a 
totally revised, simplified interlocking leading to an 11 track station equipped 
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with high level platforms. The new station will have 30 percent more usable 
track footage than the former facility; the simplified layout will also provide 
more direct train access to the station, lower track and signal maintenance 
costs, ana lessen the risk of derailment. fxpeaited train operations in the 
station vicinity will speed up equipment turnaround for all services, ana 
increase capacity. A totally new Southampton Street Yara will provide storage 
ana maintenance of both Amtrak and commuter trains. Construction costs have 
been shared by the FRA ana MBTA on a site-specific basis with the FRA providing 
the interlocking signal systems and bi-directional signals on all tracks. 

Track Curvature Adjustments 

When a train rounds a curve, physical forces press both cars and passengers 
toward the outside rail. Thus, the degree of curvature influences both train 
speea limits and passenger comfort. Track engineers over the years have devised 
complex techniques to ease the speed restrictions and passenger discomfort 
through curves: raising the outer rail through the curve (banking or 
superelevation), lengthening or introducing transition curves (spirals) that 
make gradual the change from straight track to the curve itself, gradually 
raising the outer rail in advance of the curve itself and -- where feasible --
reducing the maximum aegree of curvature. The NfCIP screened the entire route 
for opportunities to apply these engineering techniques in a judicious manner, 
and maae cost-effective adjustments to curves for passenger comfort ana higher 
train speeds. In some cases, the curvature adjustments were so minor (measured 
in inches) as to be included in the track upgrading program rather than under 
the rubric of section improvements. 

Elimination of Maintenance Trouble-Spots 

Even the best-maintained railroad has specific locations where subgraoe 
and drainage conditions lead to excessive upkeep costs. The NfC prior to the 
NfCIP was no exception, especially in view of its accumulated maintenance 
deferrals. 

A wet roadbed hastens the deterioration of a track structure. Because the 
wet subsoil will not properly support the loaas applied through the track, sur-
face irregularities develop ana slides sometimes occur. Excessive water also 
speeds degradation of the ties. Although the NFC main line once included an 
adequate drainage apparatus of ditches ana storm drains, they had fallen into 
disrepair by the 1970's. In restoring this indispensable arainage system, the 
NfClP has cleaned ana repaired old facilities where feasible, and has aug new 
ditches ana installed pipes as appropriate. This essential activity will reduce 
future track structure failures ana contribute to lower maintenance costs for 
Amtrak. 

Results of Section Improvement Program 

With the section improvement program now substantially complete, major work 
remained as of November, 1986 only between South Station and Back Bay Station in 
Boston; in the station area in Baltimore; at Zoo Interlocking in Philadelphia; 
and at New York Avenue Interlocking in Washington, D.C. The total cost for the 
section improvement projects is $169.2 million. 
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BRIDGE PROGRAM 

The $178.8 million bridge program is virtually complete, and will result 
in the replacement of 10 bridges and the rehabilitation of 202 bridges. 

Movable Bridges 

At the onset of the program, the most urgent bridge problem on the Corridor 
was the high level of deterioration on 12 major movable bridges. The mechanisms 
for swinging or lifting these movable spans to permit passage of boats had 
become unreliable because of the combined effects of age, wear, and inadequate 
maintenance, thereby resulting in increasingly frequent delays for Corridor 
trains {and/or boats). 

The 12 movable bridges in the NECIP (see Figure 2-3) account for $80 
million, almost half the bridge budget. Completely new bridges have replaced the 
old and deteriorated swing bridges at Shaw's Cove and Mystic River in 
Connecticut at a cost of approximately $38 million. 

Of the ten remaining movable bridges in the program, the NECIP 
rehabilitated five directly, and addressed the other five cooperatively with the 
Connecticut Department of Transportation. The five movable bridges directly 
rehabilitated by the NECIP were the Portal, Pelham Bay, Connecticut River, 
Niantic River, and Groton bridges. In some cases (Connecticut River and 
Groton}, the NECIP has completely replaced the electrical and mechanical 
systems, while in others, the NECIP has undertaken a selective program of 
replacing some components while repairing the rest. In general, the old gearing 
and wiring required replacement as the bridges' openings were never quite 
certain. Major improvements have included the replacement of obsolete 
electrical controls with modern controls and the installation of modern rail and 
expansion joints. The NECIP has also performed such structural work as has been 
necessary to offset deterioration and damage suffered by the bridges over the 
years. Most of the structural work has focused on the floor systems and 
bracing, the areas of worst corrosion. Specialized repairs have also occurred 
on major girders of the movable spans. 

Under a cooperative agreement with the Federal Railroad Administration, the 
Connecticut Department of Transportation (ConnDOT) will repair five other 
movable bridges in order to improve the reliability of the movable spans. Since 
ConnDOT will devote relatively little attention to the approach spans, there 
will remain much structural work and track work {including miter rails) to be 
done in the future by Metro North and ConnDOT. 

The ConnDOT/FRA cooperative program will replace the electrical system on 
two bridges, will rehabilitate it on two others, and will include mechanical 
rehabilitation on all five. Four movable bridges will have segmental and track 
girder work; the rim bearing swing bridge at Norwalk will receive a new set of 
pony wheels and a new track and ring-gear. 
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Photo 2-4 

The Connecticut River Bridge at Old Saybrook benefited from NECIP 
improvements . 
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Fixed Bridges 

The fixed bridge program has resulted in the replacement of eight short 
span bridges and the strengthening of 192 others. In most of the replacements, 
badly deteriorated steel plate girder bridges have given way to precast, 
prestressed bridge deck units or to a steel wide-flange stringer bridge encased 
in a reinforced concrete slab to a special Amtrak design. Some of the bridge 
upgradings have combined repairs and replacements: new beams have replaced the 
beams supporting one track, while supporting members for the other track have 
simply been strengthened. (The term 11replacement" in regard to the fixed 
bridges usually means replacement of the superstructure but reuse of the 
existing masonry substructure.) 

The repairs themselves have consisted of added cover plates, web 
reinforcement, stiffener repairs, new bracing, rivet replacement, new stringers 
(or new stringer top flanges on a floor beam-girder structure), new bearings, 
bridge seat repair, and masonry joint pointing. With several exceptions, steel 
bridges have been painted after repairs are completed. On a very limited basis, 
bridges with ballasted decks have received new waterproofing and new ballast. 

TUNNELS 

The principal tunnels of the NEC are in Baltimore (Baltimore & Potomac and 
Union Tunnels) and in New York/New Jersey (North -- that is, Hudson -- and East 
River Tunnels). Of these, the Baltimore & Potomac (B&P) Tunnel received the 
most attention owing to its exceptionally poor condition. In keeping with the 
philosophy of the NfCIP, essential repairs and renewals took place in these 
tunnels to assure service reliability. 

Baltimore & Potomac Tunnel, Baltimore 

Because of its advanced state of deterioration and hostile environment (78 
trains a day operated through the tunnel during reconstruction} this tunnel 
posed one of the most complex engineering challenges to the NECIP. The drainage 
system, the track structure, and the tunnel lining had deteriorated by 1976 to 
such a point that derailments in or near the tunnel, especially of freight 
trains, had become frequent. Between 1976 and 1983, 4 significant derailments 
occurred due to track deficiencies at this location, which has always been one 
of the most congested bottlenecks in the Corridor. Clearances in the tunnel 
force many freight trains to operate over a special "gantlet" track installed 
between the two passenger tracks to take advantage of the additional clearances 
in the center of the tunnel. During such freight operations over the gantlet 
track, the entire tunnel is occupied so that it is in effect a single track 
operation. In the past, when this normal congestion was added to the effects of 
derailments, bad track, and poor drainage conditions, NEC operating efficiency 
suffered. Clearly, the NECIP had to address the problem in some manner. 

Recognizing the difficulties inherent in the B&P Tunnel, the former 
Pennsylvania Railroad had gone so far as to prepare plans for a parallel tunnel 
and acquire a portion of the right-of-way. Yet other projects had exerted a 
stronger pull on the rail road's capital and the parallel tunnel was never 
undertaken. The same thing happened to the NECIP, which could justify neither a 
parallel tunnel, nor a major clearance revision to eliminate the gantlet track, 
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in view of the limited resources at hand. Yet the NECIP could fully justify a 
concerted effort to assure system integrity at this location. and therefore 
undertook the following work: 

Resolve Water Infiltration and Drainage Problems 

Underground springs and flooding plagued the B&P Tunnel from the year it 
was built (1873). Further compounding these problems were leaks from 
deteriorated water and sewer lines running along, over. and under the tunnel. 
The first step in the NECIP rehabilitation project was the development of a new 
drainage system. replacing the center track drains that had long since lost 
their effectiveness. Key elements of the new system were three large 
impoundment chambers or sumps built at critical water collection points, 
additional weep holes in the tunnel walls, and troughs to collect and convey the 
drainage to collection sumps. 

Track and Invert Improvements 

With drainage improvements in place, the next step was the repair or 
replacement of the existing invert -- the concrete slab supporting the track . 
The track and slab were removed; a new foundation slab was poured and prepared 
for track structure placement; track panels were placed, lined and graded; and 
encasement concrete was placed using on-track equipment. 

Project Completion 

Rehabilitation of the tunnel invert and one track reached completion in 
November 1982 with the installation of signal hardware and catenary adjustments . 
The project had taken 32 weeks of construction at a cost of $12 million. Work 
on the second track ended in August 1983, thus completing the upgrading of a 
vital link in the Northeast Corridor. Although the freight clearance problems 
and the gantlet track remain in place, the integrity of the tunnel structure and 
of its track have benefited greatly from the upgrading. Train operations 
through the tunnel are therefore safer, more reliable, and more comfortable for 
passengers than they have ever been. 

Other Tunnel Improvements 

Other tunnel improvements in the NECIP included the installation of fire-
1 ines in the East River Tunnel in New York; the replacement of existing wood tie 
and ballast tracks in the entire North (Hudson) River Tunnel, and in two of the 
four East River Tunnels, for a time saving of 3 minutes; the replacement of 
existing fans and selected drain pumps in both the East and North River Tunnels; 
and the renewal of the drainage in a short tunnel in East Haven, Connecticut. 

TRACK IMPROVEMENT 

The $691.3 million track improvement program element has provided the NEC 
with a stable, geometrically precise, enduring track structure providing safety 
and passenger comfort. 
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Now essentially complete, the track improvement program encompassed the 
entire Amtrak route between Washington, D.C. and Boston, Massachusetts (except 
for state-controlled sections between New Rochelle, New York, and New Haven, 
Connecticut). While correcting 30 years of deferred maintenance prior to the 
conveyance of the NfC to Amtrak, the program not only rehabilitated a deteri-
orated line but also brought the track structure up to unprecedentedly high 
standards. With the exception of certain items accomplished by contractors 
(rail grinding and some undercutting), Amtrak's own employees performed all the 
work in the track improvement program. Figure 2-4 offers evidence of the pro-
gram's success, as it reduced the number of slow orders in the NfC from almost 
200 in 1976 to effectively none today. 

To support the track improvement effort, the NfClP provided Amtrak with 
machinery and methods that often represented the first, or most extensive, 
application of advanced technologies in this country. In the future, this new 
equipment will continue to enhance the efficiency and quality of Amtrak's track 
!Jrograms. 

Concrete Ties 

Standard railroad track construction in the United States has historically 
consisted of jointed steel rails on wood ties. (Ties maintain the rails at 
!Jroper gauge and transmit the load from the rails to the ballast.) Although 
furopean railways haa used concrete ties for several aecades, American railroads 
had installed them in only limitea instances prior to the NfCIP. Ample economic 
and technical justification existed for an investment in concrete ties for the 
Corridor because of their anticipated longer life vis-a-vis wood ties (a 
projected average of 40 versus 25 years), and owing to the improved geometric 
stability ana reduced maintenance burden that concrete ties would 1Jrovide. By 
the end of the project, approximately 410 track miles of concrete ties will have 
been installed in high speed areas of main line tracks. 

The concrete ties have indeed provided improved track stability. Figure 2-
5 shows an actual measurement of gauge (spacing between rails) as recorded on a 
track geometry car. As the car passed from wood to concrete tie track, the 
gauge reaaings showed a dramatic improvement. Indeed. the concrete tie program 
has proven so successful that Amtrak began installing another 40.6 track-
miles of concrete ties in 1985 with Congressional funding above the $2.19 
billion NfCIP, as well as Jobs Sill funds (see Table 5-1}. Amtrak's goal is 
ultimately to install concrete ties on all aesignated high speed tracks between 
New York and Washington. 

Installation System 

Unlike the conventional wood tie system. which fixes the rail to the ties 
with relatively loose-fitting spikes, the concrete tie system secures the rail 
to the ties by means of a specially designed fastener in combination with a pad 
having flexibility in the vertical airection. The aesign provides rigidity in 
the lateral direction, thereby resisting lateral irregularities in the track, 
while providing the necessary vertical cushioning to prevent the cracking of the 
ties and pulverizing of the ballast from wheel impact loads. 
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Figure 2-5 

CONCRETE TIES ENHANCE GEOMETRIC PRECISION OF NEC TRACK STRUCTURE 

To the right is an actual output plot 
from a track geometry measurement car 
as it passed from wood to concrete tie 
track near Aberdeen, Maryland. At mile-
post 63, where concrete replaces wood, 
the amplitude of the tracing lessens 
markedly -- proof that concrete ties 
assure a more consistent track geometry . 
(The greater the amplitude, the greater 
the departure from the established 
gauge . ) 

TRANSITION POINT FROM WOOD TO CONCRETE TIES 
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Photo 2-6 

Typical concrete tie installation in multiple-track territory between 
New York and Washington. 
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The development of the flexible pad to provide adequate cushioning while 
maintaining track strength for heavy freight loads was a major technical 
achievement in the concrete tie program. Early pads provided adequate strength, 
but not enough cushioning to fully protect the tie/ballast system in certain 
areas. To determine the optimum pad stiffness, a wheel impact detection system 
was installed in the track. The wheel impact detector also led to improvements 
in wheel maintenance procedures. 

Track Laying Machine (TLM) 

Amtrak's use of the Track Laying Machine (TLM) is the first such 
application in the United States. Capable of removing the old rails and wood 
ties and simultaneously replacing them with new rails and concrete ties, the 
quarter mile long TLM is a marvel of coordinated activity. A system of gantry 
cranes unloads the concrete ties from flat cars and places them on a conveyor 
for placement on the ballast. After unloading the concrete ties, the cranes 
move a load of wood ties for stacking on the vacated flat cars. Old spikes, 
anchors and plates also are loaded onto cars. while new pads and rail clips are 
installed on the concrete ties. In replacing the track in toto, the TLM threads 
old rails to the side and threads new continuously welde<f"rai"T""on to the 
concrete ties. The TLM is followed by several machines that drive the rail 
clips firmly into place and surface and align the track. 

Amtrak can also use the TLM for partial renewal, rather than total 
replacement, of the track structure. The TLM can install wood ties as well as 
concrete; it can install continuous welded rail over existing t1es in place at 
jointed rail; and it can substitute concrete ties for wooden ties underneath 
high-quality existing rail. 

Wood Tie Installation 

The NECIP has installed some 732,000 wood ties in approximately 650 track 
miles of the Corridor. Defective wood ties were replaced in track sections not 
designated as high-speed areas for passenger trains, and where extensive tie 
replacement was not necessary. This installation produced a reliable track 
structure capable of being economically maintained. Wood tie renewals were 
particularly heavy in the first three years of the NECIP. In addition to 
eliminating deferred maintenance, the installation of wood ties helped to remove 
pre-NECIP slow orders and provided a high quality track over which trains could 
operate while concrete ties were being installed. Thus, once the TLM program 
began, the level of wood tie renewals declined. 

Rail Installation/Joint Elimination 

Before the NECIP, rail surface and profile had become permanently deformed 
at many joint locations, resulting in a ride that was uncomfortable to passen-
gers and damaging to the vehicle and track structure. At other locations, the 
rails were worn and the gauge misaligned. The NECIP undertook the replacement 
of aged rail to prevent rail failures, to provide upgraded rider comfort, and to 
permit adherence to track geometry standards. Of the 550 miles of rail replaced 
with continuous welded rail (CWR), 300 miles were installed utilizing the TLM 
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Photo 2-7 

Track l aying mach ine -- t he fir st major American application of state-of-
the -art European technology for complete track renewal . 
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and 295 using conventional rail installation equipment. Additionally, approxi-
mately 11,000 bolted rail joints in existing CWR stretches and unbonded in-
sulated joints were replaced with field welds and bonded insulated joints. 
These programs have eliminated rail joint gaps and provide continuous support --
a fundamental improvement that will reduce maintenance cost, improve the effi-
ciency of the signal system, increase ride comfort, and decrease the load impact 
on the track structure. 

High Speed Surfacing and Rail Grinding 

The NECIP surfaced 634 miles of track and ground 835 track-miles of rail to 
provide a smoother and quieter ride, to decrease the impact loading of trains, 
and to increase the useful life of rail. All new rail on the Corridor was 
ground. 

The grinding operation will enhance ride comfort and provide a rail surface 
that supports track geometry standards. Imperfections and corrugations in the 
rail create excessive noise and vibration in the vehicle, thus annoying the 
passengers and damaging the vehicle. Also, the increased impact loading on the 
track structure accelerates the deterioration of the track geometry. 

The surfacing program, coupled with other replacements and renewals of the 
track structure, has resulted in a dramatic improvement in track geometry, as 
shown in Figure 2-6. 

Interlocking Rehabilitation Program 

Interlockings have a disproportionate effect on ride quality: tracks within 
interlocking limits, comprising about 5 percent of the Corridor mileage, have 
accounted for 70 percent of the excessive acceleration readings in the NEC in 
recent ride quality tests. To reduce such irregularities, track switches must 
be installed and maintained to high standards. 

Switch maintenance was one of the principal elements of deferred 
maintenance that FRA and Amtrak engineers faced in 1976 when the NECIP began. 
Switch components such as frogs, guard rails and switch points were worn and in 
need of replacement. Switches contained many rail joints and, as with other 
sections of track, the switch rail joints were deformed and led to a rough ride 
for passengers. For the most part, the track adjacent to the switches ("within 
i nterl ocki ng 1i mits") was al so jointed and supporting ti es were deteriorated. 
The longer ties (switch timbers} supporting switches were in need of replace-
ment. In sum, each interlocking represented a microcosm of the track problems 
that were affecting ride quality throughout the NEC: track components needed 
replacement to ensure dependable, safe, high speed operations. Interlockings 
were thus a major location for slow orders (restrictions to prevent train opera-
tions at normal speeds). Accordingly, to supplement the interlocking reconfig-
uration program (discussed above under "Section Improvements"}, the NECIP under-
took a comprehensive interlocking rehabilitation effort of which the principal 
elements were: 

o Installation of welded switches (turnouts} to replace existing switches 

o Reh~bilitation of existing turnouts to replace worn components 
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FIGURE 2·6 

TRACK GEOMETRY COMPARISON 
BEFORE AND AFTER NECIP WORK 
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o Replacement of defective wood ties within interlocking limits 

o Renewal of defective switch timbers 

o Installation of CWR within interlocking limits 

The program. when completed, will have rehabilitated 65 interlockings. 
Switch renewals represent the largest element in the program. which applied two 
methods. 11conventional 11 and "panel.11 In the conventional method, individual 
pieces of rail and ;ndividual timbers from the existing switch are replaced in 
kind by new components. The program has renewed 186 switches in this manner. 
The panel method. which simply exchanges complete switch assemblies. has renewed 
103 switches. Overall, panel renewal results in a more uniform turnout, and 
train operations are less disturbed than if normal techniques are used. 

To facilitate the renewal of track and switches under the heavy traffic 
densities prevaling in the NEC, the NECIP procured two panel renewal systems: 
the Geismar Switch Exchanger and the SRS switch and panel exchange system. 
Since the NECIP programmed over 400 panels to be installed (as part of either 
the rehabilitation or reconfiguration of i nterl ocki ngs), this effort represented 
a major breakthrough in applied trackwork technology in the United States. 

Prior to installation, the turnouts/crossovers were constructed as close to 
the installation point as possible on level portions of the right-of-way. The 
actual installation work took place at night in keeping with detailed work plans 
prepared by Amtrak engineers. 

As the first step in the installation process, the existing track/turnout 
was prepared; secondly, the existing track/turnout was removed by the panel 
exchanger, complete with ties/timbers and placed on the right-of-way; thirdly, 
the new panels were installed in place, and finally, the panels were surfaced 
and the interlocking was ready to be put. into operation after appropriate signal 
functions were performed. 

In the interlocking rehabilitation effort, the NECIP renewed ninety-two 
switches and installed approximately 168,000 linear feet of switch timber (about 
13,000 individual timbers), 34,500 ties, and 37.5 miles of CWR. 

As a result of all this activity, Amtrak has upgraded the existing inter-
lockings. To sustain ride quality, Amtrak in its normal maintenance programs 
will have to exercise special vigilance over these interlockings; since the 
switches remain the weakest link in the track structure, their alignment and 
profile will require continuous monitoring and maintenance to minimize the 
bounces and sways that spill coffee and disturb passengers. 

Track Undercutting 

The standards for concrete tie track established for the NEC required 12 
inches of clean ballast to cushion the system and provide for free flowing 
drainage. Railroad practice elsewhere in the United States is to add new bal-
last over the old, thus raising the level of the tracks. In the NEC, thi s 
approach was not practicable because of clearance requirements relative to the 
overhead catenary and open deck bridges (bridges with ties installed on steel 
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Track panel renewa l - - the modern NECIP way of rehabilitating 
interlockings quickly and to high standards. 
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girders, hence not able to be raised). Because the track could not be raised, 
the NECIP track program included the undercutting and cleaning of the ballast on 
all tracks that would have concrete ties installed. In addition, in three and 
four-track territory, at least one outside track was undercut to ensure that 
proper drainage would be provided. These requirements resulted in an undercut-
ting program of 507 miles, in which highly automated undercutters were used in 
what was their most extensive application in the United States. This program 
allowed the free flow of water to drainage ditches and thus prevented the 
ponding of water that would lead to the degradation of the track structure. 
Clean, well-drained ballast is of particular benefit in winter, since a frozen 
track structure damages vehicles. 

To undertake the program and keep pace with the concrete tie program, the 
NECIP procured three undercutters. Additionally, 49 waste conveyors were 
purchased and were installed on side dump cars to provide the capacity to load 
the spoil created by the undercutters in locations where the spoil could not be 
dumped along the right-of-way. 

Shoulder ballast cleaning and selective undercutting have been standard 
railroad maintenance practices for years; however, the NECIP established the 
first cyclical undercutting program to ensure that 12 inches of clean ballast 
were continuously provided in concrete tie track. 

Other 

In addition to work performed as part of the Section Improvements, Amtrak 
performed miscellaneous activities to upgrade the right of way. 

Drainage Improvements 

Selected roadway ditches were cleaned and/or modified to provide adequate 
lateral and longitudinal drainage, and to improve the flow of surface drainage 
away from the track structure. In addition, selected culverts were cleaned, 
repaired, or replaced. Areas requiring drainage improvements are being identi-
fied by field inspection and ongoing detailed engineering design. 

These improvements were required to provide a well-drained track structure 
and subgrade. Drainage is essential to the track stability required for high-
speed operation. Particular emphasis was placed on cuts and areas established 
as potential problem sites. At a minimum, the ditch line will comply with a 
standard roadway ditch cross sec ti on. 

Subgrade Stabilization 

Approximately 11 track miles of subgrade were stabilized. 

The subgrade is the foundation which supports the ballast and track 
structure. If this foundation is unstable, it usually requires excessive 
maintenance and may lead to sudden subsidence creating poor ride comfort and 
ultimately unsafe operating conditions. Through analysis of the stability of 
the fill material, it was decided to use a combination of lime injection, 
grouting and fill reconfiguration to correct these problem areas. 
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Debris-Removal 

The right-of-way is being cleaned of accumulated overgrowth brush, track 
debris, maintenance-of-way scrap and trash. This program was implemented 
because the debris constitutes an impediment to maintenance, a hazard to safe 
rail operations, an eyesore to passengers, and possibly a problem to personnel 
working in the vicinity. 

POWER AND CONTROL 

The Northeast Corridor was electrified between Washington and New Haven 
betweem 1908 and 1938. Most signals and other train control equipment date back 
to the 1920's and 1930's; some units were installed as early as the turn of the 
century. This vintage signalling, traffic control and communications equipment 
has contributed to inefficient operation on a main line carrying the most com-
plex blend of high-density intercity passenger, commuter, and freight trains in 
the Nation. 

Improvements in electrification, signalling and train control, and commun-
ications account for approximately 20 percent of total NECIP project expendi-
tures, or $429.2 million. In the final program, electrification accounted for 
$85.1 million, and signaling, train control, and communications for $344.1 
mi 11 ion. 

ELECTRIFICATION 

The NECIP performed a program of essential maintenance on the existing 
electric power distribution system from Washington to New York, with the most 
critically deteriorated areas receiving priority. Typical elements included 
repairing old circuit breakers, replacing catenary messenger wire and 90 miles 
of worn contact wire, modifying steady assemblies for higher speed, and in-
creasing catenary tension. Approximately 1000 loop hangers were installed to 
permit higher operating speeds on selected sections of catenary. 

The program also included the rehabilitation of the entire catenary system 
between Harold Interlocking in Queens and New Rochelle (30 track-miles built in 
1912), in conjunction with the installation of new commercial power substations 
by the NECIP from Harold to New Rochelle. This work was under construction in 
1985. 

In addition, the NECIP substantially completed design work for, but did not 
construct, an electrification project at commercial frequency between New Haven 
and Boston. 

SIGNALING AN D TRAIN CONTROL SYSTEM 

At the start of NECIP, traffic on the Northeast Corridor was controlled 
primarily by interlockings operated from control towers, in accordance with 
routing instructions received by phone from central dispatchers. This system 
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Photo 2-9 
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Work area on top of wire train, used for maintaining the intricate catenary 
which supplies electric power to Amtrak's trains. The passing high- speed 
train on the right empha s izes that virtually the whole of the NECIP was 
performed under traffic ... 
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was expensive and labor-intensive. In addition, approximately three-quarters 
of the track-mi~es were signaled for operation in one direction only. Written 
train orders were required to move trains in the reverse direction if required 
for maintenance or removal of a disabled train. 

The NECIP signal program includes the expansion of the existing direct 
communication of speed restrictions to the engine cab ("cab signals"), supple-
mented with wayside signals. Of course, this system meets all Federal require-
ments for high-speed operation. Replacement of over 200 route-miles of deterio-
rated cables has restored system reliability to the level required for high 
speed service. Reverse signaling, permitting operations in either direction 
along a section of track, has been installed on high-speed tracks at many 
locations. 

Centralized electrification and traffic control (CETC) systems, permitting 
full remote control of all interlockings and (in electrified territory) sub-
stations, are being installed in two segments of the Corridor: Washington to 
Wilmington, Delaware, and Cranston, Rhode Island, to Boston. The control center 
for the southern segment is in Philadelphia; the northern segment, which is not 
electrified, will be controlled from Boston. 

Major improvements were made from Washington through Wilmington, where all 
interlockings are now relay-locked. Modern interlockings use electri cal relays 
to perform the functions previously performed by the heavy steel lock rods in 
the old mechanical interlocking systems. Use of electrical relays, frequently 
numbering in the hundreds, permits an interlocking to be remotely controlled 
from a central control poin~ 

The 15-mile long Hell Gate Bridge line from New York City to New Rochelle, 
New York, is being equipped with bi-directional signals and four-aspect cab sig-
nals on both main tracks. Significant improvements are being made from New 
Haven to Boston where 94 percent of the interlockings will be relay locked and 
all main line tracks from Canton Junction, Massachusetts to Boston, Massachu-
setts will be equipped with bi-directional signals and four-aspect cab signals. 
Standard four-aspect cab signals were installed in four segments not previously 
equipped: Baltimore Station area, Hell Gate line, Providence Station area, and 
the Boston terminal zone. Additional improvements included installing over 330 
miles of new express signal cable to replace old corroding paper insulated lead 
covered cable. Approximately 520 old failure-prone centrifugal track relays on 
designated high speed tracks were replaced with new units of totally different 
design. New hazard detectors were procured to replace or augment facilities 
designed to protect against overheated bearings, high/wide loads or dragging 
equipment. To enhance Amtrak's ability to consider possible future improve-
ments, all new signal equipment would be compatible with a conversion of the 
electric traction system to 60-cycle commercial power, and with additional 
signal aspects to increase line capacity. 

The signal system operates from a 100 Hz power distribution system. This 
system required total replacement from Canton Junction to Boston due to age and 
lack of capac ity. New motor-generator sets were installed from Washington to 
New Rochelle to correct age related problems and to eliminate the low frequency 
(97-98 Hz) problems cau sed by the original induction motors. 
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Photos 2-10 

The NEC enters the electronic age ... Above, CETC control console with 
touch sensitive control screens and communications panel. Below, track 
occupancy diagram on projection TV. 
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Photos 2-11 

The old and the new: Above, the control levers and lock rods of an old 
mechni ca l interl ock ing (see Chapter 5) . Below, the electrical relays con-
trol ling a new interlocking built by the NECIP. 
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Table 2-3 presents the essential statistics on the NEC signal system before 
and after the NECIP. 

COMMUNICATIONS 

Communications along the Corridor in 1976 took place over railroad-owned 
cables, leased circuits and assigned radio channels. The private cables were 50 
or more years old and deteriorating, so that a replacement system was absolutely 
necessary. New technology provided the required replacement: after several 
private communications companies expressed an interest in meeting Amtrak's 
communications needs in exchange for right-of-way for a fiber optics cable, 
Amtrak negotiated a contract with MCI to use a small number of fibers in their 
New York-Washington cable located in the Corridor duct system. The fiber optics 
system will handle Amtrak communications associated with ticketing, maintenance, 
and CETC controls. 

The radio communications system in 1976 consisted of one channel for both 
maintenance and train operations. Each interlocking tower had a small limited 
range (4-6 miles) base station for communicating with trains. Maintenance 
forces used similar radios and frequently required the tower operators to relay 
messages to other forces. The introduction of CETC is eliminating many of the 
manned interlocking towers, yet radio communications will still be required 
between trains and the CETC center, while maintenance forces will have to talk 
to each other by radio. A second radio channel was obtained and dedicated to 
maintenance forces, thus removing many non-operational communications from the 
operations radio channel. In the larger metropolitan areas (New York, 
Philadelphia, etc.) this reduction was unfortunately offset by Conrail's conver-
sion of radios on the former Reading, Jersey Central, and Erie-Lackawanna to the 
operating channel they share wi th Amtrak. Any long term solution Amtrak decides 
to pursue will likely involve a single channel dedicated to all Amtrak, com-
muter, and freight communications on the main line. This would require agree-
ment with Conrail to assure that Conrail communications in yards off the main 
line and on other lines close to the Corridor are handled by other channels. 

SEPARATION 

Two NECIP program elements were directed at separating the high-speed 
railway corridor from adjacent neighborhoods and cross traffic: elimination of 
at-grade crossings, and fencing. Approximately $20.5 million was allocated to 
these elements. 

GRADE CROSSING ELIMINATION 

In 1975, public roads crossed the Northeast Corridor at grade in 49 loca-
tions. While protective devices such as gates and flashers reduced the hazard 
to motorists, accidents still could and did occur. If trucks with heavy or 
flammable cargoes were involved, the train and its occupants were at risk. 

A total of $103 million was authorized under the 1970 Federal Highway Act 
(23 US Sec. 322), the Surface Transportation Act, and the 4R Act (mandating 
NECIP) to eliminate all at-grade intersections on the Corridor. NECIP funding 
is $14 million. 
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TABLE 2-3 

VITAL STATISTICS: NEC SIGNALS BEFORE AND AFTER NECIP 

Washington- Wilmington- New York City- New Rochel le- New Haven- NEC 
Wi 1 mi ngton New York City New Rochelle£ New Haven Boston Total 

Route-H11 es 110.6 114.6 I8. 9 56 . 7 156.0 456.8 

Interl ocl: i n2_: 

Number Prior to NECIPa -35 3I 7 17 34 124 

NECIP Actfons: 
Re1110ved 4 5 l l 7 18 
Added 3 6 l 0 5 15 
Reconfigured I8 3 l 7 I6 45 
No change 13 23 5 9 11 61 

Number After NECIPb 34 32 7 I6 32 121 

Number mechantcally operated: 
N Pr1or to NECIP 31 29 7 I5 22 I04 
I After NECIP 0 20 3 0 2 25 w 

0.0 
Automatic Block Signals 

!Track=Miles) 

Single Dtrectfon 
Prior to NECIP 206.4 278.6 38.0 I97 . 2 279.4 999.6 
After NECIP 0 2I6.0 10.8 0 243.9 470. 7 

Bf-Dtrectfonal 
Prior to NEC IP 126. l 114.2 0 0 27.9 268.2 
After NECIP 333.4 179.7 27 .2 197 .2 63.4 800.9 

Cab Signals (~fles} 
Pr1or to NECIP 332.0 395.7 10.8 0 285.3 1023.8 
After NECIP 333.4 395.7 38.0 197 .2 307. 3 I271.6 

a •prfor to NEClP" • I975 b "After NECIP• • 1986 c Improvements in this sector are not part of the NECIP; funding and work fs by 
the States of New Yorlt and Connectfcut wtth UHTA assistance 



As a result of these programs, the railroad is now free of highway grade 
crossings between Washington and New Haven. As shown in Table 2-4, however, 
sixteen at-grade public crossings remain in place between New Haven and Boston. 
Five crossings were retained at the direction of Congress (including one 
crossing in New London that replaced three crossings in conjunction with the 
realignment for Shaw's Cove Bridge). There is no special funding for the 
remaining eleven crossing projects, but some of them can be eliminated through 
the use of funds available to state transportation agencies from the Federal 
Highway Administration. All remaining crossings will be protected by gates and 
fl as hers. 

In addition, property owners have crossing rights at 19 locations between 
New Haven and Boston. Seventeen of these crossing rights are being eliminated, 
generally by the purchase of the rights. 

FENCING 

The NEC right-of-way lacks protection over most of its length from vandals 
and other intruders. Some sections have never been fenced ; elsewhere fences 
have suffered from neglect or vandalism. The NECIP provided $6.5 million to 
construct a total of 22.4 miles of fences adjacent to parks, school yards and 
other locations where children were likely to venture onto the tracks. Using 
Jobs Bill financing, Amtrak is also installing fencing worth $4 million at 
additional locations from Washington to Boston. 

SERVICE FACILITIES 

There are two basic types of maintenance activities required on the 
Northeast Corridor to protect NECIP investments to improve passenger services: 
maintenance of the equipment or rolling stock, and maintenance of the fixed 
plant. These needs are being met in the modernization and expansion of equip-
ment maintenance facilities in Washington, Wilmington , and Boston; additional 
facilities in New York and New Haven; and four maintenance-of-way bases in 
Maryland, New Jersey, and Rhode Island. Total cost of these improvements is 
$174.2 mi 11 ion. 

MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT FACILITIES 

To keep Amtrak equipment serviceable for high speed operation and to 
prepare for a new fleet of locomotives, Amtrak in 1976 required a major im-
provement in ·equipment maintenance, repair, and service functions. 

A major deficiency was lack of adequate facilities in Washington and 
Boston, impacting system capability for rapid and efficient turnaround of 
equipment. Storage capacity was limited and permitted only outdoor servicing 
and inspections. 

Further renovation was required at the Wilmington, Delaware, heavy repair 
facility, which had seen little improvement since 1900. Additional deficiencies 
existed at the New Haven and New York facilities. At New Haven, which has 
served as the locomotive change point (electric to steam or diesel) since 1914, 
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State 

Maryl and 

Delaware 

Connecticut 

Rhode Island 

Massachusetts 

TABLE 2-4 

STATUS OF GRADE CROSSING ELIMINATION PROGRAM 

Crossings 
Eliminated 

15 

4 

4 

9 

1 

33 

Crossings 
Elimination 
in Process 

1 

1 

Crossings 
Retained at 
Direction of 

Congress 

5* 

5 

Crossings 
Elimination 
Unfunded 

6 

5 

11 

* Includes three crossings replaced in conjunction with Shaw's Cove Bridge 
project 

** Includes one crossing replacement under construction. 
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Photo 2-12 

The NECIP installed fen cing where it would do the most good. Above i s a 
typ i ca l situation: hi gh- den s ity urban devel opment border ing on the 
electrifi ed NEC . Fenc ing kee ps children away from the double danger of 
the trai ns below and the electric wires above ... 
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the existing fueling and sanding facility had experienced frequent oil spills 
resulting in oil-saturated soil, contaminated groundwater and a very unpleasant 
environment. At New York, the electric supply system to support vehicle ser-
vicing badly needed renovation and modernization. 

The largest project in the NfCIP support facilities program is the $56.2 
million upgrading and modernization of the Ivy City Yard in Washington, D.C. 
Upon completion, this project will provide an all-weather, enclosed car repair 
shop, a new locomotive repair shop with appropriate welfare facilities (e.g., 
showers and locker rooms) for all employees, a wheel truing building with blow 
pit, a new fueling, sanding and inspection facility for locomotives, a new car 
washing facility and additional car storage capacity. 

At the other Corridor terminus, Amtrak's new facility in Boston will 
include an enclosed facility for running repairs, service and inspection, and 
wheel truing as well as an increased capacity for storing rolling stock. The 
facility, which will also service commuter equipment of the MBTA, is antici-
pated to be completed and operational by the end of 1988 at an estimated total 
cost of $32.l million, to which the NfCIP will contribute $23 million. 

Amtrak's Wilmington Shops are being rehabilitated and expanded at a cost of 
approximately $23 million. The only remaining major element of construction is 
a new wheel shop which will be completed in 1988. The electric motor repair 
shop has been expanded and modernized, and new sanitary, storm, and industrial 
waste sewer systems have been installed throughout the site. This system was 
connected to a new wastewater treatment facility for treatment before discharge 
to the local sanitary system. Wilmington improvements also included complete 
external cladding of structural surfaces with insertion of heavy insulation to 
improve the energy efficiency of this large building complex. 

The NfCIP has provided a new locomotive fueling, sanding and inspection 
facility with additional storage tracks at New Haven, as well as a new wheel 
truing facility at Sunnyside Yard, New York. 

An important aspect of the service facilities program is the tripling of 
Amtrak's wheel truing capability, which will improve ride quality and decrease 
the amount of maintenance required for the track structure. By coupling this 
increased wheel maintenance capacity to a program to monitor and detect wheel 
impacts on the rail (mentioned earlier in this Chapter under Track 
Improvements), the efficiency of wheel truing will be greatly enhanced. 

A major consideration in the design of all equipment maintenance facilities 
was to reduce the time required to service and inspect the equipment. By doing 
so, a potential for 2-hour turnarounds (or even better) at Corridor termin i 
could be realized, thus resulting in a better utilization of existing equipment. 
The end result of the total program will be decreased heavy maintenance costs 
due to more frequent inspection and maintenance, a smaller fleet with its 
associated cost savings, an overall improvement in on-time performance due to 
fewer failures in route, and a substantial return on the investment in the form 
of increased utilization and longer operating life of the equipment. 
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MAINTENANCE-OF-WAY BASES 

Maintenance-of-way (MOW) bases support the maintenance of track, bridges 
and buildings, signals, and electric traction. At the inception of the NECIP, 
facilities and personnel for these maintenance tasks were segmented and scat-
tered, frequently without support facilities, or with inadequate or makeshift 
structures. A program to improve these facilities and combine the four 
maintenance disciplines into centralized facilities for each M/W division was 
therefore included in the NECIP. 

Four MOW bases were constructed at Providence, Rhode Island; Adams (North 
Brunswick), New Jersey; Perryville, Maryland; and Odenton, Maryland. These 
bases are now part of the overall system to support the operation of the 
railroad and are needed to efficiently protect the investment being made. 

Features which these bases have in common are administrative offices; 
employee welfare facilities; work staging areas; storage building and secure 
storage areas inside and outside the building; vehicle and equipment parking; 
support facilities for camp {mobile gang) rail cars; layover and storage areas 
for work train equipment; and materials handling areas. An additional shop 
building equipped with lift tables and an overhead crane was provided at the 
Providence, Adams, and Perryville bases to facilitate the repair of MOW 
equipment. 

The total cost of this portion of the facilities program was approximately 
$26 million, with construction costs ranging from $5.7 million for the Perry-
ville facility to $7.5 million at Providence. The Odenton and Providence bases 
were completed in July and August 1982, respectively. The Perryville base was 
completed in May 1983 and the Adams base in October 1983. 

STATIONS 

Thirteen passenger stations at major population centers throughout the 
Corridor are benefiting from improvements under the NECIP, at a combined project 
cost of $191.1 million. Ten existing stations are being or have been 
rehabilitated/upgraded and all-new facilities have been constructed at New 
Carrollton, Maryland, and are under construction in Providence, Rhode Island and 
Stamford, Connecticut. Commuter as well as intercity passenger facilities are 
being improved at 12 stations and added parking facilities are being provided at 
six stations through the shared funding provisions of NECIP. 

Chapter 1 describes the results of the station program from the passenger 
viewpoint. Full details on the stations are available in a separate report, 
NECIP Station Program. Table 2-5 provides further information on the funding of 
the NECIP station program. 

The improvements undertaken at the NECIP stations were generally of two 
types: 100 percent Federally fund~d, and cost shared. Improvements that were 
directly related to high speed rail passenger service, such as high level plat-
forms, ticketing and station operations facilities, and structural and other 
improvement necessary for the successful and secure use of the station, were 
considered eligible for 100 percent Federal funding under the 4R Act. 
Improvements that were related to, but not specifically part of, high speed rail 
service, such as parking structures, access to stations, and commuter transit 
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NORTHEAST CORRIDOR PASSENGER RAIL IMPROVEMENTS 
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TABLE 2-5 

NORTHEAST CORRIDOR IMPROYEHENT PROJECT 
FUNDING FOR STATION IMPROVEMENTS 

(Millions of Dollars) 

Co~t 
100\ Cost Shared Shared lOOS 

Federally Funded Federal local Loe ally Funded 
l11provements Port 1 on Portion 

Washington Un1on Station a $ 1.6 s -- $ --

New Carrollton Station 7.1 4.4 4.4 

Baltimore Pennsylvania Station 7.0 2.6 2.6 

Wfl•ington Station 10.4 3.4 3.5 

Philadelphfa 30th Street Station 5.0 3,3 3.4 

Trenton Station I.6 .1 .2 

Metropark Station .1 .5 .5 

Newark Stat I on 17 .4 2.7 2.8 

New York Pennsylvania Station 3.5 2.6 2.6 

Stamford Station 9.0 5.2 5.2 

New Haven Station 13. 4 5.1 5. 1 

New London Station .9 1.9 1.9 

Providence Stat ion 20. 7 5.8 5.8 

Boston South Station 25 .8 3.9 4.1 

Corridor-wide Si9nage, Train 
lnfor"llla t ion Systems, and 
Standard I te111s 4.6 

Des ign and Construction 
Manage11ent 21.5 

Total $149.6 $41.5 $42.l 

a The Union Station Redevelopment Corporation, rather than the HECIP, is 
responsible for improvements and related development at this location, 
for whi ch funding fs being derived from several sources including the 
NECIP contribution shown above. 
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facilities, were considered cost shared. Funding for those improvements was 
shared on a 50-50 basis between the Federal and state, regional, or local 
government or other responsible party. In some cases, states and localities 
provided 100 percent of the funding for additional work in conjuncti on with the 
NECIP station projects . 
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reviewing design and construction plans, ra ilroad operations, testing, and 
maintenance procedures over a period of six years. Ninety U.S. engineers and 
project officials also visited Japan to observe JNR facilities. In a number of 
very important cases, JNR people made extremely valuable suggestions, saving the 
project millions of dollars in construction cost and leading to more efficient 
operations. JNR has indeed made a lasting contribution to rail service in the 
U.S. through this invaluable assistance. Of comparable benefit was the exchange 
of working level experience among railway engineers and managers and the 
consequent gain in cross-cultural international unders tanding. 

EPILOGUE TO CHAPTER 2: LESSONS LEARNED 

In designing and constructing the fixed plant improvements described above, 
the NECIP has balanced successfully many competing goals and dealt with an 
institutional framework far more complex than that faced by the predecessor 
railroads when they performed their own NEC projects earlier in this century. 
Yet such a success cannot be free of difficulties , and the question remains : 
what has the NECIP to teach future sponsors and managers of public projects of 
this scale and complexity? Among the widely appli cable l essons of the NECIP are 
the fo 11 owing: 

Preparation of the scope of the project must be thorough and complete 
before final funds are committed. It is essential that scope, funding, and 
project schedule be realistic and coordinated. 

In the early stages of planning, estimates do not reflect the detailed 
scrutiny necessary to obtain firm and reliable figure s. Preliminary studies 
should establish the most economical way of reaching the des ired goals. Indeed 
the goals them se lves may be modified to harmonize with available f inances . 
Evaluation of alternatives is a vital part of this process . 

Each part of a maj or program of this kind interac t s with other parts, and a 
period of time is needed for proper recycling of plans as conflicts emerge. 
Once the final scope ha s been establi shed and timetabl es set, any changes will 
usua lly bring increased costs and de lay the project. A system of control of 
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changes, governing physi:al and financial aspects, is vital, and must be 
vigorously enforced. Al 1 parties involved should take part in this process. 

The project manager needs the broadest possible understanding of the 
objectives of the program, so that technical issues are solved in that broader 
context. 

During the project there should be periodic reviews of the physical and 
financial situation. An integral part of this process is establishing, at the 
earliest possible stage, an estimate of cost to completion, even though 
initially the data will be approximate. A policy group should decide major 
program changes to keep them within cost and achievement of broad objectives. 

There are factors outside the control of the engineering managers and these 
are best handled separately. For example, in periods of substantial inflation, 
such as that which characterized the early years of this project, it might be 
better to make budget decisions in constant doll.ars and add allowances for 
inflation as the work proceeds. 

A project of this nature is affected by the attitudes and relationships of 
a number of interested parties, such as State and local governments and other 
Federal agencies, all of whom are involved in and affected by the results. 
Clear agreement with such concerned parties must be established at a very early 
stage. 

Finally, there must be a recognition that there will be a nec:d for 
compromise and change. The objective must be to complete a balanced project in 
which major objectives are achieved, but in which over time, there will have been 
many minor amendments. Such was the case with the NfCIP: changes occurred, but 
the Project adhered to its essential goal of enabling Amtrak (by means of fixed 
plant improvements) to provide a high quality service that would stimulate 
growth in rail patronage. Chapters One and Two have demonstrated the quality of 
the transportation product and of the underlying improvements; the next chapter 
will explore the operating results of Amtrak's NfC service. 
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ChaJJter 3 

OPfRATING Rf SUL TS OF NfC SfRVICf 

Altnough receiving government funds and resj)Onding to IJUblic service needs, 
Amtrak is a business enterJJrise that must seek constant improvements in its 
OJJerating and financial condition. Like any other business, it must strive to 
increase its revenues, reduce its OJJerating ex!Jenses, and imJJrove its net 
results. The NfC1P, as described in !Jrevious chaj:Jters, has given Amtrak 
IJOwerful tools to function as a business in the Corridor: a 1-1roduct that it can 
market com1-1etitively, and a !Jlant that it can 01-1erate efficiently. This cha1-1ter 
!Jlaces those tools in context and outlines some of Amtrak's own advances thus 
far. 

CONCfPTUAL FRAMfWORK: THf NfC AS A BUSINfSS 

Figure 3-1 1-1rovides a conceptual framework for this cha!Jter. In brief, 
the financial results of Amtrak's NfC O!Jerations come about in the following 
manner: 

o The strenth of the regional economy and the distribution of IJOpulation 
generate a total demand for travel in the city-1-1air markets served by the NfC 
(see Table 1-1 for a listing of the more 1-1rominent markets). 

o In each market, each of the modes offers a IJrOduct having certain tri!J 
time, reliability, frequency, iiassenger exJJerience, and fare level 
characteristics (01-1erating costs in the case of automobile). 

o Would-be travelers make their choices among modes based on their 
individual priorities (im1-1ortance of cost, s1-1eed, convenience, and comfort to 
them) and the characteristics of the modes. The collective result of their 
choices is a demand level for each mode {"modal S!Jlit"). 

o Rail revenues are the JJrOduct of the demand for rail service and its 
fa re 1 e v e l s . 

o Rail O!Jerating ex1-1enses are the 1-1roduct of (1) the volume of 01-1erations 
necessary to meet the demand level while assuring the JJromised !Jroduct, and (2) 
the unit costs associated with measures of volume. 

o The financial results of 01-1erations, in the sim!Jlified framework, 
reflect the relationshi!J of 01-1erating revenues to ex1-1enses. 

The following sections analyze the NfC in recent years according to the 
above framework. 

TRAVfL DfMANO, MODAL SPLIT, ANO RAIL RfVfNUf 

This section analyzes historical trends in rail ridershi!J and rail revenues 
through 1985. To 1-1lace the following discussion in 1-1ers1-1ective, Figure 3-2 shows 
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the overall trend in NfC J,>assenger counts since 1978. (Consistent statistics 
for total NfC ridershiJ.> are not available before 1978.) As the chart indicates, 
total rail ridershi!J in the Corridor has fluctuated around the 10 million mark 
throughout this J,>eriod, and by 1984 was essentially at the same level as in 
1978. Overall, conventional train J,>atronage increased, and Metroliner business 
decreased, between 1978 and 1984. The following discussion exJ,>lores the reasons 
behind these comJ.>lex J,>atterns. 

CAUSATIVf FACTORS 

As indicated in Figure 3-1, rail J,>atronage in the NfC reflects total 
travel demand and the characteristics of all modes serving NfC markets. 

Total Travel Demand 

ln the absence of recent detailed transJ,>ortation censuses of the NfC, 
conclusions regarding changes in total intercity travel cJemand must come from 
J.>artial data. Figure 3-3 exemJ.>lifies the available information; combining rail 
and air J,>atronage in the New York -- Boston and New York -- Washington city-
J.>air markets for 1976 and 1983, the table shows growths of 43 J.>ercent and 18 
J,>ercent, resJ.>ectively. ChaJ.>ter 6, discussing congestion in air and highway 
modes, also evidences increasing total demand for travel. In such a climate of 
increasing demand, the relative J,>erformanc~ of the various modes must reflect 
J,>assenger resJ,>onse to their comJ.>arative J.>roduct and J.>rice characteristics in 
the markets served. 

ComJ.>Onents of Intercity Travel Demand 

Summary statistics of J.>atronage by mode -- number of triJ.>S, J.>assenger-
miles generated, total revenues -- obscure the basic circumstances of intercity 
J,>assenger marketing in the NfC. For neither rail nor any other mode draws its 
traffic from a single, homogeneous "market" SJ.>read out over the Corridor; 
rather, there are many markets each of which consists of clearly 
distinguishable segments. This section therefore analyzes the NfC into its 
constituent city-J.>air markets, discusses the comJ,>etitive characteristics of the 
various modes in each such market, and demonstrates how each of the city-µair 
markets subdivides into segments based on triJ.> J.>UrJ,>ose and other factors. 

City-Pair Markets 

Over the NfC main line, Amtrak now serves aµJ,>roximately 370 city-µair 
combinations, each of which is a "market" for the J.>UrJ.>OSe of this discussion. 
Of these city-J,>air markets, 17 generate 78 J.>ercent of Amtrak's NfC J,>assenger 
miles; the five highest-volume markets among the 17 J.>rOduce 60 J.>ercent of the 
NfC J,>assenger-miles, as Table 1-1 indicated. These five critical markets, with 
their traffic volume J,>ercentages, are: 

o New York - Washington (22 J.>ercent) 

o New York - PhiladelJ.>hia (16 J.>ercentl 
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o Washington - Philadel~hia (8 ~ercent) 

o New York - Baltimore (7 ~ercent) 

o New York - Boston (7 percent) 

The historical analysis later in this cha~ter will focus on the two 
markets singled out in the NfCIP's enabling legislation for trip time 
measurement: New York - Washington and New York - Boston. 

Characteristics of the Com~eting Modes 

Within a given city-~air market, the com~eting intercity ~assenger modes 
confront potential travelers with a set of characteristics including: 

o Scheduled station-to-station tri~ times 

o Reliability 

o Frequency 

o Price 

o Passenger ex~erience factors such as --

Access times to and from stations 

Passenger environment (comfort, convenience, ''hassleu) 

Reliability and frequency ultimately affect traveler's perce~tions of 
door-to-door tri~ times: the less reliable a mode, the greater the time-
cushion a traveler must add to his or her schedule; the less frequent a mode's 
departures, the sooner a traveler must depart (on average) to meet a fixed 
ap~ointment in the destination city. Access times to and from stations also 
directly affect door-to-door trip times, as exem~lified in Table 3-1. This 
analysis therefore reduces the competitive characteristics of the modes to 
three: tri~ times, price, and passenger environment. 

With regard to tri~ times, the relative positions of the modes differ from 
market to market, ~rimarily on the basis of tri~ length. As distances grow 
shorter, air cannot com~ete with the other modes on the basis of tri~ times: 
for exam~le, travelers on the 90 mile tri~ between New York and Philadelphia 
have few intercity air options. As tri~s grow longer, on the other hand, the 
ground modes face stiff air com~etition; for trips between Washington and 
Bos ton, for example, the schedules of the ground modes cannot com~ete with those 
of air. In a given city-pair market, the access/egress situations at ~articular 
rail, bus, or air terminals may directly affect the com~etitive posture of the 
modes. For example, as far back as 1970, many travelers from Washington 
re~orted uthey could not use the train because there was no ~arking at Union 
Station" [2] - ---a-situation which ~ersists today, although ~arking is under 
construction there. In terms of ~rice, air has traditionally charged the 
highest fares in all markets, followed by rail, followed by bus. Of course, 
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TABLf 3-1 

fXAMPlf OF TRAVflfR'S IMPLICIT TRIP TIHf CALCULATIOHS 

PfAK HOUR BUSIHfSS TRIPS TO HfW YORK 
(HOURS :MlHUTfS) 

WASHINGTON TO HfW YORK 

Metrol iner Air 

!Best Time)' (Via LaGuardia l 

at Washington a 0: 30 0:45 

2:36 1:20 

Air 
Better/ 

(Worse) than Rail 
Hours: 

Minutes Percent 

( 0: 15) (50) 

l: 21 49 

Taxi 1 n New York a,b 0:25 1: 10 (0:45) 180 

Total Tri11 Tiine 3:3ld 3:15d 0: 16d 8 

BOSTON TO NfW YORK 

Air Better/ 
Conventional (Worse) than Rail 

NfC Train Air Hours: 
(Best time) (vi a laGuardial Minutes Percent 

Access to main mode at Boston a 0:30 0:45 (0: 15) (50) 

Travel by ma i n lllOOe 3: 58 1 :20 2:38 66 

Taxi in New York a,b 0:25 1: 10 (0:45) (180) 

Total Tri11 Time 4: 53 3: 15 I: 38 

Notes: a Assumed times. Would vary according to 1ndivldual traveler's ultimate origin and 
dest i nat 1on. 

b Subst1tut1on of airyort bus to Manhattan and tax1 to ult1mate destination would add 
ayprox1111c1tely 15 m1nutes to total time by a1r. 

c Best time is estimated ca11ability at project com11let1on. 
el When the relatively high Metroliner on-time performance and the actual level of 

air delays are considered, Metroliner service 1114y actually be the fastest way from 
Washington to Manhattan. 
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the relative cost of an auto trip depends on the number of people making it. 
Passenger environment factors, although important, are both complex and 
subjective, and are not susceptible to generalization. 

Market Segments 

Within a given city-pair market, travelers and their trips exhibit a wide 
variety of characteristics in several dimensions. Travelers, for example, fall 
into different income level categories; as income level rises, passengers tend 
to be more sensitive to trip time and passenger experience factors, and less 
sensitive to price. This is merely a tendency, not an absolute; depending on 
trip purpose, a given higher-income traveler may indeed be willing to sacrifice 
a small time saving for a large fare reduction, and a lower-income passenger 
may be willing to pay a premium for a large time saving. Travelers may also be 
categorized in terms of their age and physical condition; for those suffering 
from restrictions, the passenger environment may outweigh all other competitive 
factors . 

Similarly, trips may be characterized by purpose, specific origin and 
destination within the metropolitan areas concerned, size of party, amount of 
baggage accompanying passengers, and trip complexity (number of destinations 
and need for independent transportation at destinations). Of these dimensions, 
the most important is trip purpose: business trips are usually paid for by 
employers and undertaken, at least partially, on the employer's time. For 
these reasons, business trips usually display high sensitivity to trip time and 
low sensitivity to price. Personal trips, on the other hand, tend to be more 
price-sensitive and less time-sensitive than business trips; again, this is not 
an absolute. Not only will many passengers trade time for price and vice-
versa, but there are also certain special-purpose personal trips, such as 
weddings and funerals , that imply time-sensitivity. 

Within the metropolitan areas comprising a given city-pair market, the 
specific origin and destination of a trip may affect modal choice where trip 
times are important. For example, in certain markets in which rail and air 
have roughly comparable door-to-door trip times, downtown-to-downtown trips may 
be more susceptible to rail competition than trips between two suburban loca-
tions, particularly if the suburban locations have easy access to airports. 
Similarly, auto may be able to compete with rail trip times for trips between 
suburban Philadelphia and the suburbs of Baltimore or Washington, even though 
downtown-to-downtown trips are much faster by rail. Regardless of origin, trips 
with destinations in midtown or downtown Manhattan tend to attract passengers of 
all types to rail because of the unencumbered rail access to Penn Station and 
the very convenient connections at Newark with rapid transit to the Wall Street 
area. 

The presence of certain other trip characteristics tends to favor 
automobile travel, which has unique cost characteristics and flexibilities. It 
is the only mode which needs no intermediate transfers, which has an infinitely 
variable schedule, and for which the perceived marginal "fares'' for additional 
travelers amount to zero. Large parties in general, and family groups in 
particular, have completely different economic characteristics than single 
travelers, and the automobile is often the preferred mode for obvious reasons. 
Where heavy baggage is involved, where multiple destinations exist, or where 
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travelers need a car at destination, auto travel is often the only answer --
again, depending on trip purpose and other factors. 

Because so many dimensions exist within a given market, it is possible to 
devise numerous market segments by selecting typical combinations of the 
traveler and trip characteristics listed above. (For example, downtown-to-
downtown business trips consisting of individual travelers; or, personal trips 
by individual travelers at moderate income levels.) For the sake of simplicity, 
however, it is possible to divide each market into three segments. 

o Automobile-bound -- family trips and others with special characteris-
tics (e.g., suburban or rural origins and destinations, huge baggage require-
ments, need for car at destination) making public transportation impractical. 

o Susceptible to public transportation : 

Time-sensitive (e.g., most business trips, some personal trips} 
Price-sensitive (e.g., most personal trips) 

Again, these segments are composites of many types of travelers and trips, 
so that the sensitivities are not absolute: much of the time-sensitive market 
is also sensitive to price, and much of the price-sensitive market is also 
sensitive to time. In addition, there exists a category of induced demand --
time and price sensitive -- that simply could not exist in the absence of fast 
traveT"a"t rock-bottom fares; this will all be discussed below. 

EVOLVING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MODES IN SELECTED MARKETS 

Over time, modal split in a given city-pair market will reflect the 
reactions of the various market segments to changes in the products and prices 
of all modes. For the crucial New York - Washington and New York - Boston 
markets, this section traces the evolving characteristics of all modes in 
recent years. In the marketing strategy effected by Amtrak since the early 
1970's, rail in the New York - Washington city-pair comprises two modes: 
Metroliner service for the time-sensitive segment, and conventional service for 
price-sensitive travelers. 

Trip Time Factors 

Perceived trip times for each mode consist of station-to-station 
schedules, reliability factors, frequencies, and access/egress ti mes. 

Station-to-Station Schedules 

For the two key city-pairs of New York -- Boston and New York --
Washington, Figure 3-4 shows trends in scheduled, station-to-station trip 
times. Depending on the market, bus, auto, and air schedules have remained 
constant or become slightly longer; rail is the only mode with trip time 
improvements, which have been particularly dramatic in the conventional 
services. Especially to be noted is the lengthening of rail trip times in 1979 
and 1980 to compensate for NECIP construction. Slight air trip time increases 
reflect growing congestion at Corridor airports. 
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On-time Perfonnance 

Amtrak's on-time performance has improved in recent years (see Figure 1-
2). Comparable reliability reports for air and highway modes are not 
available; however, as Chapter 6 indicates, increasing congestion at airports 
and highway bottlenecks has detracted from the on-time performance of those 
modes. 

Frequencies 

The frequency data from public timetables in Figure 3-5 shows how 
Metroliner frequencies have decreased, and conventional frequencies have 
increased slightly, since 1976 as Amtrak has striven to meet its cost/ revenue 
goals. Deregulation of air has yielded many more daily flights since the 
1970's. Under existing conditions, in which several airlines schedule thei r 
flights to depart at the same time and suffer consequent take off delays, the 
actual choice by air is among a greater number of airlines, each offering a 
basic schedule of one flight per hour, or less. In the case of the only 
important market in which rail / air competition exists (New York -- Washington), 
the air services are also fragmented over three widely separated airports at 
each end, still further reducing the opportunities for any given travel er. 
Similarly, perceived frequencies for bus service are also less than the totals 
shown in Figure 3-5 because the two principal bus companies offer varying types 
of nonstop, express, and local services, all of which figure in the t otals. 

Access/Egress Times 

As Chapter 1 points out, access and egress times between home or office and 
stations are an important determinant of modal choice by passengers. Ideally, 
each passenger will subconsciously or explicitly add the station-to-station trip 
times published by the line-haul mode to the specific access/egress times 
experienced by her or him. An example of this kind of addition appears in Table 
3-1; of course, the table reflects center-city focused trips, and relative 
results could be different for trips between two suburban locations. Still, on 
a downtown-to-downtown basis, the NECIP has allowed rail to achieve near-parity 
with air on trip-times in the New York -- Washington market (224 miles). On the 
same basis, rail is clearly superior to air over shorter distances south of New 
York (as in the 180-mile Baltimore -- New York market). North of New York, rail 
does not even come close to time parity with air, and (in view of its indirect 
route and difficult alignments as explained in Chapter 1) cannot do so in the 
absence of additional vehicle and trip-time investments (see Chapter 7). 

Synthesis: Trip-Time Competition among Modes 

At present, only air and rail compete with each other for time-sensitive 
traffic between New York and Washington. Rail / air competition in the New York 
-- Washington market does not depend on station-to-station trip times alone; 
rather, it reflects a combination of line-haul timings with other trip-time 
factors including access/egress times and reliability (in both of which rail has 
advantages over air) and frequency. As the charts show, rail in recent years 
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Figure 3-5 

DEPARTURE FREQUENCIES BY MODE, 1976 - 1984 
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lost and regained its ability to compete with air on trip times, with one 
exception: owing to frequency reductions, Metroliner service faces difficult ies 
in catering to the time-sensitive market segment during hours outside the 
morning and evening business peaks. All these trends find expression in the 
~atronage results presented further below. 

In the New York -- Boston market, air is in a class by itself with res~ect 
to tri~ times, and rail must compete with other surface modes. Because rail 
frequencies are so low {de~artures ap~roximately once every two hours), rail in 
the ne xt few years will not be significantly faster than auto, with its 
unrivaled door-to-door access, and bus, with its high frequencies. Rai 1 must in 
addition bear the burden of its history of trip time and reliability disim~rove
ments, whi ch Amtrak has only recently reversed. Since rail is com~eting within 
a price-sensitive market, and cannot offer materially better tri~ times as an 
inducement, it must com~ete with bus and auto on other factors. 

Fares 

Although the traditional pricing relationships among modes have held 
constant insofar as standard fares are concerned (Figure 3-6), the discount air 
fares offered since the onset of airline deregulation have been very effective 
in increasing airline com~etition in the NfC. These discount fares have 
pervaded different markets at different times, and they have fluctuated very 
ra~idly. The situation as of December 1984, depicted in Table 3-2, ty~ i fies 
the fare com~etition that Amtrak has been facing in recent years. 

Between New York and Washington, the airlines in December 1984 were making 
virtually no attempt to ca~ture the price-sensitive market segment as defined 
above: there was only one flight from New York to Washington National Air~ort 
at less-than-conventional rail rates. Rather, airline price competition 
appeared to be directed at the price-sensitive fringes of the time-sensitive 
market segment -- for instance, some personal trips. The lowest airline fares 
($29.00 one way, only 4 percent higher than Amtrak's excursion rate) were 
available only at suburban locations in the greater Washington/Baltimore area; 
these would attract travelers with origins and destinations near the outlying 
air~orts, as well as some passengers whose trips might not take place at all in 
the absence of the airlines' unique combination of cheap fares and fast service 
(indu ced demand). 

Between New York and Boston, where Amtrak offers only nine trains each way 
~er day, the six off-peak airline flights at almost one-fifth less than the 
conventional rail round tri~ fare constituted significant competition for the 
price-sensitive segment. 

RfSULTANT TRfNDS IN PATRONAGf 

In recent years, Amtrak's NfC ridership levels have reflected the 
collective res~onse of the markets and segments served to the evolving ~roduc t 
and ~ric e characteristics of rail and its com~eting modes. This section 
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Figure 3-6 

STANDARD ONE WAY FARE 
TRENDS BY MODE, 1976-1984 
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TABLE 3-2 
RAIL/AIR PRlCE COMPETITION lN TWO KEY MARKETS - DECEMBER 1984 

Atrlfne Total Nunt>er of flt2hts at fares egual to or lower than A•trat's 
Tickets Daily Stanaara One-~ay Rouna Trt~ 
Honored Fli2hts Re troll ner !:onvenU ona 1 !:onvenH ona I Ree~enCI 

Standard 41 7 0 0 n/a 

Off-peat 5 4 0 n/a 

Standard 9 9 9 0 n/a 

Standard 44 n/a 15 0 0 

Off-peak 9 n/a 9 6 6 

Airports 



discusses the year-to-year trenas in total traffic volumes ana analyzes the 
fluctuations in the New York -- Washington and New York -- Boston city µair 
markets. 

Year-to-Year Changes in Total Passenger Traffic 

Figure 3-2 demonstrated the essential facts about rail ridershiµ in the NfC 
since 1978; while total µatronage has exhibited interesting fluctuations from 
one year to the next, it remained essentially unchanged over the whole µerioa. 
Yet the distribution of the ridershiµ altered markedly; Metroliner triµs 
declined by one fourth, and conventional triµs increased by ten µercent, between 
1978 ana 1984. 

Over the six-year µeriod, the most dramatic yearly change was the droµ in 
ridership by over one million (9.7 µercent) between fiscal 1980 and 1981. Triµ-
times in all markets toward the end of FY 1980 were at their longest in recent 
history due to the NfCIP construction µrograms (average: 4:25 New York to 
Washington conventional, 3:49 for Metroliner). As Figure 3-4 indicated, 
conventional rail triµ times by the beginning of FY 1981 were no better than for 
bus and auto between New York and Washington, and were much worse than for 
highway modes between New York and Boston. This situation µersisted with only 
minor imµrovements throughout FY 1981. At the same time, on-time µerformance --
al though better than in the late 1970's -- was averaging only 67 percent for all 
trains, and 64 percent for Metroliners, for the last quarter of FY 1980. The 
average for all trains in FY 1981 was only 73 percent, even at the extended 
schedules then in effect. Moreover, FY 1981 saw the introduction of both new 
discount airlines (New York Air and Peoµle rxµress) in the New York -- Boston 
city pair, and of New York Air between New York and Washington. Yet, as Figure 
3-6 showed, standard rail fares were continuing to increase desµite a weakened 
product. Finally, growth in the Nation's economy slowed considerably in the 
early 1980's, a factor inhibiting both business and personal travel. That rail 
ridershiµ should have suffered was not surprising under all these circumstances: 
in several key city pairs, total µatronage had already begun to decline in 1980, 
and merely continued to plummet in 1981 (a 24.7 µercent decline was recorded by 
the Washington -- New York city pair between FY 1979 and FY 1981; a 30.5 percent 
decline at the same time in the Boston -- New York city pair). 

Figure 3-2 shows that, by 1985, Amtrak had surpassed its total 1978 NfC 
traffic levels by 2 percent. Amtrak has achieved its traffic gains to date 
desµite the inroads of discount airlines and the freshness in traveler's 
memories of the difficult years of the late 1970's and early 1980's. 

Redistribution of Ridershiµ in the New York -- Washington Market 

Figure 3-2 clearly revealed the decline of Metroliner and the rise of 
conventional traffic over the 1978-84 µeriod. This phenomenon merits a closer 
look; Figure 3-7 exµlores the critical Washington - New York market over an 18-
year µeriod (1967-1985). One fact is immediately aµµarent from the chart: 
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Amtrak has reversed declines of the early 1980's in this, its most important NfC 
city pair. 

Yet, as Figure 3-7 indicates, Amtrak's ridership characteristics in the New 
York -- Washington market have changed significantly. In 1974, when Metroliner 
patronage peaked, it represented 63 percent of the rail total; by 1984, it 
amounted to only 26 percent of the total. What happened? 

As mentioned above, the Metroliner and conventional services in the New 
York -- Washington city pair essentially represent two modes with different 
marketing characteristics: Metroliner service caters to the time-sensitive 
segment (which, as a composite of millions of travelers with individual 
priorities, contains a wide range of price sensitivities); conventional caters 
to the price-sensitive segment (which is also a composite containing time-
sensitive elements). Thus Metroliner patronage faces competition on multiple 
fronts: in the dimensions of trip time and price with both air and conventional 
ra i 1 • 

Metroliner versus Air 

With regard to price, Table 3-2 indicated that the discount airlines' 
competition with Metroliner service has focused on elements of the time-
sensitive segment other than business travelers on expense accounts. In terms 
of perceived trip times, the competitive stance of Metroliner service suffered 
multiple blows in the late 1970's and early 1980's. On-time performance, 
which had approached 80 percent in 1975, sank below 50 percent in 1977 and 
1979, and did not recover until 1981 (Figure 1-2). Scheduled running times 
reached 3 hours, 49 minutes (average) in 1980 (Figure 3-4) -- totally outside 
the competitive range with air. Frequencies, which had been hourly throughout 
the business day, declined to 10 per day in 1981. 

Table 3-3 suggests that the elimination of three late-morning Metroliners 
in each direction between New York and Washington in 1981 led to a loss of some 
480 Metroliner passengers per day during the affected time periods. Since the 
conventional trains during those mid-morning periods experienced patronage 
declines as well, it is likely that the Metroliner business switched to air. 
This interpretation gains credence against the backdrop of overall ridership 
gains at unaffected time periods. 

Because most of the components of perceived Metroliner trip time declined 
in the 1977-81 period, and because the Metroliner "mode" addresses itself to the 
time-sensitive market, the decline of Metroliner patronage in that period can be 
ascribed in large measure to a transfer of passengers to air. By the same 
token, the recovery of Metroliner trip times in all aspects save frequency 
allowed the Metroliner "mode" in FY 1984 to post its first annual gain since 
1974. 

Metroliner versus Conventional Rail 

"When I triavel to New Yorik, why should I cost the State additional public 
funds f ori a Metriolineri ticket when I can get ther>e almost as quickly, at much 
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TABLE 3-3 
RIDERSHIP EFFECTS OF METROLINER SERVICE CUTBACKS IN OCTOBER, 1981 

Departing New York 
Train 

No. Time 

107 

109 

111 

9:30 a.m. 

10:30 a.m. 

11: 30 a.m. 

Trains Eliminated 

Departing Washington 
Tram 

No. Time 

107 

110 

112 

10:00 a.m. 

11: 00 a .m. 

12:00 noon 

11Affected Time Period" 

Departing New York Departing Washington 

8:JO a.m. through 12:30 p.m. 9:00 a.m. through 1:00 p.m. 

(includes departures preceding and following those of eliminated trains) 

Type Train 

Metroliner 

Conventional 

Train Type 

Metroliner 

Conventional 

Effects on Ridership During Affected Time Period 

Average Daily Passengers Leaving New York and Washington 

In August 
1981 

1207 

J819 

In March 
1982 

726 

3686 

Ridership (Decrease) 
Nurilber Percent 

{481) 

(13J) 

(40$) 

(Ji) 

Ridership Trends Exel usive of Affected Time Peri.od 

Average Daily Passengers Leaving New York and Washington 

In August 
1981 

2809 

9350 

In March 
1982 

3074 

9604 

Ridership Increase 
Number Percent 

265 

259 

7i 

Ji 

Source: Detailed Amtrak train-by-train ridership records. 
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less taxpayer expense, on a conventional train?" 
state transportation official in March, 1985. 

Comment of a highly placed 

The above comment typifies the reaction of many well-informed travelers to 
the diminishing time differential between Metroliner and conventional services. 
If persons traveling on expense accounts can arrive at that conclusion, it is 
hardly surprising that many personal travelers who value their time highly have 
nevertheless forsaken the Metroliner for conventional trains. 

Table 3-4 analyzes the Metroliner and conventional markets in the New York 
Washington city pair for three important years: CY 1974, the peak year for 

Metroliner traffic; CY 1978, the first year that conventional traffic exceeded 
Metroliner patronage; and FY 1984, the most recent full year for which 
statistics are available. The table indicates the following probable causes for 
the "crossover" in business: 

o The ratio of Metroliner to conventional fares was slightly greater in 
1984 than in 1974. Yet: 

o Metroliners in 1984 were only 14 percent faster than conventional trains 
as opposed to 22 percent faster in 1974. Meanwhile, the extended Metroliner 
trip times in the late 1970's and early 1980's had reached 3:49 by 1980. 
Today's conventional trains are therefore 28 minutes faster than the Metroliners 
at their worst. Furthermore, as another psychological factor, the cost per 
passenger hour saved on the Metroliner was $41.79 in 1984 versus $16.62 in 1978; 
this can be partially accounted for by inflation, but the value of the 
differential to passengers may be higher when conventional trains are at the 
four hour mark (as in 1978} than when conventional trains, at 3:21, are 
beginning to approach parity with air. 

o The service quality improvements over the past decade, both under the 
NtCIP and managed by Amtrak, have affected conventional service much more than 
Metroliner. The introduction of Amfleet equipment, designed to mimic the 
Metroliners in many ways, coincided with the achievement by conventional trains 
of ridership equality with the Metroliners (mid-to-late 1970's}. 

Thus, the decline of Metroliner patronage vis-a-vis that of conventional 
trains through 1983 resulted from a crossover between these two rail "modes" as 
well as from a transfer of passengers from Metroliner to air. The simultaneous 
increases in 1984 in both conventional and Metroliner traffic indicated a 
growing traveler awareness that the Metrolrners were now almost competitive with 
air on trip times, could compete with air with regard to comfort, and generally 
offered lower fares than the airlines. 

Amtrak's experience in 1985 was built upon the gains achieved in 1984. 
Traffic for 1985 was over 10 percent higher than for 1984, with total traffic of 
1,080,000 passengers between the New York-Washington city pair, the heaviest 
traffic since 1976. 
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TABLE 3-4 

Analysis of Metroliner/conventional Differential 
New York - Washington City Pair 

RIDERSHIP (percent of total rai 1) 

Metroliner 
Conventional 

TIME DIFFERENTIAL (average times) 

Metroliner timing (hours:minutes) 
Conventional timing (hours:minutes) 
Metroliner time as percent of conventional 

FREQUENCY DIFFERENTIAL 

Metroliner daily frequency (one direction) 
Conventional daily frequency (one direction) 
Conventional frequency as ratio to Metroliner 

FARE DIFFERENTIAL 

Metroliner Coach Fare (One Way) 
Conventional excursion fare (one half 

of round trip) 
Metroliner fare as ratio to conventional 

1974 

63 
37 

3:02 
3:54 
0.78 

15 
10 

0.67 

$20.00 

$12.00 
1.67 

1978 1984 

48 26 
52 74 

3:20 2:53 
3:57 3:21 
0.84 0.86 

13 10 
12 16 

0.92 1.60 

$26.00 $47.50 

$15.75 $28.00 
1.65 1. 70 

Sources: "The New York to Washington Passenger Market• (FRA 1981) 
"History of Running Times, Passenger Trains, NEc• October 28, 1984. 
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New York -- Boston Market 

Figure 3-8 shows the combined effects on Boston -- New York rail patronage 
of the trip-time disimprovements in 1979 and 1980 and the intensified price 
competition with air in the mid-1980's. In recent months, ridership has begun 
to react favorably to the improved trip times and passenger comfort provided by 
the NfCIP, as well as to Amtrak's new discount fares. 

Taking decisive action to combat the traffic erosion caused by the 
airlines' fare reductions, Amtrak in August 1985 instituted a peak-hour one-way 
fare of $25.00 between New York and Boston -- a discount of almost one-third off 
the regular $36.50 tariff. (This fare is unavailable only during the 
traditional holiday overload periods.) Amtrak also created a weekend fare of 
$19.00 one way, 15 percent below the 30-day off-peak round trip fare. Proving 
the price-sensitivity of the Boston -- New York market segment now available to 
Amtrak, these new fares (coupled with the service improvements made possible by 
the NfCIP) boosted rail ridership by 44 percent in the first seven months of FY 
1985 over the same period in 1984. Together with Amtrak's successful marketing 
initiatives, the additional trip-time improvements to be completed by 1986 
should further enhance Amtrak's competitive stance against other modes. 

OVERALL FINANCIAL RESULTS 

Table 3-5 summarizes statements of NfC financial operations prepared by 
Amtrak for the fiscal years during which the bulk of NfCIP construction 
occurred. These overall results of NfC operations must be approached with 
extreme caution because they represent allocations of expenses among numerous 
types of services. This is inevitable in a multi-purpose facility such as the 
NfC. The table does not include depreciation costs, which are not a cash 
expense, in operating expenses; allocations of corporate-level expenses are also 
excluded. 

The investment in NfCIP is beginning to pay dividends. Although operating 
expenses continue to exceed revenues, operating ratios, i.e., the ratio of 
expenses to revenues, have shown a significant drop, going from 2.1 in 1981 to 
1.76 in 1985. This result was achieved by controlling operating costs and 
increasing revenues through the provision of a better service. 

As discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, rail passenger service in the NfC now 
represents a product which can attract ridership increases, and a fixed plant 
which can promote significant economies. Yet Amtrak faces many constraints, 
particularly in the area of operating costs, that make expense reductions a 
challenge. Amtrak must, however, continue to make progress with respect to 
both patronage levels and operating economies. 
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FIGURE 3·8 
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TABLf 3-5 

SUMMARY Of ALLOCATfD NfC FINANCIAL RfSULTS DURING NfCIP CONSTRUCT ION PfRIOD -- I977-I985 

( S Mi 11 ions l 

I 977 I978 I979 I980 I98I I982 I983 1984 1985 

RfVfNUf s 89 s 94 SI06 S117 $135 SI43 S156 Sl77 $196 

OPfRATlNG fXPfNSf 1 S168 S183 S192 S212 S283 S268 S288 S330 $347 

CASH FLOW FRl'.)1 OPfRATIONS s 79 s 89 s 86 s 95 $148 S125 SI32 $153 Sl50 

RATIO OF OPERATING 
w EXPENSES TO REVfNUf 1.89 1. 95 1.81 1. 81 2. IO 2 1.85 1.86 1. 76 
I 

N 
.+::> 

NOH: fitcluaes depreciation, taites, insurance, and corporate overhead. fitpenses are allocated among the many train services on NfC ana elsewhere. 

SDURCf : Amtrak Annual Route Profitability Reports. 



Footnotes to Cha~ter 3 

(l] "Ridership" in Figure 3-2 consists of on-train counts of --

o All riders on Amtrak trains operating between NfC main line ~oints 

o All riders on Amtrak short-distance trains that serve not only NfC main 
line city ~a1rs but also such non-main line points as S~ringfield, 
Massachusetts and Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 

o On longer distance services such as the Montrea1er and the Palmetto 
(Washington -- New Haven -- Montreal and New York -- Washington -- Savannah, 
respectively), only those passengers between NfC main line points 

o Passengers traveling on Amtrak trains with multiple-ride commuter 
tickets are included if they fit the above three categories. 

[2] National Analysts, Inc., The Needs and Desires of travelers in the NfC, p. 
53. This report also provides an astute analysis which forms the basis for the 
discussion of the marketing factors in the following paragraphs. 
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Chapter 4 

BENEFITS BEYOND AMTRAK SERVICE 

In authorizing the NECIP, the Railroad Revitalization and Regulatory Reform 
Act ("4R Act11

) established two implicit categories of goals for the Project: 
first, goals pertaining specifically to intercity railroad passenger service in 
the NEC; second, goals related either indirectly, or not at all, to upgrading 
the intercity rail passenger product. This chapter focuses on the second 
category of goals, which included the improvement of related transportation 
modes (especially rail freight and commuter services) as well as the advancement 
of social objectives extending far beyond the realm of transportation. 

ENHANCEMENT OF RELATED TRANSPORTATION MODES 

Amtrak's NEC main line fulfills several important functions in addition to 
intercity passenger service. Between Washington and Baltimore, between Wil-
mington and New Haven, and between Providence and Boston, it carries high 
volumes of commuter trains, intersects with many other commuter routes, and, at 
key metropolitan stations, connects with still other forms of urban mass trans-
portation. Especially south of New York, the NEC provides local freight service 
to many on-line industries, and it accommodates very substantial volumes of 
through freight tonnage -- over forty mi 11 ion gross tons annually at certain 
locations south of Philadelphia. The 4R Act insisted that the NECIP improve, 
rather than detract from, these related transportation services; the NECIP has 
amply fulfilled that requirement, as the examples below illustrate. 

GENERAL IMPROVEMENTS BENEFITING ALL SERVICES 

Chapter Two provides details on the physical improvements completed under 
the NECIP. Since the NEC is in many respects a common facility, many of the 
NECIP project elements have automatically benefited commuter and freight, as 
well as intercity passenger, services. For example, improvements to bridges and 
the track structure have provided a more stable roadbed for all services; 
betterments to signalling and communications will allow Amtrak to operate the 
entire NEC more efficiently; the grade crossing and fencing programs have 
upgraded the safety of all operations; and the new service facilities will allow 
Amtrak to maintain the plant much more effectively, for the benefit of all 
users. The specific effects of these large project elements on non-intercity 
services will, of course, vary from location to location, but their overall 
impact will be beneficial. 

SPECIFIC IMPROVEMENTS BENEFITING NON-AMTRAK SERVICES 

Chapter Two also discusses many specific NEC accomplishments with directly 
identifiable benefits to non-Amtrak services. Examples are as follows: 
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Section Improvements 

o Between Washington and Wilmington; A new track configuration is placing 
the freight tracks on the east side of the railroad to reduce conflicting moves. 
Result: more efficient operations for all services. 

o South Philadelphia: A completely new track configuration, including 
better drainage and a retaining wall, has achieved better separation and more 
efficient routing of intercity passenger, freight, and commuter traffic. 
Results: a more stable structure for freight tracks; higher speeds for, and 
reduced interference among, all services. As Chapter 2 points out, this 
reconfiguration project is an ideal example of joint planning, funding, and 
implementation by the NECIP and local interests. 

o Queens, New York: The reconfiguration of Harold Interlocking will 
reduce diverging moves and increase speeds for both Amtrak intercity and Long 
Island Rail Road commuter trains. 

o Boston: A NECIP investment of $62 million in the Southwest Corridor 
Project is helping to make possible the relocation of "Orange Line" rapid 
transit and the provision of a rebuilt right-of-way for commuter and intercity 
passenger service from Boston to Forest Hills. A new South Station track layout 
will provide for improved station operations for all trains. 

Bridges 

o Connecticut: A cooperative program with Connecticut DOT to upgrade five 
movable bridges will enhance reliability and, potentially, train speeds in the 
heavily travelled commuter-and-intercity territory west of New Haven. 

Tunnels 

o Baltimore: The rehabilitation of the Baltimore & Potomac Tunnel has 
increased safety, reliability, and ride quality for all services. 

Stations 

Virtually every NEC station also serves commuter trains, and many provide 
connections to local transit services. At several locations, joint efforts have 
produced especially significant results for all users. Typical examples would 
include: 

o Boston: a new South Station will provide an efficient terminal for both 
MBTA commuter and Amtrak intercity trains, with potential for still further 
intermodal development not funded by the NECIP. 

o Providence: a completely new station will provide for all operations 
(see section below). 

o New Carrollton (Capital Beltway), Maryland: a completely new station 
provides very convenient connect1ons among commuter, intercity, and rail rapid 
transit services. 
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For descriptions of station improvements benefiting both commuter and 
intercity passengers throughout the Corridor, see Chapter 1. 

NON-TRANSPORTATION BfNfFITS 

The following sections demonstrate the success of the NfCIP in 
contributing to certain non-transportation benefits. 

URBAN Df VfLOPMfNT 

Many NfCIP stations are located in deteriorated urban areas. Thus, a major 
benefit of the NfCIP station program has been the generation of urban renewal 
around the station sites, by means of coordinated and cooperative efforts of the 
Federal Government, state and local agencies, and private concerns. While many 
of the NfCIP stations can fit this characterization, four are excellent 
examples: Baltimore, Wilmington, Stamford, and Providence. 

Pennsylvania Station, Baltimore 

Baltimore's Pennsylvania Station is located in the block bounded by 
Charles, St. Paul and Lanvale Streets and the Jones Falls fxpressway. This 
location is approximately at the geographic center of Baltimore and one mile 
north of the central business district (CBD). 

The Baltimore City Government has become renowned in recent years for the 
successful redevelopment of its downtown area. Although the Inner Harbor area, 
just south of the CBD, has received the most attention, the City has targeted 
such other areas as the North Charles Street corridor for revitalization. Thus 
far, redevelopment on Charles Street has extended north from the CGD to a point 
just south of the Baltimore Station. The City therefore approached the FRA with 
the idea of a joint effort to encourage the redevelopment to move further north 
past the station, while at the same time enhancing the station. 

While the FRA had funded major renovations inside the station, the NfCIP 
had included minimal work for exterior improvement due to lack of availability 
of 100-percent Federal funding. By means of a reimbursable agreement, the City 
and FRA jointly designed and funded a project for site enhancement at the 
station and along the adjacent Charles Street between Mt. Royal Avenue and 
Lanvale Street. One of the prime concerns was adequacy of site and street 
lighting to provide a feeling of security for pedestrians and to deter street 
crime. Now that the site improvements are substantially complete, the station 
environs at night are now almost as bright as in the daytime. lt is still too 
early to determine the effects of these site enhancements on the City's 
redevelopment efforts, but the benefits to rail passengers using the adjacent 
parking facilities are already apparent. 
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Wilmington Station 

Wilmington Station is located at the intersection of French and Front 
Streets, four blocks south of Wilmington's CBO and one block north of the 
Christina River. Early in the NECIP program, FRA successfully negotiated with 
the Delaware Transportation Authority and the Wilmington Parking Authority for 
commuter improvements in the station and a joint-use parking garage, respec-
tively. At the start of the NECIP program, the area surrounding the station 
housed surface-level parking, deteriorated housing and commercial buildings, and 
street-front shops, some of which were barely surviving and some of which were 
c 1 osed. 

Responding to deteriorated conditions in portions of the downtown area, the 
Wilmington City Government initiated the idea of the "Wilmington Gateway." This 
is an area of redevelopment which runs from Brandywine Creek north of the CBD to 
the Christina River south of the CBD. Development has proceeded at the 
Brandywine Creek end and is currently moving toward the Christina River 
adjacent to Wilmington Station. 

Since the FRA's initial involvement, the City has razed buildings in the 
blighted area around the station and realigned streets, utilizing FHWA funds to 
improve traffic and funnel it to the 11gateway 11 area. The City envisions that 
the renovated station and new joint-use parking facility will be the hub of 
development at the south end of the 11gateway." Recently, Wilmington Waterways, 
a private entity, was incorporated to spearhead development in the station area. 
Proposed development includes park-type areas, shops, motel, offices, and water-
ori ented uses. 

Stamford Sta ti on 

A third example of station-spurred development is expected to occur at 
Stamford Station. Unlike the previous two examples, however, Stamford Station 
will be a new facility, the construction of which is under way. Along with the 
new station, a parking facility, cost-shared between the State of Connecticut, 
the City of Stamford, and the FRA, is being constructed. 

The old station, which has been partially demolished, consisted of two 
separate buildings which were on opposite sides of the tracks, each serving one 
direction of travel. At the start of the NECIP, the south terminal building had 
been closed for over ten years due to its deteriorated state, and the north 
building provided all passenger services, such as they were. The station site 
is just southwest of the CBD and adjacent to the Connecticut Turnpike. The 
surrounding area includes rental car storage facilities, a vacant school 
building, vacant lots, an automobile dealership, small retail facilities, and 
the edge of an old residential area beginning just south of the station. 

Enhanced by the new station, the surrounding area is now amenable to 
development, some of which has already begun west of the station. The station 
provides a direct connection to New York City, not only via Amtrak to 
Pennsylvania Station, but via the Metro-North commuter rail service serving 
Grand Central Terminal from the Connecticut suburbs. This service also brings 
increasing numbers of commuters to Stamford. Owing to this heavy traffic, it is 
likely that other lots adjacent to the station will be developed with possible 
motel, office and retail uses in the near future, thus expanding Stamford's CBD. 
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Stamford is also a prime example of a true intermodal facility. The new 
over-the-track station will enhance both long-haul and commuter rail service; 
limousines will make scheduled trips to the New York airports; taxi services 
will be available; and, as part of the project, the State and City in 
conjunction with UMTA are providing for car pools, van pools, and buses. 

Providence Station 

An archetype of station-generated development is the Providence Station and 
rail relocation project. Initially, the NECIP intended merely to renovate the 
existing historic station. However, at the specific request of the State of 
Rhode Island, the City of Providence, the Providence and Worcester Railroad, and 
the Providence Foundation, FRA agreed to relocate the railroad right-of-way and 
build a new station. 

The relocation promised benefits both to local interests and to Amtrak. 
The new plan would provide over thirty acres of development parcels adjacent to 
the existing central business district. Although this land area would 
have been available under the original station renovation concept, the old 
railroad right-of-way would have separated it from the CBD. With the railroad 
right-of-way moved approximately 700 feet to the north (Figure 4-1), the 
development area will be contiguous with the CBD and will eliminate the blighted 
barrier that the railroad used to pose between the CBD and the Rhode Island 
State Capitol complex. 

Amtrak will also profit from the relocation. Trip times will benefit from 
the elimination of a major slow-speed curve. The new station, smaller and more 
efficient than the existing station, will be easier and far less expensive to 
operate. (The State will maintain the old historic station pending designation 
of a developer for the mixed-use revitalization of the station complex.) 
Despite these trip time and operating expense advantages, the cost to the NECIP 
will be well within the budget established for the discarded renovation concept. 

Construction of the FRA-funded station project is well under way and is 
scheduled for completion in the fall of 1985. The concept received awards for 
excellence in both urban planning and architectural design (see Chapter 1). 
Proposed development is already in the planning stage, and the City will be able 
to expand in a coordinated and orderly process. 

An extensive amount of coordination and cooperation was required and 
successfully accomplished to initiate the project and make the development 
potential a reality. It was necessary to reach formal agreement among five 
organizations (FRA1 the State of Rhode Island, the City of Providence, the 
Providence and Worcester Railroad, and Amtrak}. The issues of the agreement 
dealt with such matters as the scope of work and the delineation of 
responsibilities for design, construction administration, funding, and overall 
coordination. Relocation of the right-of-way affected property owned by various 
entities. It was necessary to reach separate agreement between these parties 
for trading parcels so that all owners, at the conclusion, would be in a 
situation that closely approximated prerelocation status. 

From the inception of the relocation concept to the start of construction, 
the project developed smoothly and quickly. With due regard to the high sensi-
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tivity of land ownership, the respective owners expeditiously negotiated and 
signed a master property conveyance agreement. Thus, within thirty months of 
redirection, the design was complete; the project was under construction; and 
agreements were signed. The achievement was possible because all the interested 
parties understood the positive effects of the project, both on rail passenger 
service and on the metropolitan area. 

Now under discussion in Providence is a second major local initiative: the 
proposed shifting of the confluence of the Woonasquatucket and Moshassuck Rivers 
as part of an overall waterfront plan to reestablish the prominence of the 
rivers. In such a river relocation, much of the decking that has concealed the 
rivers would be removed and replaced by an extension of the new boulevard access 
to Memorial Square. Dredging of the rivers would lessen the threat of flooding. 
River walks would be provided to encourage pedestrian activity and movement 
between the CBD and the redevelopment area. This proposal would build upon the 
momentum already established by the station relocation and associated downtown 
development. 

MINORITY PARTICIPATION 

Title IX of the 4R Act required the Secretary to carry out programs to 
assure minority participation in business opportunities and employment related 
to the NECIP. As used in the 4R Act and the balance of this report, the term 
"mi nori ty11 includes women. 

Business Opportunities 

Upon passage of the 4R Act, the Secretary of Transportation established a 
15 percent goal for NECIP contracting with minority business enterprises. This 
goal was subsequently incorporated into the FRA/Amtrak contract as well. 

Since the inception of the NECIP, businesses owned by members of minority 
groups have been awarded contracts or subcontracts totalling $197 million, or 
17.8 percent of the total of $1,106 million in contract awards through September 
1984 -- well in excess of the Secretary's goal. Over 600 firms owned by members 
of minority groups have shared in this work. 

Of the various types of contracts included in the preceding totals, 
construction and architectural/engineering contracts had the highest 
concentration of minority participation. Construction contract awards through 
FY 1984 totalled $400 million, of which firms owned by members of minority 
groups received $85 million, or 21 percent. Minority-owned firms had the prime 
construction contracts with FRA on such projects as the Philadelphia 30th Street 
Station electrical repair, Southampton Yard demolition, Boston South Station 
emergency repairs, New London Station, Trenton Station, Port Chester Bridge, 
Metropark Station, the Wilmington Station roof and canopy, and repairs to the 
King and French Street bridges, also in Wilmington. With Amtrak, minority-owned 
firms had prime construction contracts for the following projects: right-of-way 
cleanups; Baltimore Station roof and air conditioning; fencing along the Hell 
Gate Bridge route; section improvements from Baldwin to Brill Interlockings. 
Pennsylvania; New Carrollton Station; Ivy City (Washington) car wash; and 
Philadelphia 30th Street Station roof repair. 
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Minority-owned firms participated in each of the 88 architectural/ 
engineering design contracts. These 64 minority-owned firms received $27 
million, or 30 percent of the total $88 million awarded in design contracts as 
of September 30, 1984. 

In a report recently released [l], the U.S. Civil Rights Commission 
confirmed the success of the NfCIP in promoting minority business involvement. 
For example: 

" . this report finds among other things that the 15 
percent goal -- a genuine goal, not a set-aside or quota 
for minority and women-owned enterprise participation in 
NfCIP has been exceeded. It concludes that this success was 
feasible largely because there was a shared commitment to 
the goal within FRA/NfCIP management. Our study of NfCIP 
underscores the important role that high-level Federal 
administrators play in any successful effort toward 
enhancing the participation of minorities and women in 
mainstream economic activities ••• The Department of 
Transportation, the Federal Railroad Administration, and 
Amtrak are to be commended for this achievement." [2] 

"It deserves a special recognition that this voluntary goal 
has been met and exceeded . .. and also demonstrated what 
committed leadership can accomplish for the growth and 
increased participation of MJWBf."[3] 

"This [15 percent] is the highest percentage goal and NfCIP 
is the largest of any Federal project employing such a goal. 
The goal has been exceeded to date: approximately 17 
percent of NfCIP contracts or sub-contracts has been awarded 
to M/WBfs."[4] 

"Federal agencies should take NfCIP's accomplishments into 
account when setting their own small disadvantaged business 
subcontracting goals under P.L. 95-507."[5] 

fmployment 

fqual employment opportunity on the basis of merit and without regard to 
race, color, religion, sex, age, national origin or any physical or mental 
handicap is required by Title IX of the 4R Act and various Federal statutes, and 
is the responsibility of all NfCIP participants. 

Overall, direct employment of members of minority groups (as defined above} 
on the NfCIP has ranged from 28 percent to 38 percent on a month-by-month basis 
since the inception of the Project, again a notable achievement. 

GfNfRAL fMPLOYMfNT LfVfLS AND TRAINING 

The NfCIP contributed to the economic vitality of the NfC region and the 
Nation by providing a contribution to general employment levels. In addition, 
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training programs conducted as a result of the NfCIP upgraded Amtrak's labor 
force . 

fmp 1 oyment 

At its peak, the NfCIP provided over 3,000 jobs (as shown in Figure 4-2}, 
mostly in the NFC region. Over the life of the project, the NfCIP generated a 
total of approximately 26,000 man-years of effort. 

Training Programs 

The NfCIP required a pool of skilled railway construction workers able to 
safely and economically undertake the wide range of construction assignments 
necessary to reconstruct the Corridor's physical plant. 

Because the existing railroad industry labor pool was too small to handle 
the quantity and scope of projects to be accomplished, the NfCIP in March 1976 
initiated the first of a series of training programs. During the early years of 
the Project, skills training programs received emphasis. Courses at various 
levels trained maintenance-of-way track, bridge, and building foremen; 
communications and signal employees; equipment operators; maintenance-of-way 
mechanics; and electric traction linemen. The program also taught skills in 
structural welding (for NfCIP bridge rehabilitation); track welding; operating 
rules and first aid; CPR (for maintenance-of-way employees}; and pole top rescue 
(for electric traction employees}. 

While the need for maintenance-of-way skills tra1n1ng continued throughout 
the Project, the focus of the training programs began to shift from maintenance-
of-way type craft skills toward the higher-technology electronic and electro-
mechanical skills required for support of the new signalling systems, movable 
bridges, and the highly complex centralized electrification and traffic control 
(CfTC) system. fach of these training programs introduced new skills and 
hardware to the Amtrak work force, and, in some cases, the need for entirely new 
job classifications. As part of the overall NfCIP procurements, each project 
element included within its scope of work detailed training and documentation 
requirements, thus providing Amtrak with professionally produced training 
programs. 
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Footnotes to Chapter Four 

[l] U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, "Participation of Minority and Women 
Contractors in the Northeast Corridor Improvement Project (NfClP )." 

[2] Ibid., Walter Washington transmittal letter at page 3. 

[3] lbi d •• report at page 1. 

[4] Ibid., p. 79. 

[5] Ibid. , p. 82. 
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Part II: The Potential 

Tne fir>st por>t of this r>epor>t r>ecor>ded the accomplishments of the NECIP as 

per>ce-:.ved by the passenger>, ana.lyzed the physical impr>ovements that made the 

enhanced tr>anspor>tation pr>oduct possible, and assessed AmtT'O.k'e oper>ating 

r>esults in r>ecent year>s. 

What of the futur>e? 

When the final tr>ip time impr>ovements become oper>ational, Amtr>ak. wil7. ha-.;e 

a T'O.ilr>ood of wor>ld class -- a facility capabl e of efficiently and safely 

pr>ov~ding fast, r>eliable, fr>equent, and comfor>table passenger> ser>vice. Yet the 

NEC IP, for> all its accomplishments, was never> expected to br>ing about a complete 

r>ehabilitation of ever>y major> component of the railr>oad. Neither> could the 

NECIP affot>d to r>ealize the tr>ip time dr>eams of the NEC t'l"anspor>tation planner>s 

of the late 196 0 1 s and ear>ly 1970 's. 

Ther>efor>e, Amtr>ak. (along with other> Cor>r>idor> ueer>s and affected state anC. 

local gove'l"nment agencies) will still face some NEC-r>elated pr>oblems and 

challenges in the late 1980's and beyond. Typical issues conce'l"n the electr>i fi-

cation and signalling systems in the Cor>T'idor> as well as the futur>e of thr>ough 

fr>eight ser>Vice ther>ein. Chapter> 5 shows how these matter>s can dir>ectly affect 

Amtr>ak's futur>e oper>ating and financial pr>ospects. The long-ter>rr. challenges 

facing Amtr>ak w-!. Zl r>evolve or>o~nd one centml question: how car. Arr.tr>ak iYJ c r>eaae 

its Nt~ r>ider>shi;, while impr>oving its financiaZ r>esults in the COY'Y'idaY': C'no~ 

ter> 6 explo"Y"es the t"Y"enda in tr>anspoY'tation, economics, and demogY'ophics which 

may influence AmtY'ak's ability, or> guide its cr>eative mar>keting effoY't S, to 

enila~ce patY'~nage pr>ofitably. Chapter' 7 the r. assesses the costs and ber.ef:te of 

specific appr>oaches wh ·~cii AmtY'ok may adopt as it meets the cha.ZZenge of tf:G 
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Chapter 5 

NEAR-TERM INVESTMENT CHOICES 

The NECIP, although intensive, was not a complete modernization or even a 
rebuilding of Amtrak's unique transportation resource in the NEC. Given the 
patchwork history of the Corridor, the inconsistent standards of its construc-
tion and maintenance by Amtrak's predecessors, the antiquity of many of its 
components, and the decades of neglect before 1976, such a total, simultaneous 
rebuilding would have exceeded the bounds of any reasonable budget. Instead, 
the NECIP achieved its goal -- enabling Amtrak to supply a vastly improved 
transportation product -- by applying basic principles of engineering economy. 
These principles are simple: make those investments first which yield the 
highest return, measured in this instance by product improvement. Chapter One, 
outlining the effects of the NECIP on trip time, reliability, and the passenger 
experience, amply documents the NECIP's success in setting priorities both among 
and within project elements. 

Amtrak now has the responsibility for sustaining its improved transpor-
tation product. Adhering to the new standards of service quality will, of 
course, require Amtrak to apply well-planned, efficiently organized maintenance 
efforts to its physical plant. To that purpose, the NECIP itself supplied 
Amtrak with such essential tools as up-to-date track renewal equipment, main-
tenance-of-way bases, and equipment shops. Yet Amtrak, like any large corpora-
tion, will be continually comparing its annual operating and maintenance budgets 
in specific cost areas with opportunities to make capital investments that will 
reduce future expense levels. For instance, Amtrak may find that building a new 
maintenance-of-way base at a given location will produce annual savings of a 
given dollar amount. Amtrak will compare these annual savings with the initial 
investment required, and will compare the financial return of the proposed 
maintenance base with the prospective returns of other types of promising 
projects. Similarly, Amtrak may find that replacing a given bridge would 
eliminate escalating maintenance costs, impending slow orders, or emergency 
repairs. Carefully weighing competing investment opportunities against their 
benefits and against each other, Amtrak will commit its scarce capital resources 
to those projects promising the highest yield per dollar spent. 

The NECIP, in the course of its planning and design, identified many 
investment opportunities that were of insufficient immediate National priority 
for inclusion in the NECIP itself, but that are likely to merit Amtrak's atten-
tion in the years to come. These investment opportunities fall into two cate-
gories. 

o Investments primarily intended to reduce future operating expenses or 
safeguard revenues, either by providing a predictable stream of annual cost 
savings or by avoiding possible failures of major NEC components. This chapter 
treats such opportunities. 

o Investments primarily intended to yield an improved transportation 
product in terms of trip times, reliability, and the passenger experience. Such 
investments appear in Chapter Seven. 
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Table 5-1 summarizes options for near-term investment opportunities that 
Amtrak may choose to consider. These improvements, most of which affect the 
track, bridges, and service facilities, could help Amtrak to sustain its im-
proved NEC service on an economic basis. Because these items are primarily 
routine improvements to the plant, Amtrak can decide whether to include some or 
all of them over a period of years in its regular capital improvement program 
and within the context of its entire set of investment choices. 

In addition to the project elements shown in Table 5-1, the separation of 
freight and passenger service in the NEC could be considered by Amtrak as one 
possible investment choice in the years to come. Such a separation could help 
in maintaining the improved service by removing heavy freight loadings from the 
track structure. 

WAY AND STRUCTURES 

Additional improvements in Way and Structures that may reduce future main-
tenance expenses could be considered. 

SECTION IMPROVEMENTS 

The reconfiguration of interlockings at County, Shore/Ford, Hudson/Dock, 
and Hunter would eliminate unnecessary switches and crossovers, thus reducing 
maintenance expenses. It would also relieve the congestion that can develop at 
those locations. 

TUNNELS 

Installation of evacuation and fire protection facilities (including water 
lines and lighting) in the East River tunnels in New York City, as mandated by 
the City's Fire Department. Additional major renovations of the mechanical and 
electrical systems (ventilation, drainage and pump systems) in the Hudson and 
East River tunnels would provide improved reliability in the coming years. 

BRIDGES 

Rehabilitation of bridges south of New York that have been neglected in 
past years. Not on ti)is list are "orphan" highway bridges crossing the NEC for 
which ownership and maintenance responsibility is in dispute. The maintenance 
and rehabilitation of these highway bridges will have to be addressed, although 
not necessarily by Amtrak. 
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Group 

WAY AND 
STRUCTURfS 

Table 5-1 

NfAR-TfRM lNVfSTMfNT OPPORTUNITlfS 

NOTf: Proj ects li s tea below hdve not been aeterminea to be economi cally justified. Moreover, the cost estimates 
are preliminary ones inoicating only oroers of magnituae. 

Project flement 

Section lmprovements 

Tunnels 

Brioges 

Track Improvements 

Description 

Reconfigure County, Shore/Fora, 
HuOson/Dock, ano Hunter lnterlockings. 

Group Total 

Install New York (fast River) 
tunnel evacuation ana fire 
protection faci li ties. 
New York (fast River) Tunnel 
electrical dnd mechanical 
rehabilitation. 

Group Total 

Brioges south of New York 
(including Hi-L i ne ) . 

Union ano Warren Street 
Bridges. 

Group Total 

102.8 track miles of concrete 
ties, continuous weloea rail 
(CWR) ana undercutting be tween 
Wdshington and New York. 

Renew 120.l track miles of existing 
CWR with new CWR on concre te tie 
track betw~en Washi ngton ana 
New York. 

High s~eea surfacing, rehdbil1tation 
of int~rlockings, roaobeo stdbil i 2a-
ti on, unaercutting. 

Group Total 

Continu~a on next page 

Preliminary 
FRA Cost 
f s timates 

(1984 S Mi I ) 

S25 

18 

6 

25 

53 

5 

58 

60 

33 

43 

136 



POWfR & 
CONTROL 

SfRVICf 
FACll !TlfS 

STATIONS 

Project flement 

flectri fication 

Signaling ana 
train control 

New York Service 
Faci 1 i tY 

HOW Bases 

Philaaelphia 30th 
Street Station 

TABlf 5-1 (Continued ) 

Oescription 

Make cost-effective investment 
to assure steady power supply 
ana reduce maintenance costs. 

Group Total 

Install reverse signaling 
between PhilJdelphia and 
Morrisville on number 2 and 
3 tracks. 

Replace obsolete mecnanically locked 
interlockings with remotely controlled 
interlocki ngs, provide bi-directional 
signals on all rema i ning main tracks 
and provide compatibility witn a 60Hz 
electric traction system. 

fxtend centralized traffic control 
to reauce operating costs: 
Between Wilmington & Philadelphia 
Between Philadelphia & New Rochelle 

Group Total 

Rehabilitate and expand service 
facility, proviae enclosed car washer 
and track renewa ls . 

Provide MOW bases at Pnilaaelphia, 
Sunnyside and Cedar Hill . 

Group Total 

Upgrade antiquated structural / 
electr ical /mechanical systems. 

Facility neeaea to proviae parking 
for r i ders of Ai rport line ana bus 
as well as Amtrak. 

Group Tota 1 

Preliminary 
FRA Con 
fstimate 

(1984 S Mi 1 l 

SI22 

122 

13 

290 

5 
21 

329 

21 

12 

33 

13 

6 

19 



TRACK 

As shown in Table 5-1, identified track improvements would consist of 102.8 
miles of concrete ties, continuous welded rail (CWR) and undercutting between 
Washington and New York, 120 miles of new CWR on concrete tie track between 
Washington and New York, and high speed surfacing, interlocking rehabilitation, 
and roadbed stabilization. Taken as a group, these improvements would essen-
tially complete the program of providing high quality concrete tie track on the 
designated high speed tracks between Washington and New York, thus permitting 
the maintenance of uniformly high ride quality at minimum annual expense. Am-
trak could also evaluate a thorough rehabilitation of interlockings that were 
not included in the NECIP as a way of maintaining ride quality on an economic 
basis. Roadbed stabilization and undercutting in selected areas would also 
serve the same purpose. 

POWER AND CONTROL 

The electrical systems in the NEC, installed from 50 to 60 years ago, have 
become outmoded technically and deteriorated physically. Although the NECIP 
lacked sufficient funds to deal with these systems thoroughly, they will require 
intense study by Amtrak and, in some instances, may require significant 
investments on the part of all Corridor users. 

ELECTRIFICATION 

Between New Haven, New York City, and Washington, the NEC is electrified: 
an intricate system of overhead wires provides motive power in the form of 
electricity to the trains. (Between Boston and New Haven, Amtrak must use 
Diesel locomotives, which generate their own power.) The New York -- Washington 
portion of the electric traction system poses a particularly complex set of 
institutional, technical, operational, and financial problems. The system 
powers intercity trains operated by Amtrak and commuter trains operated by 
regional and state authorities; it is integrated with similar systems on 
commuter branch lines; it is technically nonstandard and uses a special type of 
electric current; it contains antiquated components that are prone to failure 
and expensive to replace; its further deterioration could hamper efficient 
operations, lead to higher operating costs, and reduce revenues; and its renewal 
or modernization may cost well over one hundred million dollars, the allocation 
of which among users will engender considerable controversy. 

Because of all the institutional complexities and high costs attendant on 
this issue, the NECIP could not make major investments in electrification. This 
section provides background and discusses the alternatives for the electric 
traction system on the NEC that were gathered by the FRA during its nine-year 
role as NECIP manager. 

Technical Background 

Between 1928 and 1935, the Pennsylvania Railroad (PRR) completed one of the 
outstanding American engineering achievements of the early 20th century: the 
electrification of the New York-Washington portion of the NEC. This was part of 
an even larger scheme to electrify all high-density freight, intercity 
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passenger. and commuter lines east of Harrisburg. The PRR designed its massive 
electrification as a unit so that it was (and is) difficult to compartmentalize 
the system in the subsequent fragmentation of the railroad among commuter, 
intercity passenger, and freight owners and operators. 

Essentially, the electrification project dealt with two elements: power 
generation and supply to the railroad, and power distribution to the trains. 

Power Generation and Supply 

Due to the constraints on locomotive design early in this century, the 
Pennsylvania Railroad built its system at a frequency of 25 cycles per second 
(Hz) rather than at what was to become the commercially standard 60 Hz. The 
railroad had to contract with power companies in the Corridor for special 25 Hz 
generators, sometimes shared with other transportation companies. 

After more than 50 years of service, this system of power generation is 
deteriorating rapidly. After one of the three generators supplying the local 
New York area disintegrated, the two remaining generators were removed from 
service when major fatigue cracks were found. Fortunately, temporary connections 
could be made to a few remaining 25 Hz generators whose load had been reduced by 
recent conversions of subway rectifiers to the 60 Hz commercial power supply. 
The replacement generators are nearly as old as the ones that failed. Conrail's 
conversion of all electrified freight service to Diesel power has assisted 
Amtrak in coping with the power generation problem. 

The railroad has five points of 25 Hz power supply south of New York City 
with 10 generators actually supplying power. Four generators in Philadelphia 
have been removed from service within the last 15 years due to age-related 
problems. All of the remaining 10 generators are 50 to 60 years old and have 
been experiencing an increasing number of age-related problems. The 25 Hz power 
is sent over a railroad-owned 138,000 volt transmission line to more than 30 
substations where the voltage is reduced to about 12,000 volts for use on the 
catenary. These substations contain transformers and circuit breakers that are 
between 50 and 60 years old and failing with increasing frequency. 

This degradation will have two kinds of effects on electrification users: 

o As generators and substations continue to deteriorate. maintenance 
expenses will grow. Amtrak and the commuter authorities will experience this 
growth directly at their own facilities, and indirectly through power rate 
increases from the electric companies. 

o If past trends continue. there is a possibility of generator and trans-
former failures that could detract from service reliability at best, and cause 
service stoppages at worst (particularly if two or more pieces of electrical 
equipment fail simultaneously). 
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Photo 5-1 

Corroded electric traction transformer. Its condition is typical of 
many components of the half-century old electric power system on the 
Corridor. 
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Power Distribution 

In contrast to the generators and transformers that supply power to the 
railroad, the catenary system, which distributes power to the trains, is in 
relatively good condition from Washington to New York and can last for many more 
decades with appropriate maintenance. 

Between New York and New Haven, the situation is reversed. The local 
authorities have assured a stable future power supply by converting the New 
Rochelle -- New Haven sector from an old 25 Hz, 11 kV system to 60 Hz, 12.5 kV, 
a conversion which the NECIP is extending to cover the Amtrak-owned link between 
Harold Interlocking in Queens and New Rochelle. However, the catenary system 
from New York to New Haven used standard steel messenger wire which is heavily 
corroded and failing. The NECIP has funded catenary replacement from New York 
to New Rochelle, while the States of New York and Connecticut are planning to 
replace the catenary from New Rochelle to New Haven. 

Institutional Background 

The deterioration of the NEC power supply affects electric traction users 
on the NEC, owners and operators of electrified lines interlinked with the NEC, 
governmental agencies with financial and other relationships to electrification 
users, and the power companies. Table 5-2 lists many of the affected parties. 
Owing to this complex skein of institutional interests in NEC electrification, 
any detailed specification and evaluation of alternatives will require joint 
study by Amtrak and interested agencies at appropriate levels of government, and 
any financial plan for implementation will necessitate joint participation. 
Such concerted decisions have proven difficult. Nevertheless, a failure to 
conduct a joint study and to proceed with a solution will imply a selection of 
the status quo alternative (see below), with its own costs and risks. 

Sample Alternatives 

The following three alternatives now exist for dealing with the NEC 
electrification dilemma. Further engineering work would doubtless produce 
additional creative solutions. 

Alternative l: Status Quo 

This alternative would simply treat the system as an ongoing maintenance 
problem, and would repair failures as they arise, on an emergency basis, and 
with whatever spare parts are at hand. For any evaluation of this alternative, 
minimum information needs would be as follows: 

o Future maintenance costs for the existing system. 

o Probability of failures of major system components, both singly and in 
combination; cost and service impact of those failures. 
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Agency/Conpany 

Amtrak 

COlllllUter Authorities : 

Sout heastern Pennsylvania 
Transportation Authority {SEPTA) 
and New Jersey Transit (NJT) 

Maryland Department of Transportation 
(MOOT) 

Federal Agencies of U.S.D.O.T. 

Urban Mdss Transportation 
A~inistration (UMTA) 

Federal Railroad AdMinistration 

Conrail 

Power CO!Rpanies 

Table 5-2 

INSTITUTIONS CONCERNED WITH NEC ELECTRIFICATION SOUTH OF NEW YORK 

Role 

Owns and operates NEC main l ine and 
portion of Harrisburg-Phi l adel phia 
passenger l i ne. 
Operates colTllluter service for Maryland 
DOT 

Operate frequent colTllluter services on 
NEC main line 

Own and operate conrnuter branch lines 
that are linked to various degrees with 

NEC electric traction system 

Contracts with Amtrak for operati on of a 
small corrrnuter service between Baltimore 
and Washington 

Has provided operating and capital funding 
to conrnuter agencies 

Manager of NECIP 

Presently operates dieselized freight service 
over Amtrak's NEC 

Provide power to Amtrak for distribution over 
NEC electrified lines 

L1kely Concerns 

Si gnificant total investment 
required under al l alternatives for 
f ixed plant (most vehicles are 
al ready compatible with all 
alternatives) 

Signi ficant total i nvestment required 
under all alternatives for fixed plant 

Some alternatives would require conversions 
of vehicles (costs would vary between 
agencies and among vehicle series) 

(Same concerns as Amtrak, although wi th 
lesser exposure ) 

Corrrnuter authority exposure to fun ding require-
ment for both fixed plant investment (on NEC 
and on branches) and vehicle replacement/ 
modi f f cati on 

Amtrak's potential investment needs for fixed 
plant 

Would depend on Conrail's future plans for re-use 
or conti nued non-use of electric traction 

Future of remaf ning 25 cycle generating facil it1es 
and investments to assure NEC power supply at 
either 25 cycles or coll11lercial frequency 



o The present ability of Amtl~ak, the commuter agencies, and the power 
companies to deal with system fail~res in terms of inventories of spare parts 
and major components; lag times and costs to produce such components in the 
event of inventory shortages. 

Alternative 2: Rebuild the Existing System in Kind 

Nonstandard and outmoded though it may be, the existing system has proven 
its technical soundness over the past fifty and more years. If the PRR elec-
trification at 25 cycles can be shown to provide fully adequate power for future 
NEC traffic densities and characteristics at reasonable operating and 
maintenance costs, and if the total investment required over time to 
rebuild and rehabilitate its components systematically can be shown to be less 
than that of other options, then this alternative might prove viable. Proper 
study of Alternative 2 would require detailed engineering inspections of and 
estimates for the existing system. 

Alternative 3: Replace with Commercial Power (60 cycles) 

The NECIP completed about one-half of the conceptual and design work 
prerequisite to a complete replacement of the PRR power supply system with 
commercial power. Existing studies show that conversion of the New York-
Washington segment to modern commercial power at 60 Hz would involve building 12 
substations at an estimated cost of $50 million. Amtrak's equipment is already 
capable of accepting the new frequency and voltage; conversion of the commuter 
cars used by the New Jersey Department of Transportation and SEPTA and built 
since 1960 to dual power capability is estimated to cost $72 million. This 
total conversion of all modern commuter equipment to dual power (11 Kv 25 Hz or 
25 Kv 60 Hz) capability would permit the commuter agencies involved to use their 
fleet of cars without regard to what power is available on which route. 

The recent experience of Metro North in its conversion of the New Rochelle 
-- New Haven segment to commercial power (albeit at 12.5 kV) may provide useful 
corroborative data for these estimates. 

Because of the advancing deterioration of the NEC power supply south of New 
York, and the resulting maintenance cost escalations and risks of service 
disruption, the institutions concerned should conduct a joint, impartial, 
comprehensive analysis of the total long-term public costs and benefits of 
alternatives similar to those outlined above. The study would subject all 
alternatives to a uniform financial test (such as net present value). In a 
second phase, such a study would develop an implementation strategy addressing 
mechanisms for achieving the desired outcome and equitable cost allocations 
among user agencies, each of which should pay its own way. The completion of 
such a study would allow all the parties to know the costs and risks involved in 
each option, and would at the very least allow them to develop contingency plans 
and budgets to deal with the status quo alternative. 
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SIGNALING AND TRAIN CONTROL 

The NECIP provided installation of a modern, remotely controlled signal 
system on major portions of the Corridor. The segment from Washington to 
Wilmington will be completely modernized and will al so be provided with a highly 
efficient CfTC system. A fully modernized signal system employing CTC will also 
be installed between Cranston, Rhode Island and South Station in Boston. 

At other locations, the Corridor retains 25 mechanically locked interlock-
ings which are among the most complex and expensive in North America. Among 
these are Penn Station, New York; Newark, New Jersey Station; Rahway, New Jersey 
Station; Trenton, New Jersey Station; New Haven Station and several large 
junctions in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. In the course of initial design work, 
the NfCIP developed, but ultimately lacked the funds to implement, plans to deal 
with the remaining 50- to 80-year-old signal equipment. 

This old apparatus is designed to be fail safe; that is, a failure will 
result in the display of a more restrictive signal. This action will cause 
trains to be delayed and on-time performance to suffer, but it will be safe. 
Some of the old mechanical interlocking systems are prone to jam due to worn 
parts or dirt in the mechanisms. Jamming will cause train delays, but safety 
should not suffer. 

In conjunction with the electrification study, Amtrak and other parties to 
NEC operations should consider jointly conducting a comprehensive study of the 
signal system to determine the actions necessary both in the n~ar future and 
over the long term to ensure a safe and efficient signaling system. Such a 
study could address the projected costs of maintaining the existing signal 
system, the probability of failures and impact on safety and cost, and a "pre-
sent value" comparative analysis of various levels of near-term programs versus 
a phased implementation of a cooperative general signal plan analogous to the 
original NECIP signal program. That program called for making every inter-
locking remotely controllable with relay locking, expanding CETC to cover the 
rest of the Corridor, providing bi-directional signals on all tracks, providing 
compatibility with a 60 Hz electric traction system, and ultimately activating a 
more efficient and safe seven-aspect cab signal system. 

Long- term planning for the signal system would have to take into considera-
tion the present and future needs of all users. In the intri cate multiple track 
territory north of Wilmington, each major location (prominent examples are 
Pennsylvania Station, New York, and Zoo Interlocking, Philadelphia) would re-
quire years of cooperative study by all users to develop a coordinated plan for 
operations, track, and signals, and a staging plan to implement the se changes 
under heavy traffic. 

Once the NEC users agree on a general, cohesive plan for all major stations 
and junctions, the future of less complex intermediate interlockings will follow 
suit. Therefore, while the original NfCIP signal plan provides the best 
surrogate available for estimating the cost of additional signal improvements, 
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Photo 5- 2 

Hand-operated interlock ing connected to swi tches by pipes, vi ntage 1906. 
The NECIP converted some , but by no means al l, of these an tiquated 
facilities to modern electric operation . 
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firm estimates will have to await the outcome of the cooperative process 
described above. 

Extrapolation of cost data on the original NECIP signal program and appli-
cation to the remaining work of appropriate inflation factors indicates that the 
remaining NECIP plan signal work would cost in the vicinity of $290 million. 
This amount would cover the signal work only and would not pay for any related 
track reconfigurations. It would be relatively easy to add CETC to the rest of 
the Corridor after the above signal work is done in the field. Extending the 
Philadelphia CETC from Wilmington, Delaware, to New Rochelle, New York, is 
projected to cost about $26 million over and above the $290 million for signals. 
With support from the NECIP, Amtrak and the Long Island Rail Road are developing 
further improvements to the signal system in the Penn Station -- Queens area 
which would ultimately be compatible with CETC. 

SERVICE FACILITIES 

The rehabilitation and expansion of the New York service facility at 
Sunnyside Yard, which was deleted from the NECIP, would provide a terminal 
facility for more efficient maintenance of Amtrak rolling stock and is another 
option which Amtrak could evaluate. The New York facility, after completion, 
would provide state-of-the-art capability to maintain and service the equipment 
indoors. At present, work at Sunnyside is done outdoor5 throughout the yard, an 
incongruity for a modern high speed passenger railroad. 

FREIGHT/PASSENGER SEPARATION 

To preserve ride qual1ty on the NEC at a reasonable cost, and to upgrade 
still further the safety and reliability of intercity passenger operations, 
Amtrak may wish to facilitate the removal of some or all through freight service 
from the Corridor south of New York. (The Boston -- New York portion carries 
insignificant through freight volumes.) This section describes the existing 
freight operation in the Corridor, reviews its effects on passenger service, 
presents some options for its removal, and assesses the costs and benefits of 
those options. 

FREIGHT SERVICE IN THE CORRIDOR 

Amtrak's NEC main line has always carried important volumes of freight. 
At the local level, the NEC and its branches have attracted much industry; most 
of these local services, provided by Conrail, will continue indefinitely. Most 
of the freight tonnage on the NEC, however, is intercity in nature; over the 
years, the Corridor became a standard route for freight from the Southeast and 
Midwest to the large cities of the Middle Atlantic and Northeastern states. 
Parallel lines exist to serve much of this intercity freight traffic: CSX has 
its own line from Washington to the Philadelphia region; Norfolk Southern (NS) 
has direct access to the Hagerstown, Maryland area; at Philadelphia and Hagers-
town, Conrail has its own high quality lines connecting to most Northeastern 
points while avoiding the NEC main line. Most of Conrail's own Midwestern 
traffic to New York and New England, formerly routed via Philadelphia, Trenton, 
and the NEC, now proceeds via the upgraded line through Reading and Allentown, 
Pennsylvania, far removed from the Corridor. 
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Progress to date suggests that the freight problem on the Corridor is by no 
means insoluble. Owing to recent merger activity in the railroad industry, and 
to the upgrading of parallel routes in the NEC region, freight car-miles on the 
Corridor have declined by about two-fifths from their 1977 levels. Delays 
experienced by freight trains on the NEC, where passenger trains have dis-
patching priority. have encouraged the freight railroads to make use of the new 
and upgraded alternate routings. Yet the freight tonnage reduction in the NEC 
has been unevenly distributed (Figure 5-1): although freight has fallen to a 
fraction of its 1977 volume north of Philadelphia, it has persisted at a high 
level south of that city. In fact, between Baltimore and Perryville, Maryland, 
freight in 1983 accounted for nearly five times the gross tonnage generated by 
Amtrak's passenger operations (Figure 5-2), and an analogous imbalance exists 
over the entire southern half of the 224-mile New York -- Washington route. 

EFFECTS ON PASSENGER SERVICE 

This disproportionate freight tonnage over the Nation's only high speed 
passenger railroad has implications for passenger comfort, economics, safety, 
and reliability. 

Comfort and Economics 

To provide high speed service with satisfactory ride quality requires 
Amtrak to maintain its track to very precise geometric tolerances. Yet freight 
tonnage -- with its high axle loadings, often imperfectly trued wheels 
maintained by scores of owners, and unit trains with their particular dynamics 
-- subjects the track to daily punishment far greater than that inflicted by 
passenger service. In 1983, Amtrak installed a wheel impact detection system 
(see Chapter 2 and Appendix 0) at a Maryland track location which experiences 
heavy freight and passenger traffic. The purpose of the installation was to 
identify cars with unacceptable wheels so that Amtrak could take appropriate 
corrective action. Based on the detection system output, Figure 5-3 
demonstrates that freight produces from eighty to nearly one hundred percent of 
the unacceptable loadings on the track structure. (Amtrak is now studying a 
possible increase in the number of wheel impact detectors so as to reduce the 
number of unacceptable freight cars entering the Corridor.) 

Owing to this daily freight-induced degradation, to the need to keep tracks 
open for operations and to the practical limitations on Amtrak's maintenance 
forces and equipment, Amtrak cannot perpetually maintain all its track to the 
precise geometric levels requisite to optimally comfortable high speed passenger 
service. Even if Amtrak had the resources to perform such frequent and 
intensive maintenance, the cost would be high. Therefore, to the extent that 
freight tonnage is reduced, Amtrak will be able to sustain its high quality 
track structure on a more economic basis and to more exacting geometric 
tolerances than at present. 

In addition to promoting better ride quality and lowering Amtrak's annual 
cost to maintain its track to the Class 6 (high speed passenger) standards of 
FRA's Office of Safety, the removal of significant freight traffic would permit 
Amtrak to rationalize its plant by eliminating track and switches solely dedi-
cated to freight service. Such a rationalization would lead to still greater 
maintenance economies in the future. 
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PERCENT OF WHEEL LOAD IMPACTS OVER 60,000 POUNDS 
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Safety and Reliability 

Whereas Amtrak has total control over the maintenance level of its own 
equipment, it cannot control the scores of owners of freight cars and locomo-
tives operating over the Corridor. Neither (from an economic and time point of 
view) can it subject every piece of non-Amtrak equipment to a complete safety 
inspection, including nondestructive testing of wheels, axles, and other com-
ponents, prior to its entry onto Corridor trackage. The Corridor indeed con-
tains many features, such as hotbox and dragging equipment detectors, to avoid 
catastrophic freight derailments; yet the potential remains for freight-related 
safety problems, which could adversely affect intercity passenger and commuter 
trains. 

On-time performance of Amtrak trains would likewise benefit from the 
removal of freight. Amtrak's train planning unit in Philadelphia carefully 
coordinates the schedules of intercity passenger, commuter, and freight trains 
with the local authorities and with Conrail and the D&H. Nevertheless, the 
divergent speed, acceleration, and braking characteristics of passenger and 
freight trains create a potential for serious interference among services. 
While passenger trains normally have priority, the nature of mixed railroad 
operations will sometimes lead to situations in which freight delays snarl the 
entire system. The separation of freight from passenger trains would therefore 
lead to greater reliability for passenger services. 

OPTIONS FOR FREIGHT/PASSENGER SEPARATION 

Essentially, two complementary approaches exist for the removal of freight 
from the NEC: (1) traffic diversion by market forces, and (2) Amtrak 
initiatives to shed freight tonnage. Because freight traffic patterns reflect 
the institutional structure of the railroad industry, significant traffic 
diversion has already taken place owing to the deregulation and mergers of 
recent years and Conrail 1s massive upgrading of its own lines in the NEC region. 
A natural consequence of the proposed purchase of Conrail by NS would be the 
diversion of still more through traffic to the Shenandoah Valley route via 
Roanoke, Virginia, Hagerstown, Maryland, and Harrisburg, Pennsylvania (Figure 5-
4). To supplement these independent actions of the freight railroads, Amtrak 
might actively work with Conrail or its successor, the D&H, the Chessie System, 
or others, to foster the transfer of significant portions of through freight 
traffic from the NEC to the parallel Chessie line, an approach which could 
require capital investments. The first approach, reflecting many private 
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decisions, is not within the province of this report; the latter approach, 
involv~ng an active Amtrak role, merits further consideration here. 

Figure 5-5 is a schematic displaying all the scheduled Conrail and D&H 
freight trains in the Corridor. These operations are complex because they 
involve different types of trains (general freight. piggyback. mail/express, 
locals. and unit coal) originating and terminating at many points (some as far 
away as Chicago and St. Louis). entering and leaving the Corridor at various 
locations, and occasionally stopping at certain yards along the NEC to switch 
cars. 

By comparing the service pattern depicted in Figure 5-5 with the existing 
physical facilities of and connections between the Amtrak and Chessie routes, 
FRA has developed a set of hypothetical options for removing progressively 
greater proportions of freight traffic from the Corridor. (For convenience. 
each option groups a number of related items together; some of these items might 
ultimately be grouped differently to form intermediate steps.) Table 5-3 
summarizes the options in terms of their physical contents. the trains affected 
(by ultimate origin/destination and by entrance/exit locations on the Corridor), 
and the tonnage removed. Typical items included are capacity improvements to 
the Chessie System and connections between Conrail and Chessie facilities. 

Between New York and Washington, Amtrak now has no highway grade crossings; 
the Chessie has 63. In response to community reactions in the course of past 
analyses of this topic, Option (b) provides for the relocation of the Chessie 
System in Newark, Delaware, with the removal of three crossings there. In all 
options, sixty crossings would remain. Although these crossings would receive 
modern flashing signals and gates, diversion of Conrail and D&H freight to the 
Chessie System could raise the issues of increased safety risks and interference 
with highway traffic flows. 

To determine the feasibility and cost of a given option would require a 
very complex analysis of its positive and negative impacts on Conrail and the 
Chessie System in terms of engineering, operations, and economics. With regard 
to Chessie 1s capacity constraints, for example, all the options assume 
sufficient capacity in Chessie 1s tunnels through Baltimore to handle the freight 
trains transferred from the NEC. This assumption would require detailed 
validation or the development of remedial actions. some of which might prove 
expensive (a new Baltimore tunnel under Presstman Street could cost on the order 
of $250 million, for instance). The possible improvements to Conrail in 
northern New Jersey in Option (c) could affect that carrier's operations by 
making some movements more circuitous. Thus. if further study were to confirm 
the technical and operational feasibility of an option. the economic 
implications would require evaluation by the carriers involved. Such economic 
issues are beyond the scope of this report, which confines itself to very 
preliminary capital cost estimates. 

Table 5-4 presents the capital costs of the options, which are arranged as 
much as possible in order of decreasing benefits (ton-miles removed) per 
investment dollar. The last column summarizes the effects of this arrangement: 
whereas Option (a) removes 29 gross ton-miles annually per initial dollar of 
capital cost, Option (h) diverts only 2 ton-miles per dollar. 
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TABLE 5-3 
OPTIONS FOR TRANSFER OF NEC FREIGHT TRAFFIC TO PARALLEL CSX LINE 

Option Descrfptfona 

(al Construct connection between Conrail's Port Deposit 
Branch and the cs3 1!14in line to the south at Afk~n, MD 
(near Perryville) ; capacity frnproveJients to CSX between 
Washington, D.C. and Aiken, MD including improved Junction 

Nuatier 
of 

Trains 

at Hyattsville, II() 6 

(bl I111prove tracks no. •zero• and "Five" on NEC 1114in line between 
Zoo, Shore, and Holmes Interlockings 1n northern Philadelphia. 8 

(cl Conrail improvements at Linden, NJ and Metuchen, NJ and line 
fMprovements between these points and Oak Island Yard , 2 
Newark. , MJ . 2 

(dl Option (a) plus : Bypass of Newark, DE on CSX line; connec-
tion betlteen CSX and Conrail's West Philadelphia Elevated 
lfne at Gr~s Ferry in south Philadelphia ; clearance fmprove-

l 

mtnts on Conrail's lfne in Philadelphia . 3 

(el Option (d) plus : Connection between CSX and Conrail's B~ 
View Yerd in Belti111>re; additional capacity improveJientse 
to CSX. 

(f} Option (e) plus : Connection between Conrail's Port Deposit 
Branch and the CSX 11afn line to the north at Aiken, HO; grade-
separated connection between new Chessfe bypass at Newark., DE 
and Conrafl'i line to Delmarva; additional capacity fmprove-
111ents to CS~ between Aiken, MD and Newark. , OE . 

5 
1 
1 
7 

4 

4 
B" 

Trains Removedb by Routing 

End 
Point Yarde 

Alexandria, VA 

Harrisburgr,q 

Harri sburg~ 
Harri sburg 

Alexandria , YA 

Baltimore, MO 
Alexandria, VA 
Alexandria, VA 

Harrisburg, PA 

Harrisburg, PA 

Train Routing 
Portion via NEC 

Between And 

Landover, MO Perryville, MD 

Zoo (PA)m Shore (PA)m 

Trenton, llJP L fnden, Ill 
Trenton, NJP Lane (NJ}" 

Landover, MD Philadelphia, PA 

B~ l/Lj Perryvf 11 e, MD 
Landover, MD9 Perryville, MD 
Landover, Mo9 Philadelphia, PA 

Perryvflle, MD Newark, DE 

Perry vi 11 e, MD Ragan (DE)k 

End 
Point Yarde 

Harrisburg, PAf 

Ca1Rden, Ill 

Oak Island (NJ l" 
Oak Island (NJ )n 

Albany, NYh 

Harrisburg, PA f 
Pf ttsburgh , PA 
Allentown, PA 

Del11arva points 

Wf hni ngton, DE 

(g) Option (f) plus : Add second track to Conrail/CSX connectfon 
at Gr~s FerrY fn south Philadelphia; additional CSX capacity 
i11prove11entse between Wilmington, OE and Phfladelphfa . 

2 
2 
lf 

Wfl 1111 ngton , OE 
Alexandria , VA 

W11 mi ngton , DE 
Landover, MD 

54th Street (PA)~ Callden, NJ 
Lane (PA)" Meadows Yard (NJ)" 

(h) Make specfffc chenges to provide alternate (non-NEC) local 
freight service and rationalize trackage and facilities 
within NEC accordingly. 

19 
( loca 1 ) 

Specific local trains operating prf1111rily within 
Landover-Wilmington segnient of Corridor 

r ootllotes : 
• - Appuctlll [ Pl"O'fl•• fu..U.r •i.1h Oft tllt ptu>s1 c1l dtscr1ptl0ft of each option. 
~ - lMM ire 41111)' tr11n1 la f• openu leu freqlj~tly) 1n bot/I dtrecttOfts . 
c - lard M••: Aleundrt1, YA: PotoHc; ~1Tlsbur9, PA: Enoh; A1w111, ll't: s.n1rt ; h1tt90l"t, 110: a.,. Yth; Pittsburgh, PA: Coaw.,.; 

llll•ln9t4", OE : Edgemor; tmdtn, llJ : Puont1 . 
• - At • cost of $6 •1111on leu, tllt connection betw~n Amtrak ind CSX could be constr\ICttd 1t O&ttngton, 110, • •tlts south of the 

Susquefl&MA lh..- 9,.ld9f. This would, howen,., lHYe Ml"Y freight traffic oa the 2-tr•ct brld9f, • Corridor bottlt11Kl. 
t - ~1111cl'1 1111>rowtmnts to csx• lnclu• ~g,.•ded tl"lcl, structu,.., lnurloctlng, stgNl, and co•ainlclttons f•cll 1tlts H 1pproprhu. 
f - And points nortll ind wn. 
I - Stopping •t a.,. YI .. Yard, l•ltf.o,.., to witch c1ri 

h - Aho· Allet1'-, PA 
J - laltl•,.., II> 
l - 1111•1 n9t0ft, DE 
• - l'lllh•lplll• , PA 
" - lltwrt , llJ 
P - Morris lnurloctln9 
q - As well u ll[C points soutll of Pllll1•lplll1 
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TABLE 5-4 

ANALYSIS a: FREIGHT TRANSFER OPTIONS 
(Based on Scheduled Freight Trains only in 1985) 

Fref2ht Re11eved Gross Ton-Mfles Re90ved 
tunilaihe Rell\ll1nin~ Fre1f!t ln1t1al C1pftal Cost Annually per Dollar 

oetfon1•b 
Incre11e3tal 

f«iTHd 
Percent of ercen of (Mfllfons of Dollars) of Ca~ftal Cost 

f«iTH Total MGTMd of Total Increinenh 1 tu .. laflve lncrementa tu111Jl1tive 

Exfstfng sftu1tfon 0 0 0 3474 100 0 0 0 0 

(a) Afken (southbound) connect1onc 893 893 26 2581 74 23 23 39 39 

{b) NEC f11prove.nts fn northern 
Phfl1delphf11 88 981 28 2493 72 3 26 29 38 

{c) Conrail f11prove11ents f n 
northern Hew Jersey 257 1238 36 2236 64 13 39 20 32 

{d) Hew1rt, DE bypass and 
Ph11adelphfa connection 523 1761 51 1713 49 34 73 15 24 

(e) 8-.y Y1ew connectf onc 613 2374 68 1100 32 88 161 7 15 

(f) Afken (northbound) and ae Hewart, DE connecttonsc 382 2756 7g 718 21 48 209 13 

(g) Upgraded Ph11adelphfa 
connect tone 473 3229 93 245 7 25 234 19e 14 

(h) Local freight and 
r1tf ona lf z1t1on 245 3474 100 0 0 110 344 2 10 

Notes: 
a See Table 5-3 for fuller descrtptfon 
b This table treats 111 options as cu•ulat1ve: they assu•e completion of all previous options. "Incremental" figures 111erely represent the 1dd1tion1l 

cost and benefits of a g1ven optfon over 111 the previous options. 
~ Includes 1ddftton1l Chesste c1pacft,y 1Nprovenent 

Million gross ton-•11es 
e This option 111pe1rs here on the 11st because, despite fts relatively hfgh fncre~ental payoff, ft requires the prfor co•pletion of less re•uner1tfve 

options. 
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Chapter Six 

TRANSPORTATION TRENDS ANO PROJECTIONS IN THE NEC 

Past studies of intercity transportation in the NEC [l] have traditional-
ly projected burgeoning travel demand, pointed to growing congestion in the 
highway and air modes, emphasized the unused capacity and benign environmental 
characteristics of rail, and concluded that investments in high-speed rail 
would offer an attractive solution to the mobility dilemma of the Northeastern 
megalopolis. In funding the NECIP. the Congress endorsed that argument to the 
extent of $2.19 billion. Yet the traditional line of reasoning merits careful 
scrutiny now, for two reasons. First. the Congress has mandated such an 
evaluation as part of this report. Second, as Chapter Seven indicates. 
opportunities exist to further improve rail transportation in the NEC, partic-
ularly between Boston and New York. This chapter therefore analyzes some of 
the concepts underpinning the traditional justification for NEC investments. 
Questions explored are: 

Has improved rail service attracted the patronage promised in past NEC 
demand projections? If not, why not, and what lessons does this offer for 
future planning? 

Will total travel demand continue to grow by the year 2000? 

What will be the characteristics of that increased demand -- will it be 
susceptible to rail competition, or will it gravitate naturally to other modes? 

Will the airlines and highways be able to cope with future demand 
increases? 

RAIL DEMAND -- PROJECTIONS AND REALITY 

In the 1960's and 19701s, efforts to project intercity travel demand in 
the Northeast Corridor, by mode and in total, consumed millions of Federal 
dollars and produced sophisticated technical advances in transportation fore-
casting. Simply put, the conclusions of these studies as they relate to this 
report were two: first, passenger traffic in the NEC would grow substantial-
ly; second, improved rail would attract significantly increasing numbers of 
riders, thus allowing the Nation to defer committing resources to environment-
ally disruptive and politically controversial highway and airport construc-
tion. 

The lack of a detailed transportation census for the NEC in the 1980's 
effectively prevents more than a cursory critique of the first conclusion (see 
the next section). With regard to the second conclusion, Amtrak's ridership 
statistics thus far permit only the most preliminary evaluation, for several 
reasons: the new NEC product has not yet been in place long enough to attract 
its full market share; trip times now in effect do not consistently equate to 
those assumed by the models; and Amtrak must compete within a newly deregulated 
travel environment. As a result, rail in the 1980's has only begun to attract 
the ridership increases foreseen in the 1960's and 1970's. For example, in 
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1977, demand models developed under contract to the Federal Railroad Administra-
tion (FRA) forecast 14.7 million passengers over a com~leted NfC main line in FY 
1982~ in reality, only 9.5 million riders materialized over a line still in the 
throes of construction. By 1984, with the trip time im~rovements still not 
fully operational, actual main line ridership had grown to 9.8 million -- still 
only two-thirds of the projection for a finished system in 1982 [2]. 

On the assumption that the inner workings of the models themselves were 
conceptually ~roper, three factors may be adduced as causing the inconclusive 
resu 1 ts thus far : 

DfLAYfD TRAVflfR RfSPONSf 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, although most NfCIP elements were substan-
tially complete at the end of the 1984 work season, some remaining ~rojects 
incorporating u~ to thirteen minutes in trip-time savings south of New York, 
and u~ to eleven minutes north, are not yet finished. The forecast model, on 
the other hand, assumed a 1982 completion date. Thus, the product has not had 
the time to "catch on" with the public that the models would have assumed. 
Moreover, memories of the tem~orary service deterioration during the height of 
NfCIP construction (1979-81) remain fresh in travelers' minds and still inhibit 
ridership growth. 

Nevertheless, recent monthly volume figures reveal that, as the NfCIP has 
approached completion and as the product has improved, ~assenger-miles have 
indeed increased (Figure 6-1). In fact, for the fiscal year ending 
September 1984, passenger-miles in four crucial markets were nine percent 
higher than for FY 1983. The same trend ~ersisted into FY 1985: over the seven 
months ending A~ril 1985, the same four markets generated 23 percent more 
passenger miles than in the comparable ~eriod two years earlier. This emerging 
pattern suggests that rail ~atronage will continue to grow as the NfCIP com-
pletes the last of its trip-time im~rovements and as the public becomes aware of 
the better service and forgets not just the longer schedules of the 1979-81 era 
but also the preceding decades of declining service quality and poor 
reliability. 

THf RAIL PRODUCT AND ITS PRICING VIS-A-VIS OTHfR MODfS 

The demand models of the late 1970's assumed a rail product even more 
appealing to passengers than that available either at the end of 1984 or at 
the completion of the NfCIP in 1986. For instance, although the best tri~ 
times between New York and Washington can be slightly better at ~roject 
com~letion than the models assumed, both existing and projected schedules north 
of New York are inferior to those antici~ated in the models (see Table 6-1). In 
addition, other modes have changed their ~roducts and ~rices in ways unantici-
pated by the models: as depicted in Chapter 3, air deregulation and the discount 
air fares of the early 1980's harmed the competitive position of rail. The 
models did not foresee, for example, that almost half the flights between New 
York and Boston would offer fares ranging from 15 to 46 ~ercent below the 
standard rail fare, as is the case today. fven if air fares increase vis-a-vis 
rail, the market inroads of air will have altered travel habits for some years 
to come. 
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FIGURE 6-1 

AMTRAK NEC RIDERSHIP 
TOTAL OF FOUR IMPORTANT CITY-PAIRSa 
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SOURCE : Amtrak data on ridership monthly o•er NEC 
a City pairs included : New York to Washington; New York to Phil;ulelphia; New York to Boston; 

Philadelphia to Washington. 
b First se•en months' actual ridership for FY 1985 . 
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TABlf 6-l 

orMAND MOOfl TRIP - T!Mf ASSUMPTIONS vrRSUS RfAL ITY 

Key City Pain 

Ne~ York - Washington 

Boston - Ne• York 

Trq1-T11nes 
(Hour!.:Mtnute!.l 
As Assumea by 
Oe111ana Mo<1el 

for 1982 

2:40 

3:40 

Actudl Best Time!., 1984 
Houn: Percent Better 
Minutes (Worse) than 

A!.SUllJ't ion 

2:49 

4:09 

(5.6) 

113.2) 

fst1matea Best Times 
Project Com~let1on 

Hours: Percent Better 
Minute!. (Worse l than 

As!.ul1'flt ion 

2:36 

3 : ~ 

2.5 

(8.2) 

Note : A~~en<lix A ex~lain!. the chan9e!. in NfClP bu<lget!. an<I goal!. that ~ro<luce<I tht' 

<11scre~ancy bet•een foreca!.t an<I actual Boston -- Ne. York tr1v tlllle!.. 

Source!.: l•o Year Re~ort on the Northea!.t Corridor (~. 70, table 0-8) ; 

Table 1-3 in thl!. re~ort. 



CONCLUSION: fXPfCTATIONS VfRSUS RfALITY 

Because the demand models assumed that all NfCIP trip-time improvements 
would be in place by 1982, because the NfCIP product (particularly north of New 
York) will not be quite as appealing to travelers as the models anticipated, and 
because airlines captured considerable patronage during the era of low air 
fares, rail passenger volume has not yet approached the levels projected for 
1982. Yet the ridership increases in FY 1984 and FY 1985 give every indication 
of sustained growth; as the final trip time improvements become operational, and 
as Amtrak markets its evolving product with increasing vigor and subtlety, 
ridership should increase markedly. 

Even after project completion, the trip times north of New York will be too 
long for effective competition with air, and only marginally competitive with 
the cheaper bus and auto modes. There will therefore be limitations on 
ridership growth in the Boston -- New York and intermediate markets. Rail 
probably has a potential to capture significant volumes north of New York, but 
the NfCIP on completion is not likely to realize that potential fully; such a 
realization could require further trip time investments of the types discussed 
in Chapter Seven. 

WILL TOTAL TRAVfL DEMAND CONTINUf TO GROW IN THE NfC? 

The NfC is already the most densely populated corridor in the whole United 
States. Nowhere else in the country are there standard metropolitan statisti-
cal areas (SMSA 's) with population densities over 2,000 per square mile, and 
only 6 SMSA's outside the NEC have over 1,000. Of these, three are in 
California, and the other three in the area of the Great Lakes. 

Since total demand for intercity travel is a function of population and 
economic activity, useful indicators of future demand are past trends in the 
modes themselves, recent population and economic growth, and projections by 
reputable demographers and economists. Available information for these indi-
cators yields an ambivalent prognosis for total travel demand in the NfC. 

TOTAL DEMAND TRENDS AND THEIR MfANING 

As discussed above, the absence of a recent transportation census in the 
NEC forces analysts to rely on surrogate data for total travel demand in 
recent years. Figure 3-3 indeed displayed significant increases in combined 
air and rail ridership in the New York -- Washington and Boston-- New York 
markets; the sections below will describe traffic growth at specific rura l 
highway checkpoints, as well as increasing air traffic delays. Yet these 
surrogate statistics are merely indicative, rather than conclusive , regarding 
both total demand for intercity transportation and rail's ability to increase 
its market share. For example, recent newspaper articles portray the surge in 
air travel as having been induced by the discount fares: "With the arrival of 
People fxpress, the no-frills airline that offers fares as low as $19 [between 
New York and Boston] . . . a new kind of traveler has emerged. 'I call this 
the sofa trade,' said Terry Underwood, a vice president of Greyhound Bus 
Lines. 'They are people who otherwise might have sat back and watched TV. 
But now they are becoming a little more mobile, because for them $19 is not a 
lot of money to go and do some shopping or have some chowder." 
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The New York Times concludes: "The fare war in the Northeast is changing 
consumers' sho~~ing habits. In the weeks before Christmas, hundreds of 
Bostonians and Washingtonians went to New York for quick holiday buying sprees 
-- some for a weekend, some for only a day at a time. [3]" To the extent that 
the resulting increase in total travel reflects trips newly made possible by 
the combination of cheap air fares and fast air trip times, the induced demand 
will not be amenable to capture by rail north of New York. Between New York 
and Washington, however, as Amtrak trip times become more competitive with 
those of air due to the final NfCIP improvements, Amtrak may be able to 
capture some of this new demand for discretionary "day trips." 

DfMOGRAPHICS 

Although total population in the fastern Seaboard has grown slightly 
since 1960, and is expected to increase slowly through the year 2000 (Figure 
6-2), census statistics for the metropolitan areas essential to Amtrak's 
business yield less favorable results. Seventy percent of all Amtrak NfC 
trips either start or terminate in the New York - Newark - Jersey City 
Standard Consolidated Statistical Area (SCSA) ; next in importance to Amtrak 
are Philadelphia - Wilmington - Trenton (involved in 58 percent of NfC trips), 
Washington (29 percent), Bal ti more (10 percent), and Boston (9 percent). 
Population in these principal sources of Amtrak's NfC ridership increased by 
10 percent over the 20-year period from 1960 to 1980, as Table 6-2 shows. 
Between 1970 and 1980, the total population of these important metropolitan 
areas declined by almost 3 percent; the most crucial metropolitan area, New 
York/Newark/Jersey City, declined by over 5 percent, while Washington and 
Baltimore continued to show moderate growth. However, recent Census Bureau 
statistics indicate a resumption of population growth in varying degrees in the 
major NfC urban agglomerations in the 1980's. If the uneven growth rates of the 
most recent census decades persist, substantial travel demand increases in the 
NfC will have to come either from increased propensity to travel on the part of 
a metropolitan population that is static or declining in some locations, or from 
such rural or metropolitan areas as experience solid growth. 

fCONOMlC FACTORS 

Increased inclination to travel can reflect both induced demands as de-
tailed above, and economic well-being. For that reason, Figure 6-3, which 
shows steady historical and projected growth in disposable income for the 
f astern Seaboard region, tends to counteract the ambivalent population trends 
addressed above. Information is therefore available to support either opti-
mistic or pessimistic conclusions regarding future travel demand in the NfC. 
Such an ambiguous situation would encourage cautious analysts to rely heavily on 
current and future demonstrations of actual ridership increases by Amtrak as 
indicators of long-term growth potential for NfC rail service. 
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FIGURE 6-2 
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TABLE 6-2 

POPULATION TRENDS lN ""4TRAK'S PRINCIPAL SOURCES Of NEC RIDERSHIP 

Percent of Popuhtfon Populatfon Population 
Passengers (H1111ons) (Hfl 1 fons) (H111fonsl Percent lncrease(decrease) 

Metro2011tan area Affected 1960 1970 1980 1960-1980 1970-1980 1980-198~ 

Washington (SMSA) 29 2097 2910 3060 45.9 5.2 5.5 

Ba 1t 1 nore (SMSA) 10 1804 2071 2174 20.5 5. 0 2.1 

Ph11adelph1a/W11~ington/ 58 5024 5628 5549 10.5 (l.4) 1.3 
Trenton (SCSA) 

New York/Newark/ 70 15405 17035 16120 4. 6 (5.4) 1.5 
Jersey Cfty (SCSA) 

Boston (SCSA) 9 3193 3526 3448 8.0 (2.2) 1.4 

Total 27523 31170 30351 10.3 (2.6) 1.9 

O'I 
1 Source : Stat1st1ca1 Abstract of the United States, 1981 ed1tfon, pp. 18-20, except for "percent fncrease (decrease) 1980-84 " 
co which is derived from a special Census Bureau report, •Patterns of Metropolitan Area and County Population Growth," 1985. 

Note: SMSA • Standard Metropolitan Stat1st1ca1 Area 
SCSA • Standard Consolidated Statistical Area 
Both are as defined by the Office of Hanageiaent and Budget as of June 1981 



FIGURE 6-3 

PAST AND PROJECTED GROWTH 
IN REAL DISPOSAL INCOME: 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF FUTURE TRAVEL DEMAND 

In many city-pair markets, rail can mount stiff competition against other 
modes for trips the end points of which are widely dispersed throughout the 
metropolitan areas concerned. Yet because of Amtrak's station locations, rail 
is particularly well positioned to accommodate travel between center cities. 
For this reason it is useful to examine the question : as travel demand grows, 
to what extent will it focus on the suburbs rather than the cities proper? 

Demographic trends offer only a partial answer to this question. Between 
1960 and 1980, the five largest cities in the Corridor lost from 10 to 19 
percent of their populations, while the suburbs experienced growth ranging from 
11 to 82 percent (Table 6-3). Yet the cities held their own in terms of nonman-
ufacturing employment -- the kind that generates intercity business travel. 
Boston, which suffered the largest percentage loss in population over the two 
decades (19 percent), experienced a one percent increase in nonmanufacturing 
employment; New York City lost only 2 percent of its jobs outside factories 
(Table 6-4). Specifically, business headquarters and supporting establishments 
such as R&D centers have increased their staffs over the long term in several 
NEC cities. "Between 1954 and 1972, employment in headquarters establishments 
grew rapidly in Boston [and] Washington," reported HUD in 1980. In absolute 
terms, the office job growth in New York (together with that in Chicago) was 
larger than that of any other major metropolitan area in the Nation [4]. More 
recent comparisons of office space availability show growth of between 25 and 64 
percent in several NEC core cities over the 1970-1978 period (Table 6-5). 
Finally, hotel room availability for transient guests in Manhattan increased by 
3 percent between 1979 and 1984, an indication of increasing business and 
pleasure travel to the metropolis [5]. 

Thus, although population in the 1960-80 period has shifted to the sub-
urbs, commercial activity within the cities has grown or at least remained 
constant. Hence, there is a potential for travel demand growth at both subur-
ban and downtown end points. This mixed result indicates that, in a given city 
pair market, some segments have become more susceptible to rail competition, 
while in others Amtrak will have to work harder to compete with the attributes 
of other modes. 

How can Amtrak respond to the growing travel needs in suburban locations? 
Specific responses in all areas (trip-times, frequencies, pricing, and passen-
ger experience) must reflect intense study of each city-pair market. In gener-
al, the NECIP itself has reduced door-to-door travel times by rail, thus ex-
panding rail's zone of time-competition with other modes in each metropolitan 
area. During the original Metroliner demonstration, stops were added at two 
strategically-sited suburban locations (Capital Beltway near Washington, and 
Metropark in Northern New Jersey); this approach, while useful, has reached its 
limit of applicability because added stops negate the trip-time benefits of the 
NECI P. 

Another response to population shifts is to upgrade the quality of 
parking at and intermodal access to the central city stations, as described in 
Chapter 1. Of the large NEC markets, the NECIP and local authorities were 
able to provide cost-shared funding for parking additions only in the 
Washington metropolitan area. Amtrak may wish to evaluate opportunities for 
parking additions elsewhere in light of the population trends shown in Table 
6-3 . 
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TABLE 6-3 

D£CLINING IMPORTANCE Of CENTRAL CITIES IN AMTRAK'S PRIME RIDERSHIP SOURCES 

Metropolitan Area 

Washington (SMSA) 

Baltimore (SMSA) 

Phfladelph1a (SMSA) 

New York/Newart SMS.cl 

Boston (SMSA) 

Population ~rowth(loss), percent, 1960-1980 
Wfthfn Outside 

Tot.11 SMSA Ce n '"trir't" 1 t.Y Central Clty 

46 (17) 82 

21 (16) 35 

9 (16) 29 

(3) (10) 16 

3 (19) 11 

Source: St4tfst1ca1 Abstract of the Unfted States, 1982 edftfon, pp. 18-23. 

a/ Total of Ne)fark SMSA and New York SMSA. 

Percent of population wfth1n central cftl 
Percentage 

~ ( se) 
1960 1970 1980 1961'.l - I9BO 

36 26 21 (15) 

48 44 36 (12) 

46 40 36 (10) 

72 69 67 (5) 

26 22 20 (6) 



TABLE 6-4 

NONMANUFACTURIHG EMPLOYMENT TRENDS lN NEC CENTRAL CITIES 

Nonmanufacturing Employment 

Percent fncrease 
Nuni>er of employees (decrease) 

Cfty 1960 1970 1980 1960 - 1980 

Washfngton 320,418 318,562 284,692 (11) 

8altl110re 260,736 262,408 248,673 (5) 

Philadelphia 526,674 548,207 494, 142 (6} 

New York City (5 boroughs) 
plus Newark 2. 540, 715 2,620,479 2,486, 135 (2) 

Boston 217,920 219,867 219,432 l 

Source: U. S. Bureau of the Census, County & City Data Book, cfty section 1983 (column 79 less column 80), 
O'\ 1972 (column 338 less column 339), and 1962 (column 336 less total, columns 338 and 339). 
I ..... 
N 

For coinparfson: 
population 

fncrease(decrease) 
1960-1980 
(Percent} 

(17) 

( 16) 

(16) 

( 10) 

(19 ) 



TABLE 6-5 
OFFICE SPACE EXPANSION IN CORE AREAS OF MAJOR CITIES, 

1970 - 78 
(Millions of square feet) 

Cicy 1970 
Office S2ace 

1978 

Baltimore 8.0 10.0 

Philadelphia 24.l 32.2 

Newark 2.8 4.6 

Boston 28.5 38.0 

Source: The President's National Urban Policy Report ,1980, 
0. s. Department of Housing and Urban Development 
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Increase 

25 

34 

64 

33 



WILL THE AIRLINES AND HIGHWAYS BE ABLE TO COPE WITH FUTURE DEMAND LEVELS? 

The traditional argument for additional NEC investments laid great empha-
sis on impending capacity constraints on the highway and air modes and the need 
to avoid the environmental disruptions accompanying increases in highway and 
air capacity. The questions therefore arise: have past warnings of highway 
and air saturation come about? Will the existing air and highway situation 
worsen in the foreseeable future? Are the options for dealing with such capa-
city problems in other modes (e.g., expansion of airports by adding runways) 
quite as monolithic and environmentally unacceptable as the old NEC reports 
argued? 

Capacity in a transportation system is a function of time, place, and 
economics. In addition, there is a difference between permanent capacity 
limitations (e.g., lack of runways) and temporary ones {e.g., insufficient 
airplanes, busses, or rail cars at a given place and time). At certain times 
of the year, every mode is operating at or near its capacity; the day before 
Thanksgiving usually pushes the public transportation system in the NEC to its 
limit. When snow grounds all flights and hampers highway travel, rail often 
encounters a sudden influx of passengers in excess of its temporary capacity. 
Congestion also varies according to place; New York City, Philadelphia, Boston, 
and Washington generate far more airport backups than do smaller locations. 
The intercity highway network commir.gles with the urban networks at major 
beltways, thus creating a capacity constraint on all types of travel. Ulti-
mately, the capacity question boils down to one of economics: does it make 
economic sense to invest in fixed plants and vehicles to provide fully adequate 
capacity for intercity travel at all times, in all modes, and at all locations? 
Put another way: are there solutions to the capacity dilemma in the Corridor 
other than providing more capacity? 

To this last question, the answer is, of course, "yes". Pricing of ser-
vice to smooth out peaks is one way to approach the situation. Another is to 
do nothing -- to allow travelers to respond to the delays and discomforts of 
crush load travel times by avoiding or postponing their trips, or by changing 
modes. According to transportation theory, changes in product (for example, 
much greater delays in a mode such as air) will cause a redistribution of 
passengers among modes and lead to a new equilibrium. 

In such an environment of growing airline and highway congestion, Amtrak's 
improved NEC already offers capacity in many markets to absorb travelers seeking 
to avoid the difficulties of other modes. Should airway and highway congestion 
grow beyond the bounds of present peak periods and locations to such a degree as 
to materially increase the prevailing trip times in the Corridor, then rail (as 
Chapter Seven notes) affords opportunities of many kinds for trip time reduc-
tions vis-a-vis the air and highway modes. 

The following sections deal in turn with airline and highway congestion in 
the NEC. 

AIRPORT CONGESTION 

According to a recent report [6] by the Congressional Office of Technology 
Assessment (OTA), the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) by 1981 considered 
both Philadelphia International and Washington National airports to be 
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"congested." that is: traffic had reached 160 percent of Practical Annual 
Capacity [7]. By 1990, the other very large airports in the NEC region (BWI, 
Boston, Kennedy, and LaGuardia) will have passed the congestion threshhold, and 
Providence will join them by the year 2000. The increasing congestion has 
already resulted in significant flight delays at major NEC airports at peak 
hours, as Table 6-6 demonstrates. Of the 13 U. S. airports with the highest 
mean delay per operation, five are in the NEC. Moreover, the OTA warns that 
"delay averaging can be deceptive, in that it may diminish the apparent severity 
of the problem. Combining data for peak and slack periods obscures the impact 
of delay at times of heavy demand. If delays at peak periods alone were exam-
ined, delay would be much longer, and there would be a much greater incidence of 
extreme delays of 30 minutes or more." According to the report, four of the NEC 
airports will face increases in operations of from 63 to 74 percent between 1982 
and 1991. 

However, OTA has not concluded that alarm is justified, and offers several 
avenues of hope. "In reviewing the history of the airport capacity problem," 
the report asserts, "OTA found several past studies that projected a crisis of 
airport capacity in which demand would completely overwhelm existing facilities. 
Yet airports, working with FAA and airline management and aided by advancing 
technology, have repeatedly modified designs and procedures and continued to 
accommodate new demand." 

OTA goes on to suggest many ways to alleviate congestion; they range from 
"demand management," which would involve either using the mechanism of price to 
11modulate" demand, or regulating use through operational ceilings and slot 
restrictions. In fact, with the encouragement of the U. S. Department of Trans-
portation, the airlines have already begun to cooperate in reducing delays by 
means of some of the concepts summarized in the OTA report. For example, 
nationwide flight delays exceeding 15 minutes fell by 55 percent between October 
and November 1984. The Secretary of Transportation attributed an important part 
of the improvement to schedule alterations to more than 1300 flights using five 
airports, two of which were in New York City and Newark, New Jersey. [8] 
Airline managements have agreed to continue these cooperative efforts without 
additional DOT participation because the response from their passengers was 
favorable. 

Technology, according to OTA, could relieve delay to some extent, but 
"adequate future capacity cannot be assured by technology alone." Finally, the 
report goes on to mention capacity increases, but points out that "the con-
straints ... are numerous," including "availability and cost of land, community 
concern about noise, and the complexity and difficulty of the planning and 
decision making process." 

HIGHWAY CONGESTION 

In the densely populated areas where the need for new highway capacity is 
greatest, the ability to meet that need is constrained by the lack of suitable 
alignments for new construction. This is certainly true of the Northeast 
Corridor. Interstate 95 and the turnpikes serving New York City are already 
overloaded, and congestion becomes worse year by year. The beltways around the 
major cities are all approaching the saturation point, and there are substantial 
delays on access roads to the main cities. Although highway departments have 
made some incremental improvements to existing highways to alleviate bottle-
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Table 6-6 

EXISTING DELAY AND PROJECTED GROWTH IN OPERATIONS AT SELECTED NEC AIRPORTS 

Actual Operations (thousands) 
Mean Delay 

1982 Actual forecast 
Minutes per Operations Operations 
(Operation) 1982 1991 

Washington (National) 7.1 304 516 

Phil ade l phi a 6.1 328 571 

Newark 6.9 215 N/A 

New York (LaGuardia) 9.5 308 502 

Boston 7.5 296 516 

Note: Baltimore (BWI) information does not appear in the source. 

N/A = Not available in source. 

Increase , n 
Operations 
1982 - 91 
(Percent) 

7D 

74 

N/A 

63 

74 

Source: U. S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Airport System Development, 
August 1984, pp. 53 and 122. 
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necks, completely new construction in the most heavily congested areas is quite 
difficult to achieve. Even though the cause of this congestion is largely local 
traffic, intercity travel suffers from it, and it is reasonable to assume that 
the congestion and delay at critical links used for intercity trips will become 
greater in future years. The congestion on the approaches to the cities may be 
amenable to mitigating measures (better transit systems, park and ride, kiss and 
ride, and central city parking restrictions); yet these measures may not keep 
pace with the increasing pressure. In such circumstances both intercity bus and 
automobile would become less attractive through increasing trip times and lower 
rel i ab i l ity. 

Figure 6-4 indicates historical and projected growth at a number of inter-
city highway locations. While the information collected by state highway de-
partments and toll facility authorities reflects different dates and projection 
periods, one clear pattern emerges: traffic increases. A paper published in 
January 1982 (Summary of Recent National and State Highway Travel Forecast 
Studies) reviews recent forecasts of highway travel. Compound annual growth 
rates approaching two to four percent are predicted on a national level. A 
study by the New York State D.O.T. (August 1980) predicts a compound annual 
growth rate for highway traffic in that State of two percent, amounting to an 
increase of 38 percent between 1979 and 1995. 

Travelers 1 responses to increasing peak-hour highway congestion will vary. 
They may change their times of departure to avoid urban rush hours, and they may 
in many instances be able to alter their routes to avoid notorious bottlenecks. 
In any event, State, local, and Federal authorities are not likely to base their 
highway planning decisions on the needs and desires of intercity drivers and bus 
passengers whose volumes, while substantial, are much less significant than 
those of local constituents. 

CONCLUSION 

The traditional line of reasoning for further NEC investment has not yet 
had the opportunity to be either va 1 i dated or di sproven by the facts. In 
effect, therefore, it remains to be seen whether indeed rail can ultimately 
attract the sizeable patronage foreseen during the lengthy studies preceding 
the NECIP, whether rail's marketing abilities can sustain significant growth 
despite ambiguous population trends, and whether rail can effectively compete 
with other modes. Rail ridership has not yet increased to the extent fore-
told, but the improved rail product in the NfC is different from and has been 
in place for less time than the models had assumed. Intercity travel can be 
expected to increase on the Corridor; yet the increasing dispersion of travel 
origins and destinations constitutes a marketing challenge to Amtrak. The 
central cities, Amtrak's greatest source of business and nonbusiness travel, 
are diminishing in population both absolutely and vis-a-vis the suburbs, but 
in some cities business and residential activity has been increasing, a trend 
that works to rail's advantage. Finally, capacity constraints on highway and 
air have increased, but their effects seem to be limited to certain locations 
at certain times of the week and year, and to some slight increases in sche-
duled times. These capacity problems in other modes will help Amtrak by 
showing the improved rail product in a better light. If capacity problems and 
resultant schedule lengthenings in other modes spread throughout the year 
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Figure 6-4 
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and to more locations in the Corridor, then rail will always be available to 
carry many more riders and, if appropriate. to receive the further improvements 
discussed in Chapter Seven. 
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FOOTNOTES 

[l] For example, Improved High Speed Rail in the NEC, U.S.D.O.T., 1973. The 
Two Year Report on the NEC (O.S.D.O.T., 1978) embraced the traditional line 
of reasoning for, but shrank from recommending outright, additional improvement 
levels. 

[2] Two Year Report on the Northeast Corridor, P. 70, Table D-8, "Intermediate 
(most likely)" projection for NEC main line city pairs only. Actual 1982 and 
1984 data is from Amtrak. (See Chapter 3 for further information). 

[3] The New York Times, "Reduced Air Fares in East Change Travel Habits and 
Business Plans," by James Barron, December 25, 1984 

[4] U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, 
The President's National Urban Policy Report, 1980, p.3-13. 

[5] Telephone conversation, 2/22/85, with Mr. Albert Gomes, Senior principal -
Washington Office, Pannell, Kerr, Forster (publishers of hotel industry 
analyses). 

[6] Airport System Development, U.S. Congress -- Office of Technology Assess-
ment, August 1984; summary report is their report number OTA-STI-232. 

[7] "Practical annual capacity .•. is defined as that level of operations which 
results in not more than 4 minutes average delay per aircraft in the normal peak 
2-hour operating period," according to FAA criteria as reported in 
Airport Systems Development, p. 46. 

[8] The Baltimore Sun, "Flight Delays Show Sharp Drop in November," 
December 5, 1984, p. N 6. 
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Cha~ter 7 

OPTIONS FOR PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT 

As a result of the NfCIP and associated im~rovements by Amtrak and local 
authorities, Amtrak now offers a marketable trans~ortation ~roduct in the NEC. 
Cha~ter Five mentioned some ~ossible additional investments that Amtrak will 
have to evaluate with the ~rimary goals of sustaining the existing product and 
providing a more attractive financial result. Yet Amtrak will, of course, 
continue to evaluate opportunities to im~rove its ~roduct and financial perfor-
mance over the 1986 level. Moreover, if intercity travel demand growth, coupled 
with escalating air~ort and highway congestion, takes ~lace in the NFC, and if 
Amtrak achieves the material gains in ~atronage that would confirm its ability 
to make full use of the resources ~rovided by the NfCIP, then investments to 
im~rove NFC rail service will merit consideration. 

Improvements to the NFC product beyond 1986 levels may come about in two 
ways: {l) marketing ex~eriments and vehicle initiatives not requiring fixed 
µlant investments; and (2) fixed plant investments building upon the 
achievements of the NfCIP. This chapter lays out improvement options under each 
of these two rubrics and evaluates the costs and financial effects of a typical 
range of options. In so doing, the chapter responds to the Congressional 
directive for an investigation of additional levels of investment. 

As a basis for comparison, Table 7-1 summarizes the final product as intro-
duced elsewhere in this report. fstimated triµ times at project completion are 
the actual trip times operated by Amtrak as of October 29, 1984, less the 
anticipated effects of incremental im~rovements still to be completed by the 
NfCIP under existing funding levels. As the operator of the service, Amtrak 
will, of course, retain sole discretion over the schedules that it actually 
publishes. As indicated in Chapter 1, Amtrak may well be able to adhere to even 
better schedules than those shown between Boston and New York provided that it 
receives the full cooperation of Metro North in the dispatching of trains and 
the maintenance of fixed facilities between New Haven and New Rochelle. 

IMPROVfMfNTS OTHf R THAN FIXfD PLANT INVfSTMfNTS 

One of the chief advantages of a rail system like the NfC is its suscepti-
bility to incremental improvements, even to low-cost experimentation. It is not 
an all-or-nothing system. In the late 1960's, for instance, in an experiment 
funded jointly by the Federal Government and the Pennsylvania Railroad at 
approximately $100 million [l], a new tyµe of service (the original Metroliners) 
was introduced. This demonstration µroved the marketability of high speed rail 
in the NfC, even with a passenger ex~erience that was inferior by today's 
standards. One of the outstanding accomplishments of the NfCIP is that it has 
brought Amtrak to a new plateau of development, from which the carrier is free 
to experiment with such marketing initiatives and vehicle improvements as those 
described in this section in various combinations. Thus future demonstration 
projects and experiments by Amtrak will allow it to gauge the market, the 
investment, and the likely operating costs for a wide variety of im~rovements 
short of fixed facility investments. 
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MARKETING INITIATIVES 

This report upholds the basic philosophy that the entire transportation 
product -- not merely trip times and reliability but also the passenger experi-
ence -- falls within Amtrak's marketing purview. Thus, as a business enterprise 
seeking to better its financial results, Amtrak will have many opportunities to 
alter its product by means of marketing experiments requiring little or no 
capital investment. Of course, such marketing initiatives would be management 
decisions by Amtrak; they appear here only to indicate the degree of flexibility 
given to Amtrak by the NECIP. 

Trip Times 

Amtrak may wish to experiment with various nonstop or skip-stop services at 
peak hours between high-volume markets. Each stop omitted from a given train's 
schedule will improve that schedule by 2 1/2 minutes on the average; that rule 
of thumb, if applied to the 1986 trip-times in Table 7-1, would yield a poten-
tial 2 hour, 26 minute timing between New York and Washington for a train making 
no intermediate stops (2:29 with one stop). Such a timing, by the reasoning in 
Table 3-1, would allow rail in the Wash i ngton-New York market to offer door-to-
door timings much closer to those of air (particularly in view of growing 
airport congestion), and should therefore permit rail to capture many more of 
the 9500 daily air passengers between the two metropolitan areas [2] than would 
otherwise be possible. Such experiments might require Amtrak to revamp its 
schedules considerably, possibly eliminating separate trains for Metroliner and 
conventional services at some or a 11 hours of the day. 

Frequencies 

At present the services between Boston and New York, and New York and 
Washington, have very different frequency characteristics (see Table 7-1). 

There are two separate services, appealing to separate markets, between New 
York and Washington: conventional (16 trains each way daily) and Metroliner (10 
trains each way daily). Between New York and Boston, Amtrak provides a single 
service with 9 trains each way daily. [3] 

Mathematical models have traditionally shown a relationship between 
frequency and patronage. If this relationship is true, then adjustments to 
frequency could improve revenues at minimal cost increases. For example, 
converting the present total number of New York -- Washington trains to a single 
class of service (in which two amenity levels could be offered on the same 
trains) would effectively result in a half-hourly service frequency throughout 
most of the day. Such a step would almost double the existing frequency for 
conventional passengers, and almost triple the existing Metroliner frequency. 
The reduced time-interval between trains would improve the perceived trip times: 
a traveler needing to be at the destination city at a specific time will have to 
plan to arrive 30 minutes early on average given hourly train frequencies, but 
only 15 minutes early on average given half-hourly train frequencies. 
Similarly, travelers will be able to allow for less access time to the 
originating station, since a missed train will result in only a 30-minute 
penalty rather than a ful 1 hour. 
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Parking 

Although the NECIP, with local cooperation, has increased parking capacity 
at several stations (see Chapter 1), parking at other key stations is either 
inconvenient, inadequate, or nonexistent. Such parking limitations discourage 
ridership; parking additions, on the other hand, could generate an additional 
$1.4 million per year in passenger transportation revenue per hundred spaces, 
plus parking fees. (This is based on an average of 2 people per car, 2-day 
trips, average fares of $40.00 per round trip, and full occupancy of each new 
space.) As a property owner, Amtrak is in a unique position to work with 
private developers and local authorities to seek parking and other access 
improvements at station areas. 

Other Passenger Experience Factors 

Amtrak has a great deal of control over every aspect of the passenger 
environment both on trains and in stations, and has ample opportunity to explore 
different levels of amenities -- food service, decor, and the like. Amtrak is 
also in complete control of the volume and content of information given to the 
general public. Although the NEC is the first megalopolitan rapid transit 
system in the country, binding together the various metropolitan commuter rail 
and transit systems in a vast network, Amtrak's connectivity with urban trans-
portation systems has yet to be fully exploited. In that regard, Amtrak has 
many opportunities to experiment with creative, if unproven, ideas such as 
through ticketing at off-line commuter rail stations and the inclusion of local 
transit or commuter rail data in Amtrak's computerized information systems. 
Amtrak already publishes information on station parking and local transit ser-
vices on the first page of its NEC timetable, and FRA and Amtrak have cooperated 
in the publication and distribution of an experimental travelers' guide to 
intracity transportation in NEC metropolitan areas. 

Fares 

Fares are also under Amtrak's exclusive control. In view of the constantly 
changing fare relationships with other modes, there is obviously much room here 
for investigation and experimentation. One particular subject of experimenta-
tion might be Amtrak's load factors: as shown in Figure 7-1, Metroliner load 
factors between such points as Wilmington, Baltimore, and Washington, are rela-
tively low. Analogous situations exist for other services and other segments of 
the NEC. In part this situation reflects the very nature of the NEC with New 
York, the great "gravitational" attraction, at the center and lesser population 
centers at the periphery. The essence of the intercity passenger business, with 
its daily, weekly, and seasonal peaks and valleys of travel demand, also sets a 
practical ceiling on the load factors obtainable on even the highest-volume 
segments of the Corridor. Nevertheless, under specific conditions, Amtrak could 
use such fare adjustments as peak/off-peak pricing and per-mile rate alterations 
to encourage traffic when empty seats are available, and to reach markets where 
the standard fare would be too high. In doing so, it is necessary to ensure 
that "promotional" fares do not abstract riders who would otherwise have 
traveled at the full fare. 
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Photo 7-1 

Transit Guide Amtrak's Northeast Corridor 
A Bus, Subway and Train Guide 
to Cities in Amtrak's Northeast Corridor 
Washington, DC• Philadelphia• New York• Boston 
and Points Between 

Amira~ 

Amtrak has only begun to exploit the connectivity of its NEC system with 
metropolitan commuter rail and transit services. The guide depicted above, 
a joint FRA/Amtrak project, was an important first step in realizing the 
potential of the NEC as rapid transit for Megalopolis 
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Figure 7- l 

METROLINER LOAD FACTORS 
(PERCENT OF SEATS OCCUPIED BY SEGMENT) 
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VEHICLE IMPROVEMENTS 

Numerous possibilities exist for trip-time reductions due to vehicle inno-
vations. These essentially deal with three vehicle characteristics: accelera-
tion, ability to maintain passenger comfort through curves, and maximum opera-
ting speed. Each characteristic. with theoretical options to improve it, is 
discussed below in turn. 

Acceleration 

Figure 7-2 shows the percentage of time spent in successively higher speed 
ranges within the New York-Washington segment of the Corridor. If NEC trains 
could accelerate more quickly, a higher percentage of time would be spent at 
higher speed ranges, even without track improvements to eliminate or reduce 
slower speed sectors. 

With the present equipment on the Corridor, Amtrak could achieve higher 
acceleration by running shorter trains, or by adding another AEM-7 electric 
locomotive (Diesel north of New Haven) to each train. Operating New York-
Washington trains with two AEM-7 locomotives would result in a 2-minute average 
trip time saving. By adding an additional Diesel north of New Haven, a 3-minute 
average time saving would be achieved. In addition to upgrading train 
performance, two-locomotive trains could reduce turnaround times at terminals if 
-- as experience elsewhere seems to indicate -- technical considerations would 
permit operation of the locomotives at either end of each train in a push-pull 
arrangement. Such a step would both rationalize terminal operations, hence 
costs, and allow Amtrak to provide a given level of service with fewer 
locomotives and cars than would otherwise be necessary. With or without push-
pull arrangements, operating trains with two locomotives would have the 
additional advantage of permitting Amtrak to run much longer trains while 
improving or at least maintaining trip times. (In fact, Amtrak already assigns 
two locomotives to its very longest trains.) 

The capital cost of providing an extra AEM-7 locomotive on every train will 
vary according to the number of trains and the utilization of Amtrak's present 
fleet. As a rough estimate, if Amtrak requires 10 trainsets to operate a high 
speed New York-Washington service, then additional capital costs of a second 
locomotive would be ten times the $4 million cost of one AEM-7 with spare parts, 
or $40 million, at maximum. With an average of 2 minutes saved per train, this 
step would have a capital cost of $20 million per minute; better equipment 
utilization through push-pull operation could reduce this capital cost, 
particularly if reduced car requirements counterbalance the need for more 
locomotives. 

Amtrak would, of course, have to compare the operating and capital cost 
savings and revenue gains from two-locomotive consists with their added 
expenses. Better acceleration would raise electric power costs. There would be 
twice as many locomotive-miles operated, with consequent (although not 
necessarily proportional) equipment maintenance cost increases, eased somewhat 
by the existence of the modern facilities provided by the NECIP. 
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Higher Speeds Through Curves 

In theory, tilt technology could permit trains to operate at higher speeds 
through existing curves at acceptable levels of passenger comfort. In a tilting 
train, the vehicles provide their own banking through lift devices or, in pas-
sive systems, a pendular suspension. Thus far, engineers around the world have 
not succeeded in demonstrating a high speed tilting train that would offer a 
passenger comfort level equal to or better than that of conventional American 
equipment, that would be totally reliable, that could be purchased at a reason-
able cost, and that would entail low operating and maintenance expenses. If a 
tilting train, satisfying all these operating and economic criteria, could be 
developed or adapted for NfC applications, it could have the effects on trip 
times shown in Table 7-2. 

Maximum Operating Speed 

A hypothetical "no-cost" option for reducing New York to Washington trip 
time would be an increase in the maximum authorized speed from 120 mph to 125 
mph. This would not require a regearing of the AfM-7 locomotives, and would 
provide a reduction in trip time of 2 minutes. Amtrak is submitting an 
application for such a speed increase to the FRA Office of Safety, which will 
review the matter and issue its determination; this report expresses no opinion 
on the safety implications and advisability of a 125 mph speed limit. 

Modifying the AfM-7 locomotive for 135 mph speeds would improve New York -
Washington trip times by only one minute over the 125 mph level, largely because 
such a regearing would detract from acceleration performance. This additional 
minute would be quite costly: it would require at least $60 million in fixed 
plant improvements (to the signalling and catenary systems and to bridges), plus 
up to $30 million for 135 mph trucks for the Amfleet cars. fven after these 
expenditures, 135 mph operations could adversely affect ride quality and 
maintenance costs by subjecting the exist·ing vehicles to sustained performance 
conditions far more rigorous than those for which they were originally designed. 

To increase maximum authorized speeds to 160 mph would require entirely new 
and advanced vehicles, and a large fixed plant investment including signalling 
and electrification adjustments and curve realignments. Cost estimates for the 
160 mph options are provided as part of the related fixed plant options in the 
next section. 

RfCAPITULATION : POSSIBILITIES SHORT OF FIXfD PLANT INVfSTMfNTS 

The sections above have presented examples of Amtrak's opportunities to 
improve the 1986 product without additional fixed plant investment. Numerous 
permutations and combinations of these opportunities exist. For instance, at 
project completion, Amtrak would hypothetically be capable of operating nonstop 
125 mph trains with two locomotives between New York and Washington at a trip 
time of 2:22, as developed in Table 7-3. Such a trip time would equate to door-
to-door parity with air and, given the better on-time performance of rail, would 
represent a clearly superior mode of travel for downtown trips. If interwoven 
skillfully into a comprehensive schedule addressing all city-pair markets, such 
improved services might contribute to the overall profitability of the NfC. 
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TABLE 7-2 

THEORETICAL EFFECTS OF TILT VEHICLES ON NEC TRIP TIMES 

NEW YORK - WASHINGTON 

NEW YORK - BOSTON 

Time savings (minutes) over conventional equipment 

At 120 mph 
maxilllJm speed 

5 to 7 

25 

At 160 mph 
maximum speed 

12 to 15 

not applicable; 
requires new 
right-of-way 

Note : The above savings would be dependent on the development of economical, 
reliable equipment meeting the very high standards necessary to operate 
comfortably and safely at speeds of 120 mph or higher. 
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TABLt 7-3 

tXAMPLt OF AMTRAK'S FUTURt FLtXIBILITY 

Best New York -- Washington rail trip time at project 
completion 

Less: Time savings due to --

Nonstop o~eration 0:10 

Two locomotives 0:02 

125 mph operation, if 
approved by FRA Office 
of Safety 0:02 

2:36 

Total time savings 0:14 

Im~roved New York -- Washington trip time 
hy~othetically ~ossible at project completion 2:22 

Comparison with Air (see Table 3-1 for basis): 

Approximate door-to-door air trip time 

Station-to-station rail trip time 
as developed above: 

Add: Approximate access/egress time in New 
York and Washington 

Improved door-to-door rail trip time 

Resultant rail time (disadvantage) 

2:22 

0:55 

Note : This equates to rail superiority for many 
iT"rlot most downtown trips, since the access times 
in 1able 3-1 are only approximate ana Amtrak has 
potential for better on-time performance than air. 
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FIXED PLANT INVfSTMFNTS 

This section describes and provides cost estimates for comprehensive fixed 
plant improvement alternatives which Amtrak may wish to consider for the NfC. 
fach alternative comprises one specific option for the New York -- Washington 
section, and one specific option for the New York -- Boston portion of the 
Corridor. This approach reflects the completely different physical 
characteristics of the two halves of the Corridor, and their unequal competitive 
positions vis-a-vis air for time-sensitive traffic. 

Such trip-time improvements through fixed plant investments would be 
costly. In formulating the NFCIP designs in keeping with the principles of 
engineering economy, FRA sought constantly to achieve the greatest possible trip 
time improvement per dollar invested. Thus, south of New York, the NfCIP has 
already achieved all the inexpensive time savings, so that every additional 
minute saved will require a relatively large investment. fven though rail has 
almost achieved trip time parity with air in the New York -- Washington market, 
the cost for the few additional minutes needed to consolidate the rail mode's 
position vis-a-vis air would be very high indeed. North of New York, the 
problem would be the huge gap remaining between rail and air trip times. 
Although each additional minute saved would be relatively cheap, the total 
investment required merely to approach parity with air would be large. Thus, a 
far more realistic goal in the New York -- Boston market would be rail 
superiority over the highway modes, since the existing time differential is not 
great. 

Trip time estimates for 120 mph options assume none of the marketing or 
vehicle im~rovements described in the sections above; for 160 mph options, new 
conventional (non-tilting) vehicles are assumed. The very preliminary cost 
estimates for all the options presented below do not include the investment 
op~ortunities identified in Chapter 5 for the purpose of sustaining NfC service 
on an economic, secure basis. Capital costs for vehicles are excluded from the 
New York Washington and New York -- Boston options as laid out below, but are 
included in the com~rehensive financial comparisons at the end of the cha~ter. 

NfW YORK -- WASHINGTON OPTIONS 

Table 7-4 presents four trip-time options for the New York -- Washington 
portion of the NfC. Option SI would assume no further trip-time im~rovements 
beyond the product made possible by the $2.19 billion NfCIP. Options S2 through 
S4 are arranged in order of increasing cost, increasing time savings, and 
decreasing cost-effectiveness in terms of dollars s~ent µer minute saved. 

Option S2 would consist of two remaining low-cost track reconfigurations 
(at North Philadelphia and at Pennsylvania Station, New York), as well as a set 
of curve realignments, mostly within the existing right-of-way, that would 
provide relatively high trip-time benefits in relation to their cost. 

Option SJ would include the two track reconfigurations from Option S2, plus 
a group of major curve realignments entailing large civil engineering projects, 
often outside the existing right-of-way. These realignments would be so 
expensive that the 6 minute saving over Option S2 would cost an additional $220 
million, almost $40 million per additional minute saved. (In contrast, the 
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Opt ton 
Nullber Option Oescrlptf onc 

Sl 

S2 

S3 

S4 

lg86 Product : Ftxed 
plant at CQ.9Plet1on 
of NEClP 

lnexpensive track 
reconfigurations and 
curve realfgnnients 
for 120 mph speeds 

More costly curve 
realignments for 
120 111ph speeds 

160 8ph system 

Fhed Plant 
Capital 
Costs 

($ Millfons)d 

0 

80 

300 

1,000 

TABLE 7-4 

FlXEO PLANT IMPROVEMENT OPTIONS, NEW YORK - WASHINGTON 

Trfp T1me 
Savings 

(Minutes) 

0 

7 

13 

20 

Dollars Spent 
(Millions) 

on Fixed Plant 
per 

Mf nute Saved 

n/a 

11.4 

23.1 

50.0 

Resultant Trip Times a 
(hours : 111i nutes) 

Station to Door to b 
Statton Ooor 

2:36 

2:2g 

2:23 

2: 16 

3:31 

3:24 

3: 18 

3: 11 

Afrlfne 
Trip Times 
(Doorbto 
Ooor) 

3:15 

3: 15 

3: 15 

3: 15 

Approxf11ate 
Door-to-Door Rail 
T1 me Adv1nt1ge 
(Dfsadvantage)e 
vis-a-vis Afr 

(0: 16) 

(0:09) 

(0;03) 

0:04 ......, 

' ...... 
(;..) a These are best tr1p ti~es and assu•e 4 stops. Note that any of these options could include nonstop service on selected trains between 

New Yorlt and Washington; for those trains, trip times would improve by 10 minutes (both door-to-door and statfon-to-statfon) , and rail 
perfor•ance vis-a-vis air would be better by 10 minutes as well . 

b Door-to-door tiaes n!flect Table 3-1 , and are based on assumptions centered on downtown-to-downtown trips. In any such co•parfson as the 
differential between atr and rail decreases, the i•portance of the exact origin and destination of each trip increases. (See also note e 
below. ) 

c Options Sl, 52, and S3 assu•e existing vehicles. Option S4 assumes new 160 mph non-tilting vehicles. All options add vehicles in future 
years fn accordance wt th demand Increases. The capital costs for these vehicles figure in the co•prehensive financial analysis datl 
later fn thi' chapter but are excluded fro• Tables 7-4 through 7-8. 

d Cost esti•ates do not include fte•s described tn Chapter 5 (electrf ficatfon and signalling worlt and freight/passenger seperet1on) which 
would be performed for n!asons of economics and safety rather than for trip-time purposes. 

e The rail •dtsadvantage" perceived by the traveler wfll dlmfnish (1) as rail relfabfli~ improves relative to that of a1r and (2) refl 
service frequencies increase vis-a-vts those of atr. 



first seven minutes saved in Option S2 would cost just $11 million per minute 
see Table 7-5). Photo 7-2 reveals the reason for this escalating cost: many of 
the curves in the New York -- Washington sector are in urban and suburban areas, 
where right-of-way acquisition is highly expensive. 

Both options S2 and S3 would preserve the 120 mph speed limit now in 
effect, where alignment and other conditions permit, between New York and 
Washington. Option S4 would raise that speed limit to 160 mph and would effect 
such curve realignments and such adjustments to the electrical catenary and 
signalling system as to permit 160 mph over long stretches of the Corridor. 
This option would assume a new fleet of non-tilting vehicles capable of opera-
ting efficiently at 160 mph. As mentioned above, Option S4 would not include 
the costs of freight/passenger separation as described in Chapter 5, which must 
be judged on its own merits irrespective of its implications for future trip 
times. However, as a practical matter, Option S4 would require as a 
prerequisite the removal of virtually all through freight from the southern half 
of the Corridor. 

fven excluding vehicle and freight removal expenditures, Option S4 would 
cost on the order of $1 billion. The $700 million spent over and above the 
Option S3 level would result in an additional trip time saving of 7 minutes, for 
a cost of $100 million per additional minute saved. (Table 7-5). 

Of course, numerous intermediate points would exist between options 1 
through 4, and further trip time savings would be possible with expenditures 
over $1 billion. 

NfW YORK -- BOSTON 

Table 7-6 presents five trip-time options for the New York -- Boston 
portion of the NfC. Option Nl would assume no further trip time improvements 
beyond the product made possible by the $2.19 billion NfClP. Options N2 through 
NS appear in order of increasing cost, increasing time savings, and decreasing 
cost-effectiveness. 

All options for trip time improvement north of New York would require the 
wholehearted cooperation of Metro North, which operates and maintains the 
Corridor between New Rochelle and New Haven. Unless Metro North works 
harmoniously with Amtrak in designing mutually beneficial facility improvements, 
in scheduling train services, in planning operating procedures, in according 
proper dispatching priority to intercity trains, and in maintaining the rail-
road's fixed plant to high-speed standards, no amount of investment will ensure 
reliable, swift service between New York and Boston. Thus, just as institu-
tional issues will determine Amtrak's ability to schedule even better trip times 
than those shown in Table 1-3, so will institutional relationships determine the 
feasibility and usefulness of further investments for trip time reduction. 

Option N2 would upgrade the Metro North line betw~en New Rochelle and New 
Haven. It would include major track configuration changes at "Shell" Interlock-
ing in New Rochelle, at Stamford Station, and at New Haven Station, and an 
increase in the maximum authorized speed between New Rochelle and New Haven from 
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TABLE 7-5 

INCREMENTAL ANALYSIS OF NEW YORK - WASHINGTON OPTIONS Sl THROUGH S4 

Additional 
Dollars 
Spent 

Mill ions 

Option S2 versus Option Sl 80 

Option S3 versus Option S2 220 

Option S4 versus Option S3 700 

7-15 

Additional 
Time 

Saved 
(Minutes} 

7 

6 

7 

Dollars Spent 
per Additional 
Minute Saved 

(Mi11 ions} 

11.4 

36.7 

100.0 



Photo 7-2 

DENSE URBAN DEVELOPMENT in southern half of NEC, 
Baltimore , contributes to high incremental costs 
savings beyond those achieved by the NECIP 
between New York City and New Haven.) 
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as exemplified above in 
of additional trip ti me 
(The same situation exists 
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TABL£ 7-6 

FIXFD PlANT IHPROYfHFNT OPTIONS, NFW YORK - BOSTON 

Resultdnt TrijJ Times 4 
(hours:minutes) 

O~tion 
Numb~r OjJtion DescrijJtionc 

Fixe<I Pldnt 
Cd1Ji tdl 
Costs 

S Millions d 

TrijJ Time 
Savings 
Minutes 

Dollns SjJent 
(H1llions) 

on Fixell Pldnt 
~er Stdtlon to Door 

Stdtion to Door b 

Airline 
lrtlJ T1ioes 
(Door 
to Doorlb 

AjJjJ rox i md te 
Door-to-Door Rdil 
Tune Aavant<1ge 
(Disd<IVdnt<1gel 
v1s-d-vis Air 

NI 

NZ 

NJ 

N4 

NS 

b 

c 

d 

ComjJletea Project: 
tixe<I jJl<1nt dt com-
1Jlet1on of NfCIP 

UjJgrdde New Rochelle-
New Hdven segl!ll'nt 
(requires coo,..erdt1on 
of Metro-North) 

flectrify between 
Hew Hdven anll Boston 
(includes OjJtion N2l 

flectr1fy dn<I redl1gn 
s1mult<1neously between 
New t~ven and Boston for 
120 mlJll SjJee<ls 
I includes OjJtion N2) 

160 mjJh system 

0 0 

60 18 

400 44 

600 49 

J,000 67 

Min11te Sdvell 

n/d 3:S8 4:53 J: 15 ( 1: 38) 

J.J 3:40 4:J5 J:l5 (I: 20 l 

9.1 J: 14 4:09 J:lS (O:S4l 

12. 2 J:09 4:04 J: IS (0:491 

44.B 2:51 3:46 3:15 (0: 31) 

These dre best trljJ times dn<I dssume 4 stOjJS. Any of these OjJtions coul<I include nonstojJ service between New York dnll Boston, with d 10 minute 
imjJrovement in trljJ times; but tll~ rdi I <1is<1<1vanta9e v1s-d·vis <1ir wo11lll still be 21 minutes even 1n O~tion NS. 

8dse<1 on T<1ble J-1. 

OjJtlon NI dna N2 dSsume existing vehicles. OjJtion NJ dn<I N4 woul<I extend electrif1e<1 service with AfH-7 locomotives over tile whole route. OjJtion NS 
assumes new 160 mjJh non-tilting vehicles. All OjJtions dll<I vehicles in future yedrs in dccorlldnce with llemdnll increases. The CdjJltdl costs for these 
vehicles figure 1n the comjJrehensive fjndncidl dndlysis ldter in the chajJter but dre excl111Jell from Tdbles 7-4 through 7-8. 

It should be noted that construction cost experience reported by the TGV Co~any for the Paris-Lyon 11ne suggests costs of less than half of the SJ billion 
estimated for Option N5. 



79 mph to 110 mph. A flyover at Harold (Long Island) would be a potential 
addition to this option [4]. 

Option N3 would consist of electrification of the rema1n1ng portion of the 
Corridor between New Haven, Connecticut and Boston, Massachusetts. As noted and 
described in Chapter 2, the design for the electrification was produced by the 
NECIP. Modern electrification and compatible modern signaling would provide for 
a maximum speed of 120 mph, matching the Washington-New York segment of the 
Corridor, and would provide full bi-directional signaling on all mainline 
tracks. Option N3 would also include the Ne~' Rochel le -- New Haven upgrading 
subsumed in Option N2. 

The trip time savings for option N3 would be 26 minutes over the N2 level, 
produced by a 9 minute time savings from elimination of the electric-to-Diesel 
engine change at New Haven Station, and a 17 minute time savings from the 
increased speed and acceleration of the electric locomotive. 

Option N4 in Table 7-6 would consist of Option N3, plus very significant 
curve realignments performed at the same time as the electrification. As Table 
7-7 reveals ("Option N4 versus Option N3 11

), the realignments would cost $200 
million over and above the electrification alone, but would yield only 5 minutes 
in additional time savings at a cost of $40 million per additional minute saved. 
This would compare with $13 million per additional minute saved due to the 
electrification alone ("Option N3 versus Option N2"). The incremental cost of 
the realignments would be even greater, however, if they were to be performed 
after the electrification is complete, since the electric catenary poles fix the 
railway alignment; for this reason, the realignments would deserve serious 
consideration along with the electrification. 

Option NS would consist of a very high speed railroad operating at a 
maximum of 160 mph. Such high speeds would necessitate the construction of a 
new right-of-way between the New Haven and Providence vicinities, possib ly along 
portions of Interstate 95, to bypass the sinuous Shore Line route. This option 
would save an additonal 18 minutes over N4, but at an incremental fixed plant 
cost on the order of $2.4 billion ($133 million per additional minute saved). 
Even with nonstop service between Boston and New York, rail would still offer 
marginally worse trip times than air unless, as seems likely, air delays 
increase in future years. Yet by giving rail an incomparable time advantage 
over the bus and auto modes, Option NS would still create significant rail 
traffic increases. It should be noted that construction cost experience reported 
by the TGV Company for the Paris-Lyon line suggests costs of less than half of 
the $3 billion estimated for Option NS. 

Beyond Option NS, the only other possible area of still further trip time 
reduction via the Shore Line route would be the 7S-mile stretch between New York 
and New Haven. Here, a difficult alignment makes high speeds impossible, but 
heavy urban and suburban development virtually eliminates any possibility of 
realignment. 

COMPREHENSIVE FIXED PLANT IMPROVEMENT ALTERNATIVES 

Table 7-8 matches fixed plant options south and north of New York to arrive 
at comprehensive fixed plant investment alternatives for the entire Corridor. 
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TABLE 7-7 

INCREMENTAL ANALYSIS OF NEW YORJ< - BOSTON OPTIONS Nl THROUGH N5 

Additional Additional Dollars Spent 
Dollars Time per Additional 
Spent Saved Minute Saved 

(Mill ions)a (Minutes) (Mill ions) 

Option N2 versus Option Nl 60 18 3.3 

Option N3 versus Option N2 340 26 13.1 

Option N4 versus Option N3 200 5 40.0 

Option N5 versus Option N4 2,400 18 133.3 

a See footnote d. Table 7-6. 
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TASlf 7-8 

CC»4PRfHfNS1Vf IHPROVfMfNT ALTfRNAllVfS FOR fNTIRf NfC 
Ool l1ffr. 

fixed SJit-nt 
Rer.u l Unt AJ1Jiroxi11<1te Tinie Pldnt Tolcl 1 (H111 ion) 

Stdtion- to-St•tion Adv•ntdge (Oir.ddv•ntdge CdJiltdl Minuter. On f i lled 
A I ter· Opt1onr. Included in tnir. dlterndtive Tri~ Timer. Venur. A1r Cor.t Sdve<I , Pldnt 
ndllve New York · New York - New Tork · New fork- New Tork- New Tork- (Mil l1onr. Sor. ton Per Minute 
Nulli>er Wdr.n1n9ton Option Sor.ton Option W•r.111 n2ton Sor.ton W•r.h1n2ton Bor.ton Of Dolldn) a Wdr.hington Sdve<I 

A Sl : CQ1111leted Product Nl : COllJileted Prociuct 2:36 J :S8 (0: 16) (I : 38 l 0 0 nt • 

s Sl : C011Jilete<I Product N2 : Uiigr•de New Rocnelle 
- New Hoen ~ : 36 3:40 (0 : 16) ( 1 :20 l 60 18 3. 3 

c S2 : lnellJienr.ive recon- NJ : flectrify New H1ven 
f19ur•tionr. t re•l1gn11entr. - Sor.ton 2: 29 3; 14 10:091 (0 : 54) 480 51 9.4 

D SJ: f llJienr.ive curve N4 : f lectrify •nd redl 1gn 
"'-J re1I1 gn11entr. Ne. H•ven - Bor.ton 2: 23 3:09 (O :OJ) (0 :49) 900 62 14 . 5 
I 

N 
S4: 160 •iih r.yHN NS : 160 •Jih r.yr.tN 2: 16 2:51 0 f 0:04 (0: Jl l 4,000 87 46 . 0 

a See footnote d, Tabl e 7-6. 



These comprehensive alternatives, in turn, comprise the basis for the financial 
analysis presented below. 

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES 

This section assesses the effects of the hypothetical fixed plant 
alternatives developed above on the ridership and financial results of the NEC. 
Although closely interlinked, these two criteria -- ridership and financial 
performance -- respond to different public objectives. According to the 
traditi ona 1 line of reasoning for NEC investments (as summarized in Chapter 6), 
increased rail ridership in the NEC is intrinsically good because it helps to 
moderate the rate of growth in other modes' congestion, transfers passengers to 
an environmentally benign and potentially oil-independent mode, opens attractive 
travel opportunities to many who can afford neither automobile ownership nor 
regular airline fares, and contributes to the vitality of the center cities. 
Proponents of this view cite the superb intercity rail systems of the United 
Kingdom and continental Europe as examples of successful public investments in 
transportation systems that have intrinsic social value beyond price. 

On the other hand, a purely financial approach would require that further 
NEC trip time investments generate future flows of increased profits {decreased 
losses) sufficient to outweigh the initial capital commitments involved. To the 
extent that such investments fail to meet a stringent financial criterion, 
public authorities must determine whether the projected ridership increases and 
concomitant benefits to society outweigh the costs. 

This report contains forecasts that may be useful to decision-makers as 
they consider either ridership, or financial results, or both criteria together. 
To be meaningful, such forecasts must adopt a long-term perspective: 1995 is 
the primary forecast year. Yet forecasts are merely the result of mathematical 
operations on many basic assumptions regarding the economy, population, other 
modes, and the rail mode; eminent economists have difficulty in projecting any 
one of these factors, and as the assumptions multiply and the projection period 
lengthens, the opportunities for error increase. 

A summary of the procedures, assumptions, and results of the financial 
analysis follows. 

PROCEDURES AND ASSUMPTIONS 

The conceptual framework of the financial analysis reflects the flow chart 
in Figure 3-1. All amounts are in 1985 dollars. 

For Alternatives A through E, a complex mathematical model has projected 
rail patronage and revenue in 1995 for each city-pair market and for the 
Corridor as a whole. Among these alternatives, the only factor that varies 
significantly is trip times between city-pairs. Assumptions in other areas 
remain constant, and include the following: 

o Moderate growth in population and personal income for the region taken 
as a whole. 
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o Rail service on an integral basis, i.e., Metroliner and conventional 
passengers carried in the same trains rather than in separate trains as at 
present. The result: half-hourly frequencies between New York and Washington. 
Additional trains between New York and Philadelphia, and a few "locals" to 
service low-demand points. North of New York, nine daily trains in each 
direction. 

o Continued improvement in the overall rail passenger experience and in 
Amtrak's marketing efforts. 

o Rail fares equivalent to those of today. 

o Other modes' characteristics -- trip times, reliability, frequency, 
passenger experience , and fares -- as at present. 

For each alternative, the forecasting process has converted rail passenger 
projections and service characteristics into such operating measures as train-
miles, car-miles, locomotive-miles, and seat-miles. Total operating expenses 
are simply the product of these operating measures and the appropriate unit 
costs, plus certain fixed costs (effectively independent of traffic volume). To 
develop the requisite unit costs, actual Amtrak operating expenses by account 
for 1983 have been divided by the applicable units produced in that year, and 
the result has been adjusted for inflation to 1985 dollar levels. These unit 
costs remain constant for Alternatives A through D; for Alternative f (160 mph), 
appropriate adjustments take the higher speed level into account. Operating 
expenses for this analysis do not include depreciation, so that the results of 
operations constitute a surplus/shortfall of funds rather than a net income 
forecast. 

Ridership, revenues, and operating expenses between 1986 and 1995 result 
from interpolation (based on the forecast for Alternative A, whi ch is the NFC on 
completion of the $2.19 billion NfCIP) ; results between 1995 and 2005 reflect an 
extrapolation process. 

Capital expenditures for fixed plant would encompass the amounts developed 
earlier in this chapter. To perform a financial comparison of alternatives on 
the basis of a di scounted flow of funds, it is essential to allocate capital 
expenditures to specific years. The following hypothetical allocations are for 
analytical purposes only and do not constitute funding recommendations of any 
kind. 

Alternatives B through D would assume that the fixed plant investment will 
occur between 1986 and 1989, with expenditures timed to peak in 1988. Full 
service at the new trip times would begin in 1990. Alternat i ve f, by virtue of 
its magnitude and potential environmental impacts, would reach completion in 
1994, with construction peaking in 1992 and 1993, and full service operation in 
1995. 

Since the primary purpose of the analysis is to compare fixed plant 
investment levels, vehicle costs do not appear in Tables 7-4 through 7-8. 
However, the comprehensive financial dnalysis below perforce includes capital 
c ost~ for vehicles in years appropriate to each alternative. Thus, patronage 
growth in all alternatives would require periodic additions of locomotives and 
cars; the analysis assumes these additions to take place in proportion to car-
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mile increases at five-year intervals beginning in 1990. Alternatives C and D, 
extending electrification to Boston, would require additional electric locomo-
tives initially, and Alternative E would require an entirely new fleet to be 
purchased in 1994. 

RESULTS 

By the means outlined above, the forecasting pro~ess developed revenues, 
operating expenses, operating surplus/shortfall, and capital investment (for 
fixed plant and vehicles separately) for each alternative in each year between 
1986 and 2005. To the annual net flow of funds (the sum of operating 
surplus/shortfall and capital investments) a 10 percent discount rate was 
applied to derive the discounted flow of funds for each alternative. Since 
Alternative A represents FRA's best estimate of the likely outcome in the 
absence of a post-NECIP fixed plant investment program, the Alternative A 
results serve as a baseline against which to judge the other alternatives. 
Therefore, the net present value of each of the alternatives is the difference 
between its discounted flow of funds and that of Alternative A. Table 7-9 
summarizes the results of the analysis. 

From a purely financial point of view, Alternatives B through E would not 
pay their way under the assumptions contained in this analysis. Although the 
annual operating shortfalls of Alternatives B through D would be marginally 
better than those of Alternative A, these modest yearly benefits -- on the order 
of $2 to $5 million -- would offer an insufficient return on the initial capital 
investments required. While the 160 mph alternative (E} would generate an 
annual operating result that would be $29 million better than that of 
Alternative A, the near-term capital cost of£, $4.6 billion, would dwarf the 
annual long-term operating benefits. 

Although fixed plant investment alternatives B through E would not promise 
strictly financial returns, they would produce rail patronage gains ranging from 
2 to 7 percent in terms of number of riders, and from 3 to 13 percent based on 
passenger-miles. To the extent, therefore, that increases in rail traffic 
constitute an intrinsic benefit to society, then the alternatives would grow 
more beneficial as they become more ambitious. Passenger-miles would increase 
at a faster rate than the number of passengers because the decreased trip times, 
by allowing rail to compete more effectively with other modes over greater 
distances, would result in a longer average trip length. 

The relationship between passenger-mile increases and minutes of time 
savings remains essentially constant over the range of trip times in this 
analysis: each minute saved on the Corridor would produce 2.5 million 
additional passenger miles for Alternatives B through D, and 2.3 million for 
Alternative E. This proportionality between passenger-mile increases and 
minutes of time savings yields the following effects: 

o Alternative C, in which the electrification north of New Haven produces 
the largest single trip time improvement, would generate the most marked 
incremental increase in passenger-mil es. 

o Just as the improvement alternatives would concentrate most of the trip-
time savings north of New York, so would most of the ridership increases occur 
in the New York - Boston segment. In fact, of the additional 210 million 
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TABLE 7-9 

RESULTS OF FlNANCIAL ANALYSlS OF NEC FIXED PLANT IHPROVEHENT ALTERNATIVES 
(Dollars amounts are 1n H1111ons) 

ALTERNATIVE 

A 8 c D 

INITIAL CAPITAL COSTS a (S Hfl ): 

Fixed Plant 0 60 480 900 
Vehicles a 0 0 32 32 

Total 0 60 512 932 

TRlP TIMES (hours:minutesl: 

New York - Washington 2:36 2:36 2:29 2:23 
New York - Boston 3:58 3:40 3:14 3:09 

ANNUAL RESULTS 
(1995 for exa111ple): 

Statfstfcs: 

Tra1n-Hfles (thousands) 7851 7851 7851 7851 
Riders (thousands) 14985 15275 15605 15735 
Passenger-miles (millions)b 1676 1721 1802 1829 

Financial (S Hfllionl: 

Revenues 296 303 311 314 
Operating expenses 419 421 430 435 

Operating Surplus (Short fa 11 l (123) (118) (119) (121) 

Annual Surplus (Shortfall) better 
(worse) than Alternative A by: 0 5 4 2 

NET PRESENT VALUE ($Million) 
1986 THROUGH 2005: 
Discounted flow of funds better 
Cvorse) than that of Alternative A 
by: 0 (86) ( 449) (808) 

a Investments during construction period preparatory to startup of improved service. 
This line excludes vehicles acquired after construction fs complete to handle 
traffic growth. 

b Passenger miles are the surnnatfon of!.!..!_ c1ty-pair markets wfthfn the NEC. 

E 

4000 
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2:16 
2:51 
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passenger miles generated by Alternative E over Alternative A, fully 64 percent 
would occur north of New York. 

o Because the alternatives in sequence would yield shorter and shorter 
trip times, each minute saved would represent a greater and greater proportional 
improvement: a minute reduced from Alternative A, which requires 156 minutes 
between Washington and New York, represents a smaller percentage improvement 
than a minute reduced from Alternative D, which has a 143 minute Washington -
New York timing. Yet the passenger-mile yield per minute saved remains 
constant, or even decreases. The result is diminishing returns. Between 
Alternatives B and C, a 4.7 percent increase in passenger miles would result 
from a 8.8 percent decrease in trip times, for an elasticity quotient of .53; 
between Alternatives B and C, an analogous calculation yields an elasticity of 
0.47. 

Moreover, since the order of the alternatives embodies an increasing cost 
per minute saved (each of which generates essentially the same number of 
passenger-miles), future passenger-mile increases show diminishing returns with 
respect to dollars invested. Table 7-10 attempts to combine the two criteria 
discussed above, ridership and finances, by treating annual traffic improvements 
as a "return" on the resources committed to each alternative. If the additional 
annual passenger miles (over Alternative A) of each alternative are divided by 
the net present value of that alternative, the resultant passenger-mile increase 
per million dollars of resources committed shows a marked drop as the 
alternatives become more expensive. 

These results lead naturally to one more question: in which half of the 
Corridor do fixed plant trip time investments yield the greater return in terms 
of ridership and revenues? The following factors are germane to this question; 
Table 7-11 provides supporting data. 

o For all alternatives, fixed plant investment costs would be lower per 
minute saved in the north than in the south. The first eighteen minutes of 
improvement in the north would cost only $3.3 million per minute, less than one 
third the cost per minute of the cheapest option south of New York. 

o Per minute saved, improvements in the south produce on average 2.8 
million additional passenger-miles; in the north, the passenger-mile benefit is 
about 2.0 million. One possible explanation for this differential is that the 
few minutes saved in the south fall within the critical zone of time-competition 
between rail and air, whereas the improvements in the north are within the zone 
of time-competition for the relatively less time-sensitive auto and bus traffic. 
As the time savings grow and as rail consolidates its time superiority over air 
in the New York - Washington market, the volume gain per additional minute saved 
begins to decline slightly. 

o In Alternatives C, D, and E, the incremental yield (additional revenue 
per additional passenger-mile produced) is higher in the south than in the 
north. This simply reflects the expansion in the south of Metroliner-class 
traffic, which is more sensitive to time than to price and can bear heavier 
rates. In the north, rail can compete increasingly with auto and bus on the 
basis of trip times; but since much auto and most bus traffic is highly price 
sensitive, rail faces limitations on its ability to raise fares. 
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TABLE 7-10 

CC»481NED RlDERSHlP/FIHANCIAL EVALUATION ci: ALTERNATIVES 

(Annual passenger-•ile benef1t per •ill Ion dollars of resources comn1tted) 

Alternative 

A B c D E 

INCJlDtEllTAL TO ALTERNATIVE A 

Annual r1dershi2 benefft: annual passenger-
•lle increase over Alternative A 
(•Ill ions) 0 45 126 153 210 

Initial resource co11111itment: Negative 
MPV of th1s alternat1ve vis-a-vis 
Alternative A (•illions of dollars) 0 86 449 808 2992 -

Quotient: thousands of additional 
passenger-•iles generated yearly 
per Nillion dollars of resources 
COlll!li tted 0 523 281 189 70 -

INCREMENTAL TO PREVIOUS ALTERNATIVE 

Annual ridershl~ benefit: annual passenger-
mile increase over previous alternative 
( 11il lions) 0 45 81 27 57 

Initial resource COlll!litment: a1110unt by 'which 
NPV of this alternative fs worse than that 
of prevfous alternative (•lllions of 
dollars) 0 86 363 359 2184 

Quotient: thousands of additional 
passenger-~iles generated yearly per 
million dollars of incremental 
resources C01111itted 0 523 223 75 26 
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TAB LE 7-11 

Cl)tPARATlYE BENEFITS OF TRIP TlHE INVESTMENTS, NORTH AND SOUTH 

Annud l Annual 
Inf ti al Annual lncrementdl Yfeld Passenger-miles Added Revenue Added 

Fixed Plant Inves~nt Passenger-Miles Added (Revenue Added per per Million Dolldrs of as Percent of 
per M1 nute Saved per Minute Saved Passenger-mile Added) Fixed Pl ant Investment ln1tlal 

(Millions of Dollars !Thousands) (Cents ) (Thousands) Ffxed Plant Investment 
South North South North South North South North South North 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 3.3 0 1944 0 17. l 0 583 0 10.0 

11.4 9.1 2857 1977 15.0 11. 5 250 218 3.8 2.5 

23 . l 12.2 2769 1980 13.g 11.3 120 162 1.7 1.8 

50.0 44.8 2650 1970 15. 1 10. 6 53 44 0.8 0.5 

Passenger-mil es "South• are the sum ma t1on of a 11 c I ty-pair markets lying bet'lfeen Ne'lf Yoric and Washington, f ncl usive; passenger-1111 es "North" 
are the sum11atfon of all cfty-pair markets bet'lfeen Boston and Ne'lf York, fnclusfve. Passenger-miles and revenues for trfps crossing Ne'lf York 
are excluded from this chart. 

"North" • Ne'lf York -- Boston. "South" • Ne'lf York -- Washington 

Annual forecast data 1s for 1995. All figures for Alternatives B through E are incremental to Alternative A. 



The first eighteen minutes of time savings in the north (Alternative B) 
provide the highest return in terms of annual passenger-miles generated 
(583,000) per million dollars of capital investment. In Alternative B, the 
annual revenue increment expressed as a percentage of initial capital investment 
-- a crude-but-useful yardstick for comparison of north and south -- is also 
higher by a factor of 2 than that of any other alternative. 

At all other levels of investment, the lower capital costs in the north and 
the higher traffic and revenue yields in the south cancel each other out, so 
that neither half of the Corridor offers promise of a return significantly 
better than that of the other. 

CONCLUSION 

Viewed in the large, these results (which echo those of the Two-
Year Report on the Northeast Corridor of 1978) encompass projecti"Ons-into the 
future of Amtrak's actual ridership history and cost experience. In both the 
revenue and expense areas, equations depicting the future have been tailored 
to fit data generated in the past. In order to improve the revenue and 
expense projections, Amtrak must augment its ridership or effect a fundamental 
transformation in every aspect of its cost structure in the NFC; preferably, 
Amtrak must do both. The NfCIP has given Amtrak the basic tools with which to 
effect many, if not most, of these changes. The rest is up to Amtrak. 
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Footnotes to Cha~ter Seven 

[l] Interview (12/17/ 84) with Dr. Robert A. Nelson, former Di rector of the 
Office of High S~eed Ground Trans~ortation, FRA. Under the demonstration 
contract, the Government contributed $9.6 million, and the Pennsylvania 
Railroad (succeeded by the Penn Central) agreed to invest $75 million in 
related roadbed im~rovements and vehicles. 

[2] FAA data, 3.447 million New York -- Washington air ~assengers in 1983 
divided by 365. 

[3] Frequencies reflect schedules in effect as of October 29, 1984. On 
A~ril 28, 1985, Amtrak added an eleventh Metroliner round tri~ to its New 
York - Washington daily schedule. 

[4] The trip time estimates for the com~leted project in Tables 1-3, 7--1, and 
B-2 already include a reconfiguration (without flyover) at Harold. 
A~pendix F discusses the ~otential costs and benefits of such a flyover , 
which is not included in Option N2 but which might be a useful addition 
thereto. 
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APPENDIX A 

CHRONOLOGY AND FUNDING HISTORY OF THE NECIP 

The following is a list of the major events in the history of the NECIP, 
together with the budgetary history of the Project. 

The 1960's 

September 1971 

In response to growing public and Congressional awareness of 
increasing transportation congestion in the NEC region, the 
Federal Government undertakes studies and demonstration 
programs. 

Comprehensive reports included: The Executive Task Force on 
Transportation in the Northeast Megalopolitan Corridor; the 
Washington-Boston Transportation Study by the Department of 
Commerce; and the Northeast Corridor Transportation Project 
Report. 

Congressional Hearings culminated in the High speed Ground 
Transportation Act of 1965. 

Numerous reports focused on specific issues, including: 
future travel demand; the potential that new technology (e.g., 
vertical and short take-off and landing aircraft, tracked air 
cushion vehicles and magnetic levitation vehicles) had for 
solving the problem of transportation congestion; and the 
economics of expanding the facilities of one mode versus the 
others. 

The Northeast Corridor Rail Passenger Demonstration, a joint 
project of D.O.T. and the railroads to test passenger response 
to Metroliner and Turbo equipment, began. 

U.S. D.O.T. releases its report, "Recommendations for North-
east Corridor Transportation" 

Findings: Given congestion at airports and on highways, and 
the huge Feder3l investment needed to expand either, the 
Report recommends improvements to the rail system to exploit 
its unused capacity. 

Service goals (non-stop): 2 hours New York to Washington, 2 
hours 45 minutes New York to Boston; top speed - 150 mph. 

Cost Estimate: $700 million 
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January 1974 

February 1976 

Fall 1976 

The Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973 becomes law. 
Sec. 601 ( d}(3) instructs the Secretary of Transportation to 
"begin the necessary engineering studies and improvements" 
for the Corridor. 

Funding: $12.5 million authorized but approximately $7 
mi 11 ion spent. 

The Railroad-Reorganization and Regulatory Reform Act (4R Act) 
of 1976 becomes law 

This law established the Northeast Corridor Improvement 
Project. It authorized funds, set trip-time goals and fixed a 
completion date. Unfortunately each of these critical 
elements - dollars, scope and schedule - stood independent of 
the others. Understanding this fundamental flaw in the 
legislation is essential to an understanding of all that has 
gone on since its passage. 

NECIP funding was the result of political compromise, not 
engineering estimates. The 3R Act sponsored engineering 
studies all assumed service goals based on the 150 mph system 
identified in the September 1971 Recommendation. Congress was 
aware of this assumption and realized that such a system would 
cost $4 billion, or more. The Administration would not, 
however, support such a funding level. The negotiations that 
ensued finally settled on $1.75 billion. Unfortunately, this 
amount was not related to trip time goals, also reached 
through compromise, (2 hours 40 min. NY - Washington and 3 
hours 40 min. NY - Boston). The goals in turn were unrelated 
to the schedule. The preliminary engineering work, although 
fully appropriate to the 100 mph system it assumed, did not 
provide a basis for establishing a coherent, self-contained, 
cost-effective program at much lower levels of investment. 
This work was, however, the base for much of the early 
engineering work on the NECIP. 

Amtrak inherited from the bankrupt Penn Central a seriously 
delapidated rail line - the Northeast Corridor. Before 
conveyance of the property, Conrail made every effort to 
select the best equipment and most experienced management 
personnel. 

The Northeast Corridor Improvement Project office is estab-
1 ished w1th1n FRA. 
Secretary Coleman was determined that FRA, and not Amtrak, 
control the Project. This insistence resulted in a split of 
authority between the project management and the 
owner/operator of the service, a built-in institutional 
complication that took some years to resolve. 
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October 1976 

April 1977 

In an effort to limit the number of full-time Federal 
employees hired by FRA, the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) was directed to transfer engineers to the Corridor 
Project. Although the transfer was voluntary, the engineers 
were still FHWA employees and knew that their career goals 
meant returning to FHW~ 

The architectural/engineering consortium of Deleuw, Cather/ 
Parsons {DC/P) is competitively selected. 

DC/P immediately set out to hire a complete staff of 
engineers, planners, procurement specialists, computer 
programmers, etc. Mindful of the five year deadline imposed 
by the 4R Act DC/P had, by early 1977, nearly 900 people on 
their payroll. 

While indispensable and inevitable, the hiring of a program 
management contractor added a third major organization, and 
still further institutional complexities, to the project 
structure. 

NECIP produces the $3.5 billion Baseline Implementation 
Master Plan {BLIMP). 

The baseline program was to provide for the future capability 
of a 150 mph operation. It was an attempt to estimate the 
cost of the engineering studies completed prior to the passage 
of the 4R Act, and to provide a baseline from which the $1.75 
billion program could be developed. The plan included 900 
miles of dedicated, high speed, concrete tie track with over 
300 curve realignments; 34 bridge replacements and 721 bridge 
rehabilitations/repairs; and right-of-way fencing of the 
entire length of the Corridor. Corridor-wide electrification 
of 25kV, 60 Hz with new or retensioned catenary was planned 
along with the new speed signals and Centralized Traffic 
Control (CTC) from Washington to Boston and a complete, 
Corridor-wide microwave communi cations system. al so planned 
was the rehabilitation of 12 stations and the construction of 
three (3) new stations, 14 maintenance-of-way bases and 5 new 
equipment service facilities. 

Table A-1 (Column 1) shows the BLIMP estimate by program 
element, and traces the many budgetary changes in the NECIP 
discussed below. 

Budget Assumptions of BLIMP 
o 9% Inflation 
o February 1981 Program Completion 
o Legislative Emphasis - Safety, Reliability, Trip Times and 

Provision for Future Improvements 
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August 1977 

Total: 

NECIP (FRA and DC/P) prepare Implementation Master Plan (IMP) 

Between April and August of 1977 a $1.75 billion program was 
developed to achieve the legislated goals. During this time, 
a total of $1.75 billion was deleted from the BLIMP of 
projects which were not necessary to meet the goals of the 4R 
Act. A description of the reductions follows: 

$ 97.3M - Signalling. Centralized Traffic Control (CTC) 
between Wilmington and New York. 

$191.0M - New or retensioned catenary between Washington 
and New York. 

$142.5M - Selected improvements at service facilities. 

$156.4M - 356 Bridges. 

$253.5M - 101 Curve Realignments. 

$ 51.3M - 781 Miles of fencing. 

$ 8.3M - Co!llllunications along the Corridor. 

$304 . 9M - Station improvements. 

+ $ 0.4M - Private grade crossings elimination 

$420.lM - 475 Miles of concrete ties. 868 Miles of CWR 
and other track work. 

$ 16.2M - Tunnel improvements. 

$116.6M - Program management. 

- $1757.7M (See Column 2 in Table A-1) 

Preparation of the IMP, incorporating the above reductions, 
began immediately after completion of the BLIMP. It was the 
first attempt to produce a $1.75B program which would achieve 
the goals and meet the schedule of the 4R Act. The IMP 
included over 425 miles of high-speed concrete tie track with 
over 200 curve realignments and 51 new or reconfigured 
interlockings; 35 bridge replacements and 365 bridge 
rehabilitation/repairs; and 114 miles of right-of-way fencing. 
Corridor-wide electrification at 25kV 60Hz for 120 mph speeds 
was planned (except in the Metropolitan Region where the 
MTA/CDOT conversion to 12.5kV 60Hz would remain) along with 
new speed signals from Washington to New Rochelle and New 
Haven to Boston. Centralized Traffic Control (CTC) was to be 
installed from Washington to Wilmington, from New York to New 
Rochelle, and from New Haven to Boston, and a complete 
Corridor-wide microwave communications system was planned. 
Also included was the less ambitious rehabilitation of 12 
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January 1978 

August 1978 

January 1979 

stations and construction of three (3) new stations, 13 
maintenance-of~wa,y bases, and six (6) new equipment service 
facilities. (The IMP estimates for the above items appear in 
Column 3 of Table A-1 }. 

Budget Assumptions of IMP 

o n. I n fl at i on 

o February 1981 Program Completion Date 

o Legislative Emphasis - Safety, Reliability and Trip Times. 

Secretary Adams calls for Redirection Study 

NECIP announced that the cost and time estimates accompanying 
the Implementation Master Plan were far too low. When Secre-
tary Adams learned this he changed the FRA management of the 
NEC IP and ordered a 11Redi rec ti on Study.11 His instructions 
were that the Project office identify a realistic scope of 
work, set a schedule that all parties could agree to and take 
into consideration the needs of other corridor users (i.e., 
freight and commuter operators). 

NECIP issues interim cost estimates. 

While the Redirection Study was still underway, an interim 
cost estimate was prepared (Column 5 in Table A-1). 

Between August 1977 and August 1978 the estimated cost of the 
project had grown from $1,744.5 to $2.88. The reasons for 
this increase of $1.058 are summarized below: 

Reasons for Increase in the Budget 

$375.5M - Changes in Cost Estimates 

$390.0M - Scope Changes 

$290.0M - Additional Escalation 

$1055.5M (Completion date extended two years) 

FRA Issues Redirection Study 

The Redirection Study Program was the result of a 
comprehensive analysis of the requirements of the Northeast 
Corridor with regards to all users and proposed those projects 
which would most efficiently and economically allow 
achievement of the legislated goals. It was a close 
examination to determine which items were essential to build 
the proposed system and how long it would take to build them. 
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August 1979 

The major differences between this program and IMP were: a 
decrease in unnecessary speed related projects with an 
emphasis on alternative, less expensive ways to meet trip time 
goals; more emphasis on projects improving system reliability 
such as equipment service facilities; and more emphasis on 
projects which were advantageous to freight and commuter 
service . 

The reduction in scope of $396 million from the IMP included 
the following deletions (See Columns 6 and 7 of Table A-1). 

$124.1 - 150 Curve realignments 

$ 17.7 - Track improvements - wood tie installation. 

$ 80.6 - 145 Bridges. 

- $ 84.1 - Electrification improvements. 

$ 28.5 - Signalling improvements. 

$ 3.8 - CoRITlunications along the Corridor. 

$ 15.7 - Fencing 

$ 16.3 - Stations (less ambitious Washington Union 
Station). 

$ 25 . 2 - Four (4) maintenance-of-way bases. 

Total $396.0 

Budget Assumptions of ·Redirection Study 

o 7% Inflation 

o 1983 Program Completion 

o Legislative Emphasis - Safety, Reliability, and Trip Times 

NECIP Prepares New Estimate 

The Redirection Study had concentrated on the system 
requirements and their effect on future operations. Between 
August 1978 and March 1979 a draft Corridor Master Plan (CMP) 
was completed based on the $2.404 billion program level. The 
problems that existed with this draft made it evident that the 
budget was not adequate. In March 1979 the Project Director 
ordered a 'bottoms up' estimate to be done jointly by Amtrak, 
OCP, and FRA to determine the actual cost of the $2.404 
billion program. The effort took six months of continual 
meetings where every project, schedule, and cost was agreed 
upon by all parties. The result was a $2.869 billion cost 
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March 1980 

estimate, and the reasons for the $465 million increase are 
summarized below. (See Columns 8 and 9 of Table A-1). 

Reasons for Increase in the Budget (As of August 1979) 

o $276 million - Changes in cost estimates 

o $106 million - Scope changes 

o $ 83 million - Additional escalation 

$465 mi 11 ion 

NECIP Publishes $2.526 Billion Corridor Master Plan (CMP) 

In response to continuing cost escalation, the NECIP prepared 
a new estimate (Columns 10 and 11 of Table A-1). 

The March 1980 CMP was the first published Master Plan for the 
Project. The program included a major track renewal effort, 
curve realignments and interlocking reconfigurations capable 
of sustaining the trip time goals, and 230 bridge 
rehabilitations or replacements. Conversion of 
electrification on the south end was deleted, but the new 
electrification north of New Haven remained. Improvements 
remained at 15 stations, and construction was planned for four 
equipment service facilities and four maintenance bases. 

Scope deletions made by the CMP, with the express approval of 
the Secretary, were as follows: 

$ 6.9 - Section improvements 

$102.8 - Track maintenance 

$ 61.1 - 18 Bridges 

$ 0.2 Private grade crossing elimination 

$106.8 - Conversion of electrification to commercial power 
from Washington to New York 

+ $ 26.2 - Additional cost of signal system 

$ 23.8 - Co1T111unications along the Corridor 

$ 19.5 - Fencing 

$ 39.5 - Five maintenance-of-way bases and one service 
facility 
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Total 

May 1980 

November 1980 

February 1981 

- $ 6.4 - Selected tunnel improvements 

$ 16.0 - Program management 

$343.0 Million 

Budget Assumptions of CMP 

o 7% Inflation 

o 1985 Completion date 

o legislative Emphasis - Safety, Reliability, and Trip Times 

The Passenger Railroad Rebuilding Act of 1980 Becomes Law 

Funding was set at $2.5 billion, trip-times were reduced in 
importance, and the completion date extended to 1985. All 
these changes reflected the realities incorporated in the CMP. 

NECIP Issues Revised Cost Estimate 

The $2.526 billion Program was based on a 7% escalation rate. 
It soon became evident that inflation was well above this 
level. Between May 1980 and November 1980 the estimates were 
revised to include a 12 to 13% escalation rate. The NECIP 
also had experienced icnreased costs, primarily in the signdl 
system. The $2.5 billion increased to $2.862 bi 11 ion. (The 
$26 million in the $2.526 billion program was deleted by using 
reserves.) The reasons for the $362 bi 11 ion increase are 
summarized below (See columns 12, 13, 14, and 15 of Table A-
l ) . 

Reasons for Increase in the Budget 

o $141 Million - Changes in Cost Estimates 

o S 40 Million - Scope Changes 

o $181 Million - Additional Escalation 

$362 Milli on 

NECIP is Restructured to Counteract Cost Escalations and to 
Support President's Economic Recovery Program 

Reviews were held between November 1980 and January 1981 to 
determine the way to counteract the $362 million cost increase 
announced in November 1980 so as to maintain the program cost 
of $2.5 billion. Recommendations had been made but not yet 
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February 1982 

executed when in February 1981 the Administration reduced the 
program by a further $310 million for a total reduction of 
$672 million. A reanalysis was then completed to accommodate 
both reductions in a coordinated manner, in keeping with an 
evolving emphasis on passenger comfort, safety, convenience, 
and reliability as opposed to trip time reductions per se. 
The reductions of $362 million and $310 million are summarized 
below. (See Columns 17, 18, and 19 of Table A-1.) 

$362M (to reduce NECIP cost to $2.5 billion authorized) 

$12.3 - Section improvements, speed related curves 

$ 4.7 - Track 

- $46.9 - Bridges 

$80. 3 - Electrification between New Haven and Boston 

- $143.1 - Speed related signaling 

$ 3.3 - ColTlllunications 

$ 5.0 - Fencing - overhead bridges for North End 
electrification 

$22.6 - Stations 

$38.7 - Service facilities 

- $ 3.2 - Tunnels 

$ 1.9 - Program Management 

$310M (to reduce NECIP cost from authorized level to budgeted 
l eve 1) 

$40.0 - Connecticut DOT bridges 

- $145.0 - Electrification between New Haven and Boston 

- $100.0 - Speed related signals 

$25.0 - Washington Union and Route 128 Stations 

Reallocations Within Existing Funding Levels Produce Present 

In February 1982 some relatively minor reallocations of 
budgets among the various program elements took place. 

The present $2.19 billion Program includes major track 
renewal, and emphasis on reconfiguration of interlockings but 
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less emphasis on trip time related curve realignments, and the 
rehabilitation or replacement of 212 bridges. Installation of 
new electrification north of New Haven was deleted as well as 
speed signaling. Improvements are planned at 13 stations, and 
construction of four equipment service facilities and four 
maintenance bases remain. The emphasis of the program has 
shifted away from speed oriented improvements. Safety and 
reliability remain the primary goals as well as planning 
improvements where the greatest number of passengers will be 
benefited. 

Budget Assumptions 

o 12-13% Escalation used in the Budgets 

o 1986 Program Completion Date 

o Legislative Emphasis - Safety, Reliability, and 
Improvements between New York and Washington 
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Aµµendix B 

Derivation of Triµ Times for Comµleted Project 

Table B-1: New York -- Washington 

Table B-2: Boston -- New York 
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Table B·l 

ANALYSIS~ TRIP TIME' J"PROVf"fNTS IN 11/83 RfPORT 

NfW YORK - WASHINGTON 

location 

NY-Newark 

Newark-
Trenton 

Trenton-
30tn St. 

Project 

Portal Bridge 
Curve 240.2 to 80 •~n 
Curve 243/245 to 55 91!Jh 

North River Tunnel to 70 
High Line Signals 

Curve 24g to 90 91!Jh 
Curve 252/263 to 70 ~h 
Signals lincoln--M1llna•-Fair 
"illha .. Fair to 120 91!Jh, 
Curve 279/380 to 105 

Sfgnals Dock to Hunter 
Signal~ Hunter·No. flizabeth 
Signal~ fl.era-Union 

Signal~ Norris-Croydon 
Curve 293 to 110 •~h 
Curve 289/299·1/29g-2 
Curve 303A to 50 9'Jh 
Signals Cornwell~ Heights 
Signal~ Holmes-Frankford 
Zoo-North Phfladt>l~hia 

30tn St.- s.4th St. Interlocking 
Wilai ngton 

Wilaington- Curve 327-328 
Baltf.ore Curve 342 to 95 •~h 

120 llJlh Ragan-Northeast 
Curve 342 ra11 MAS• 
Northeast-Perryville 
120 •~h Oak-Aberoeen 
fdgewood-Magnolfa 

Reconfigure Bay, Biddle , 
B&P, Union Jct. 

BaltiOIOre- Reconfigure Fulton Interlocking 
New 120 •~h KAS• Grove-Seabrook/ 
Carrollton "a9ruder Branen 

New Carrol- NY Ave/Curve 415/WU7 
lton·Wuh 

TOT41.S 

Tille savings by ~roject 
in •inutes 

COllJI 1 eted 
by 10/84 

0 

2.30 

1.13 

0.50 

0.40 

4.33 

To be 
at end 

NfClP 
Contro 1 

0.25 

0. 31 
0.75 

0.58 

0.36 
0.08 
0.13 
0.25 

0.45 

0. 08 
0.13 
l.23 

0.50 

2.85 

1. 57 

l.06 

10.58 

co•~leted 
of ~rojec t 

Aatrak 
Contro 1 

0.03 
0.20 

0.22 
0.15 

0.13 
0.23 
0.17 

0.60 
0.08 

0.27 

2.08 

Total additional time saving at ~roject co•~letion: 10.58 ~lus 2.08 • 12.66 minutes 
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Table B-2 

BOSTON -- NEW YORK 

The effect of these improvements at Harold and the bridges, together with 

alignment improvements at Providence Station and elimination of current 

construction speed restrictions, should permit a 3:58 timetable with 90 percent 

reliability. This estimate, which FRA believes to be conservative, is based 

on the following breakdown: 

Harold 

Bridges 

Providence 

Elimination of Construction 
Speed Restrictions 

Effect of congestion from 
increased commuter traffic 
between Boston and Canton 
Junction 

Total 

Trip Time Improvements 
(Minutes) 

Direct Congestion 
Time Effect 

1 

4 

2 

7 

2 

4 

6 

Grand Total = 7 + 6 - 2 = 11 minutes 

Estimated Trip Time = 4:09 - 0:11 = 3:58 
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Trip Time 
Decrements 
{Minutes) 

2 

-2 




